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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the July issue of the Financial Crime Digest, which provides concise analysis of the most significant financial crime
related developments from around the world. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please sign up here. We
are also currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime developments.
If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT

International operation dismantles encrypted
communication platform used by criminals

Europol announced on 2 July that a joint operation

behind EncroChat was found to be operating from servers in

conducted in cooperation with several international law

France. In April 2019, the French and Dutch authorities

enforcement agencies, including the UK’s National Crime

brought the case to Eurojust and a joint investigation team

Agency (NCA), the French and Dutch law enforcement and

(JIT) agreement was signed.

judicial authorities, and Eurojust, has resulted in the
dismantling of one of the largest encrypted global

A large number of suspects have been arrested not only in

communication networks used exclusively by criminals,

the JIT member states, but also in several countries which

EncroChat.

were not participating in the JIT but were particularly affected
by the illegal use of these phones by individuals active in

EncroChat offered a secure mobile phone instant messaging

organised crime, including in the UK, Sweden and Norway.

service, with 60,000 users worldwide and around 10,000

The NCA states that 746 arrests have been made in the UK

users in the UK. The provider was mainly used for organising

and £54 million in criminal proceeds have been seized so far.

and coordinating the distribution of illicit commodities,
money laundering and plotting rival criminals’

The interception of EncroChat messages ceased on 13 June

assassinations. In exchange for £1,500 for a six-month

2020, when the provider realised that a public authority had

contract, EncroChat members would receive a phone with no

penetrated the platform and sent a warning to all users to

other conventional smartphone functionality than pre-loaded

dispose of the phones.

apps for instant messaging and a kill code which wipes voice
over IP (VOIP) calls remotely.

Europol press release

In 2017, French police and judicial authorities began

Eurojust press release

investigating phones that used the EncroChat tool, after
regularly discovering such equipment in operations against
organised crime groups. According to Europol, the company
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NCA press release
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New York regulator fines Deutsche Bank over
Epstein ties and correspondent relationships
with Danske Estonia and FBME Bank
accounts in New York, despite the fact
that it was repeatedly put on notice
about Danske Estonia’s control failings,
and even after an internal risk
management team gave Danske
Estonia the highest risk rating.

The New York State Department of

Deutsche Bank “failed to properly

Financial Services (NYDFS) announced

monitor account activity conducted on

on 7 July that Deutsche Bank AG has

behalf of the registered sex offender

agreed to pay $150 million in penalties

despite ample information that was

as part of a consent order for

publicly available”, which resulted in the

compliance failures in processing

processing of hundreds of transactions

transactions by Jeffrey Epstein and

that “should have prompted additional

relating to its correspondent banking

scrutiny in light of Mr. Epstein’s history”.

relationships with Danske Bank Estonia

In addition to this, procedural failures

and FBME Bank.

occurred, which included conditions
placed on Epstein’s accounts by a

Epstein died in August 2019 in federal

Deutsche Bank reputational risk group

custody while awaiting trial on charges

not being communicated or being

of operating a global child prostitution

misinterpreted, resulting in a lack of

ring. Prior to his arrest, Epstein engaged

conditional enforcement.

in hundreds of transactions using
Deutsche Bank, including settlement

The consent order also covers failings

payments totaling $7 million, payments

by Deutsche Bank to properly monitor

to alleged co-conspirators, direct

the activities of foreign bank clients -

payments to multiple women in Eastern

Danske Estonia and FBME Bank - with

Europe that were consistent with public

respect to their correspondent and

allegations of wrongdoing, and over

dollar clearing business. According to

$800,000 in suspicious cash

the NYDFS, Deutsche Bank failed to

withdrawals.

take appropriate action to prevent
Danske Estonia from transferring

According to the regulator, in regard to

billions of dollars of suspicious

the failings relating to Epstein,

transactions through Deutsche Bank

4

The NYDFS states
that Deutsche Bank
“failed to properly
monitor account
activity conducted
on behalf of the
registered sex
offender despite
ample information
that was publicly
available”
Similar issues pervaded Deutsche
Bank’s relationship with FMBE, in which
enhanced AML checks revealed the
former Tanzanian-based bank was not
improving its quality controls. Deutsche
Bank continued to do business with
FMBE until being ordered to cease its
relationship by the US Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network in 2015, in an
action upheld by a court order in 2017.
New York Department of Fi...
Deutsche Bank consent ord...
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UK designates 47 individuals and two entities
under new global human rights regime
The UK Foreign and Commonwealth

minister Aleksey Vasilyevich

against the Rohingya people and

Office (FCO) announced on 6 July that

Anichin, prosecutors, investigators,

other ethnic minorities

47 individuals and two entities have

judges and other senior officials

been designated pursuant to the Global

The North Korean Ministry of State

Human Rights (GHR) Sanctions

20 Saudi nationals involved in the

Security (MSS) Bureau and Ministry

Regulations 2020, for their

assassination of journalist and

of People’s Security (MPS)

involvement “in some of the most

dissident Jamal Khashoggi in the

Correctional Bureau, involved in

notorious human rights violations in

Saudi consulate in Istanbul in 2018,

forced labour, torture and murder of

recent years”.

including Interior Ministry officials,

prisoners in political prison camps

Royal Guard, consulate and
The UK’s first designations under the

intelligence officers

UK government press relea...

Commander-in-Chief of the

UK list of designations

new sanctions regime includes:
25 Russian nationals involved in the

Myanmar Armed Forces

mistreatment and death of Russian

(Tatmadaw) Min Aung Hlaing and

tax advisor Sergei Magnitsky in

his deputy Soe Win, both involved in

2009, including former interior

the systematic and brutal violence

UK Foreign Secretary stat...

Former Swiss bank employee found guilty of
AML failings relating to 1MDB transfer
The Swiss Federal Criminal Court

transfer into the account of an offshore

wealth fund to accounts owned by

found a former employee of a Swiss

company controlled by Malaysian

close acquaintances of the Malaysian

bank guilty of failing to ensure

businessman Jho Low.

prime minister, including Low. Coutts

compliance with anti-money

was also fined CHF 6.5 million (£5.4

laundering (AML) regulations on 28

Low reportedly established a registered

million) in 2017 by the Swiss Financial

July related to the 1Malaysia

company in the Seychelles in May 2009

Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

Development Berhad (1MDB) scandal,

and opened an account at Coutts’

for allowing $2.4 billion worth of assets

sentencing him to pay a CHF 50,000

Singapore branch, allegedly asking to

related to the Malaysian fund to flow

(£419,530) fine. Bloomberg reported on

cease all communications and receive

through its accounts at several Swiss

31 July that the executive worked at

updates only from the Swiss branch of

banks, including the $700 million

Swiss bank Coutts & Co.

the bank one month later, then

transfer requested by Low.

requesting the $700 million transfer
According to the ruling, even though the

from the Malaysian sovereign wealth

accused was responsible for ensuring

fund. The court underlined that despite

The judgment is not final.

the bank’s compliance with AML

knowing the well-founded suspicion,

regulations and for reporting suspicious

the defendant did not report the

activity to the Money Laundering

transaction until he left the bank.

Swiss criminal court judg...

failed to flag money laundering

The 1MDB scandal involved diverting

Bloomberg article (31 Jul...

concerns related to a $700 million

money from the state-owned sovereign

Swiss criminal court pres...

Reporting Office (MROS), the defendant
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Goldman Sachs enters $3.9bn settlement with
Malaysian government over 1MDB scandal
$1.4 billion in proceeds from assets

Roger NG, who pleaded not guilty and

linked to 1MDB.

has been extradited to the US to face
charges brought by the US Justice

In August last year, Malaysian

Department (DOJ).

prosecutors filed criminal charges

Goldman Sachs announced on 24 July
that it has reached a $3.9 billion
agreement in principle with the
Malaysian government to settle all the
criminal and regulatory proceedings
relating to the company’s role in the
corruption scandal involving Malaysian
sovereign wealth fund 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB).
According to the announcement, the
deal involves a $2.5 billion cash payout
to the Malaysian government by
Goldman Sachs and a guarantee that
the investment bank will return at least

against 17 directors of three Goldman

The statement issued by Malaysia’s

Sachs subsidiaries following an

Ministry of Finance adds that the

investigation into the misappropriation

settlement represents an

of billions of dollars from bonds that

acknowledgment by Goldman Sachs of

the firm underwrote for 1MDB.

the misconduct of two of its former

According to Malaysia’s Attorney

employees relating to the 1MDB

General, the bond offerings purportedly

scandal and does not affect Malaysia’s

included misleading statements that

claims against Jho Low and other

led to money being illicitly diverted.

parties. The agreement does not
resolve other pending governmental

As part of the settlement, the Malaysian

and regulatory probes involving

government has agreed to drop the

Goldman Sachs related to 1MDB,

pending criminal charges and to refrain

including a case involving the DOJ.

from bringing additional charges
against the firm, its subsidiaries and

Goldman Sachs announcemen...

certain current and former directors.
Exceptions apply to former managing

Goldman Sachs press relea...

director Tim Leissner, who has pleaded
guilty and settled his case with the US

Malaysia Finance Ministry...

Securities and Exchange Commission
in December 2019, and former banker

DOJ charges former Panama president's sons
with financial crimes linked to Odebrecht
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

According to the complaint, between

bank accounts opened and managed by

announced on 6 July that two sons of

August 2009 and January 2014, the

the defendants under the names of

former president of Panama Ricardo

defendants purportedly served as

shell companies in foreign jurisdictions.

Martinelli – Luis Enrique Martinelli

intermediaries for at least $28 million in

Linares and Ricardo Alberto Martinelli

bribes made by Odebrecht to a then

Linares – have been charged with

senior government official in Panama.

bribery and money laundering in

To conceal the bribery, they allegedly

connection with Brazilian construction

conducted numerous financial

firm Odebrecht.

transactions through US banks, using

6

Department of Justice pre...
Complaint
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EU imposes first ever sanctions against actors
involved in cyberattacks
economic loss, after access was gained to “commercially
sensitive data” from targets such as multinational
companies, including EU companies
Human intelligence support officers and cyber-operators
for the Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed
Forces of the Russian Federation (GU/GRU), Alexey
Valeryevich Minin, Aleksei Sergeyvich Morenets, Evgenii
Mikhaylovich Serebriakov, and Oleg Mikhaylovich
Sotnikov, who attempted to gain unauthorised access to
the Wi-Fi network of the OPCW in the Netherlands in April
The EU Council decided on 30 July to impose the first ever
cybercrime-related sanctions by designating nine North
Korean, Russian and Chinese individuals and entities
involved in the attempted cyberattack against the
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW) and the ransomware and phishing attacks
‘WannaCry’, ‘NotPetya’, and ‘Operation Cloud Hopper’.
The six individuals and three entities designated under the
EU’s cyber sanctions regime are deemed to be responsible
for or involved in cyberattacks originating outside the EU with
significant or potentially significant effect, which constitute
an external threat to the EU or its member states, third states
or international organisations.
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab welcomed the decision
and reiterated that the UK will continue to implement the EU
cyber sanctions regime after the end of the Transition Period.

Those designated are as follows
Gao Qiang, Zhang Shilong, and Tianjin Huaying Haitai
Science and Technology Development Co Ltd, for
operating and providing financial and technical support
for ‘Operation Cloud Hopper’, which resulted in significant

2018. The attack was aimed at compromising the
security of the network and the OPCW’s ongoing
investigations
Main Centre for Special Technologies (GTsST) of the
Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces
of the Russian Federation (GRU), which has been listed
for the NotPetya attack, which resulted – inter alia – in
the deactivation of the Ukrainian power grid
North Korea-linked Chosun Expo company for its role in
assisting Pyongyang-sponsored hackers in the WannaCry
ransomware attack, which disrupted the IT systems of
banks, corporations and public bodies around the world,
and affected the IT services necessary for the
maintenance of essential services and economic
activities in the EU — mostly by serving as a place for
North Korean hackers to launch cyberattacks from
outside the DPRK
EU Council press release
EU Council decision 2020/1127
EU Council Implementing Regulation 2020/1125

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The new cyber sanctions effectively expand the EU's foreign policy toolkit, given the prevalence of cybercrime in the context of
increasingly recurrent election interference and malicious state-sponsored propaganda via social media. The designations target
a group of Russian, Chinese and North Korean hackers as well as the organisations they reportedly worked for, such as a special
division of Russian military intelligence. Despite the symbolic value of such sanctions, their practical utility is rather limited. It will
obviously take more than isolated action against low-profile individuals and state-run entities with no meaningful asset exposure
to the EU to protect the Union against disruptive cyberattacks.
7
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Bank of Ireland fined €1.66 million over MiFID
breaches relating to cyber-fraud incident

The Central Bank of Ireland announced
on 28 July that it has fined the Bank of
Ireland (BOI) and its governor €1.66
million for five breaches of the EU
Communities (Markets in Financial
Instruments) Regulations 2007 (MiFID
Regulations) committed by its former
subsidiary, Bank of Ireland Private
Banking Limited (BOIPB). The Central
Bank’s investigation was launched
after the discovery of a cyber-fraud
incident – particularly with reference to
the Third Party Payments Procedure
(TPPP) – that had occurred in 2014.

At the request of a fraudster

with a different name than that of the

impersonating one of the bank’s clients,

client, the name of an unrelated client

BOIPB made payments totalling

of BOIPB; and (3) the fraudulent

€106,430 to a UK bank account from

instructions were suspicious in nature

the affected client’s personal account

(incorrect telephone details, the request

and its own funds, without asking

for a second transfer within two days of

security questions or contacting the

an initial transfer of an amount greater

client to double-check the request.

than the account balance).

The Central Bank discovered a

The Central Bank found that in respect

reference to the incident in an

of TPPP the BOI had inadequate

operational incident log during a full

systems and controls to minimise the

risk assessment of BOIPB in 2015. In

risk of loss from fraud and that its

addition, BOIPB only reported the

governance, oversight and review of its

cyber-fraud to An Garda Síochána, the

systems and controls environment was

national police service of the Republic

also inadequate. Furthermore, the

of Ireland, more than a year afterwards,

authority said that BOIPB’s level of

at the request of supervisors.

cooperation during the investigation
was “far below what is expected” and

The flags that could have been

that its transparency deficiencies “had

indicative of fraud, but which were not

the effect of misleading” the authority.

identified by BOIPB: (1) the fraudster
used the expression “Ireland Account”

Central Bank enforcement ...

when referring to the client’s current
account; (2) an email sent by the

Central Bank press releas...

fraudster from the client’s email
account to BOIPB staff was signed off

US State Department imposes visa bans on
Huawei employees over human rights abuses
The US State Department announced

The press release notes that certain

shipped all over China”. The US State

on 15 July that it has imposed visa

Huawei employees provide material

Department warns all telecoms

restrictions on certain employees of

support to the Chinese Communist

companies globally that they “should

Huawei and other Chinese technology

Party’s (CCP) human rights abuses and

consider themselves on notice” if they

companies that provide material

the company itself is “an arm of the

are doing business with Huawei.

support to regimes engaging in human

CCP’s surveillance state that censors

rights abuses globally, pursuant to the

political dissidents and enables mass

Immigration and Nationality Act.

internment camps in Xinjiang and the
indentured servitude of its population

8

State Department press re...
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UK SFO receives final approval for DPA with G4S
Care and Justice Services (UK) Ltd
accepted responsibility for three

July detailed the steps taken by the

offences of fraud and has agreed to

board and management of the

continue implementing, reviewing and

company since 2013 to address the

reporting on its anti-fraud corporate

failings, which includes the adoption of

renewal programme. In his judgment,

a corporate renewal programme

Justice William Davis said the DPA

approved by the government and

terms were “fair, reasonable and

enhancing systems of risk

proportionate”.

management covering bidding, contract
on-boarding and management.

Under the terms of the DPA, the wholly

The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)
announced on 17 July that it has
received final Crown Court approval to
enter into a deferred prosecution
agreement (DPA) with security firm
G4S Care and Justice Services (UK)
Ltd, in relation to a scheme to defraud
the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) in
connection with electronic monitoring
contracts between 2011 and 2013.
In entering the three-year DPA, G4S
Care and Justice Services (UK) Ltd has

owned subsidiary of G4S plc will pay

The SFO began investigating G4S and

£38,513,277 and the SFO’s full costs of

Serco in 2013, after a government

£5,952,711, while the criminal

review found that they had overcharged

prosecution against G4S will be

for services. Serco reached an

discontinued provided that the

agreement with the SFO in 2019, in

company fully complies with its

which it agreed to pay £22.9 million and

obligations. The SFO’s fine includes a

repay £68 million to the MOJ.

40 percent discount due to the
company’s substantial “albeit delayed”

SFO press release

cooperation. Compensation to the MOJ
was paid as part of a £121.3 million

Crown Court judgment

civil settlement in 2014.
DPA with G4S Care Justice...
A statement issued by G4S plc on 10

DOJ seeks $3.5m property forfeiture related to
former Gambian president
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) on 21

Gambian economy. The Potomac,

announced on 15 July that it has filed a

December 2017, along with 12 related

Maryland property, which the DOJ

civil forfeiture complaint relating to a

entities, for human rights violations and

intends to seize, was allegedly one of

Maryland property purchased for $3.5

for directing the “unlawful withdrawal”

many assets used to launder

million – with funds believed to be the

of at least $50 million in state funds.

approximately $300 million procured

proceeds of corruption – through a

through Jammeh’s embezzlement,

trust fund set up by Zineb Jammeh, the

According to the complaint, Jammeh is

which involved the use of shell

wife of former Gambian president

alleged to have obtained the majority of

companies and trust funds.

Yahya Jammeh.

the ill-gotten funds between 1994 and
2017 as bribes that were solicited in

Yahya Jammeh was designated by the

exchange for exclusive business

US Treasury Department’s Office of

access to various sectors of the

9

DOJ statement
DOJ civil complaint
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UK court sentences former Unaoil executives for
Iraq oil bribes, SFO criticised by judge
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

had fallen into disrepair during the

committed by Unaoil in Southern Iraq.

announced on 30 July that former

Saddam Hussein regime.

In July 2019, Unaoil’s former Iraq

executive of Monaco-based oil

partner Basil Al Jarah admitted to

consultancy Unaoil, Stephen Whiteley,

According to a 17 July article by the

paying more than $6 million in bribes to

previously a territory manager for Iraq,

Wall Street Journal, Akle intends to

secure oil pipeline contracts worth

has been sentenced to three years in

appeal based on what his lawyers

$800 million.

prison for one count of conspiracy to

called concerns over SFO conduct

provide fraudulent payments totaling

involving a former US federal agent

A jury was unable to reach a verdict on

over $500,000 to public officials at the

allegedly encouraging Akle and another

charges brought against Paul Bond, a

Iraq South Oil Company in order to

defendant Basil Al Jarah to plead guilty,

former sales manager at SBM Offshore,

secure a $55 million oil contract in

despite not being their representative.

a former partner of Unaoil. He will be

Iraq. A second former Unaoil territory

Ruling Judge Beddoe, reportedly wrote

retried at Southwark Crown Court on 18

manager in Iraq, Zaid Akle, was

that communication between the

January 2021. Cyrus and Saman

sentenced on 23 July to five years for

former federal agent and the SFO

Ahsani, Unaoil’s former CEO and COO

two counts of conspiracy.

should be “comprehensively reviewed

respectively, pleaded guilty to bribery in

to see what lessons can be learned

the US in 2019.

A Southwark Crown Court jury found

from it”.

Akle and Whiteley guilty of paying

SFO press release (30 Jul...

bribes to public officials at Iraq’s South

These are the second and third

Oil Company (now Basra Oil Company),

convictions secured by the SFO since

which was commissioned by the Iraqi

the body launched an investigation in

government to manage projects

2016 into suspected bribery, corruption

intended to rebuild infrastructure that

and money laundering offences

SFO press release (23 Jul...
SFO press release (13 Jul...

ECB revokes Malta-based Satabank’s licence
Malta’s Financial Services Authority

the bank’s anti-money laundering (AML)

The MFSA instructed EY to further

(MFSA) announced on 1 July that,

procedures, particularly regarding its

process customer files where complete

based on its recommendation, the

know-your-customer (KYC) measures.

information required for the return of

European Central Bank (ECB) has

funds process was received by 30 June

revoked Satabank plc’s credit

According to local media reports, in

2020 and ordered customers who have

institution authorisation.

July 2019, the MFSA and FIAU fined

been requested to provide payment

Satabank €3 million for breaching AML

instruction information to submit these

Satabank had been under the control of

laws, freezing the bank’s 12,000

details before 15 July 2020.

Ernst & Young (EY) auditors appointed

accounts, with controlled releases by

by the MFSA pursuant to Article

EY. Reportedly, the police have since

Satabank’s licence was revoked by the

29(1)(c) and (d) of the Banking Act on

been investigating suspicious

ECB on 30 June 2020.

20 October 2018, after a joint

transactions with potential links to fuel

inspection by the MFSA and Malta’s

smuggling, drug trafficking and trade

Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit

with sanctioned countries.

(FIAU) revealed serious deficiencies in

10

MFSA public notice
Satabank update
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UK SFO charges Airbus subsidiary and three
individuals in Saudi Arabia corruption probe
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

Dorothy has been charged with aiding

Cox, to express concern over his refusal

charged Airbus’s GPT Special Project

and abetting that offence.

in early-2018 to prosecute GPT. In

Management Ltd subsidiary and three

response to the SFO’s announcement

individuals on 30 July in a corruption

The SFO’s investigation was announced

that it has charged GPT, Duncan

case involving contracts awarded for

in August 2012, after a whistleblower

Hames, Director of Policy at TI UK,

work carried out for the Saudi Arabian

accused GPT of giving illicit payments

declared that “after more than two

National Guard. GPT was a major

and gifts totalling at least £14 million to

years of unexplained delays, it is most

contractor to the UK Ministry of

win a £2 billion contract to provide

encouraging to see the Attorney

Defence for 10 years which ended on

communications and electronic warfare

General finally permit the Serious Fraud

31 December 2019, and all payments

equipment to the Saudi National Guard.

Office to pursue this case. These are

made under the contract were required

In response to that SFO’s

serious allegations which involve

to be approved by the Ministry.

announcement, Airbus stated that it

corruption relating to a large defence

acquired GPT in 2007 and that because

contract. Failing to proceed with this

Jeffrey Cook, former managing director

the current investigation relates to prior

would have given the impression that

of GPT, and John Mason, the financial

contractual arrangements, a resolution

the UK Government condones this sort

officer and part owner of

on this matter will not affect the terms

of practice”.

foreign-registered companies Simec

of its deferred prosecution agreement

International Ltd and Duranton

(DPA) with the SFO. On 31 January,

The defendants are due to appear

International Ltd, subcontractors for

Airbus SE agreed to enter into a DPA

before Westminster Magistrate’s Court

GPT, have been charged with

with the SFO to settle bribery and

on 14 September.

corruption. Cook has also been charged

corruption allegations relating to its

with misconduct in public office while

third-party business partners in 13

employed by the Ministry of Defence

overseas markets.

between September 2004 and

SFO press release
Airbus press release

November 2008 in relation to

On 4 October 2019, Transparency

commission paid to him from contracts

International (TI) and Spotlight on

he placed with ME Consultants Ltd for

Corruption (SoC) sent a joint letter to

the Ministry of Defence. Lastly, Terence

the British Attorney General, Geoffrey

TI and SoC letter (4 Octo...

US imposes visa restrictions on Guyana officials
The US Department of State

recognised by the Organisation of

Pompeo added that the travel

announced on 15 July that it is

American States (OAS), which yielded a

restrictions are not intended as

imposing visa restrictions on officials

victory for the opposition, the current

interference, but as a demonstration of

from Guyana accused of undermining

Guyanese administration has refused to

“the consequences of subverting

democracy in the country.

accept the results and step down.

democracy and the rule of law, which
poses a danger to us and our

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo

The officials have not yet been named,

stated that despite a 7 June recount of

but according to the statement, the

votes tabulated from the 2 March

travel restrictions may also apply to

Guyanese national election that was

immediate family members.

11

hemispheric partners”.
US State Department press...
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Alexion Pharmaceuticals to pay $21.4 million to
resolve FCPA internal controls violations
foreign government officials between

enriched itself by over $14 million as a

2010 and 2015 to influence patient

result of the unlawful conduct.

prescriptions and regulatory approvals
of its drug Soliris. The payments were

The SEC found that Alexion had

allegedly made through a third-party

insufficient internal accounting controls

consultant or directly to healthcare

to detect and prevent improper

providers (HCPs) in state-owned

payments and ensure transactions were

agencies and were recorded

recorded accurately in the books and

inaccurately in the subsidiary’s books

records of its subsidiaries, lacked an

and records as honoraria and grants.

effective anti-corruption compliance
programme and provided limited

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) announced on 2
July that pharmaceutical company
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc has
agreed to pay $21.4 million in
disgorgement and civil penalties to
resolve charges that it violated the
books and records and internal
accounting controls provisions of the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
in relation to actions by its subsidiaries
in Turkey, Russia, Brazil and Colombia.
According to the SEC’s order, Alexion
Ilaç Ticaret Limited Sirketi (Alexion
Turkey) made improper payments to

Similarly, Alexion Pharma OOO (Alexion

anti-corruption training to its

Russia) paid over $1 million to local

employees. As part of the settlement,

HCPs between 2011 and 2015 to

Alexion has committed to enhancing its

secure favourable regulatory positions

internal audit function, strengthening its

for Soliris in connection with regional

global compliance, implementing a

budget allocations. These payments

centralised system to track and monitor

were reportedly recorded inaccurately

third-party payments, improving staff

in Alexion Russia’s books and records

training and revamping its HCP

as honoraria, research, educational and

engagement process and oversight.

meetings expenses.
SEC press release
In addition, the SEC order notes that
subsidiaries in Brazil and Colombia

SEC order

failed to maintain accurate books and
records from 2013 to 2015 in relation to

Alexion Pharmaceuticals p...

payments to third parties. The SEC's
order concludes that Alexion unjustly

OFAC designates two ISIS facilitators
The US Department of the Treasury’s

According to OFAC, Hamud operated a

2016 for facilitating ISIS financial

Office of Foreign Assets Control

branch of the Tawasul hawala in an

operations in Iraq – has been listed for

(OFAC) announced on 28 July that it

internally displaced persons camp in

allegedly operating as an ISIS facilitator

has added two Islamic State of Iraq and

Syria, which allegedly served ISIS

in Turkey.

Syria (ISIS) financial facilitators, Faruq

members and processed payments for

Hamud and ‘Adnan Amin Muhammad

members.

Department of the Treasur...

Global Terrorists list, pursuant to

‘Adnan Amin Muhammad – who is a

Department of State press...

Executive Order 13224.

member of the Al-Rawi family, many of

al-Rawi, to its Specially Designated

whom have been designated since

12

OFAC identifying informat...
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Commonwealth Edison agrees to pay $200
million to resolve US bribery charges
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

legislation concerning ComEd and its

investigation that a small number of

announced on 17 July that electric

business”. In addition, ComEd accepted

senior ComEd employees and outside

utility Commonwealth Edison Co

the appointment of an individual to its

contractors orchestrated this

(ComEd) has agreed to pay $200

board of directors and agreed to retain

misconduct, and they no longer work

million to resolve a federal criminal

a particular law firm at the public

for the company. Since then, we have

investigation in connection with

official’s request.

taken robust action to aggressively

historical bribery offences. The

identify and address deficiencies,

offences included rewarding allies of

Under the three-year deferred

including enhancing our compliance

an unnamed high-level Illinois state

prosecution agreement (DPA),

governance and our lobbying policies to

official in exchange for advancing

prosecution will be dismissed if ComEd

prevent this type of conduct”.

legislation favourable to ComEd’s

continues to cooperate with

business between 2011 and 2019.

government investigations, to enhance

According to media sources, the public

its compliance programme and to

official allegedly involved in the bribery

According to the DOJ, the

provide annual reports to the

case was Michael Madigan, the

Chicago-based subsidiary of Exelon

government regarding remediation and

Democratic Speaker of the Illinois

Corp admitted to having “arranged jobs,

implementation of its compliance

House of Representatives, who has not

vendor subcontracts, and monetary

measures.

yet been charged.

payments associated with those jobs
and subcontracts, for various

According to an Exelon press release,

associates of a high-level elected

CEO Christopher M. Crane stated:

official for the state of Illinois, to

“When we learned about the

influence and reward the official’s

inappropriate conduct, we acted swiftly

efforts to assist ComEd with respect to

to investigate. We concluded from the

DOJ press release
Commonwealth Edison DPA
Commonwealth Edison crimi...

US designates Venezuelan brothers
The US Treasury Department’s Office

According to the press release, the

dispatched from the Central Bank of

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Moron Hernandez brothers helped

Venezuela by Maduro Guerra.

designated on 23 July brothers

distribute assets for Maduro and his

Santiago Jose Moron Hernandez and

family worldwide and were hired to

Ricardo Jose Moron Hernandez for

conduct business on behalf of Maduro

allegedly providing support to Nicolás

Guerra. Adding to that, the Moron

Maduro’s son, Maduro Guerra, and the

Hernandez brothers purportedly

corrupt activities of his father’s

oversaw the financial mechanism of an

government, pursuant to Executive

illicit gold scheme including the sale of

Order (EO) 13692.

gold mined in Venezuela and

13

OFAC press release
OFAC designations
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Amazon enters settlement with OFAC
the OFAC Specially Designated

violations was $1,038,206,212, however

Nationals (SDN) list. Amazon also

a low settlement amount was applied in

failed to report 362 transactions

recognition of Amazon’s remedial

conducted pursuant to a Crimea-related

measures and the non-egregious nature

general licence until after the reporting

of the violations. The remedial

period had expired.

measures included: voluntary
self-reporting, investing “substantial”

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 8 July that it has
reached a settlement agreement with
Amazon.com Inc according to which it
has agreed to pay $132,523 to settle
potential civil liability for apparent
sanctions violations. Failures in
Amazon’s screening process led to the
online retailer providing goods and
services to customers in Crimea, Iran
and Syria, amongst others, in violation
of OFAC restrictions.
The offending actions took place
between 2011 and 2018, and included
orders processed for customers in
Cuba, North Korea, and Sudan, as well
as other customers who are or were on

The total estimated transaction value

resources in its compliance

for all designated individuals using

programme, external reviews of its

Amazon goods and services was

compliance programme, developing

approximately $269,000, primarily

internal customs screening lists, and

consisting of low-value products. In

enhancing its sanctioned jurisdiction IP

many cases, the automated sanctions

blocking controls. The enforcement

screening process on Amazon servers

notice lists three aggravating factors,

did not work when alternative location

including that some of the apparent

spellings were used, and in some cases,

violations related to Amazon’s

even correctly spelled names of

processing of orders for personal

designated individuals passed

security products on behalf of persons

automated screening.

located at the Iranian embassies in
Japan and Belgium, and that Amazon

OFAC’s enforcement notice explains

processes billions of global

that this case illustrates the importance

transactions annually, and is one of the

of implementing and maintaining

largest and most commercially

effective sanctions compliance

sophisticated companies in the world.

controls, which includes “measures
appropriate for ecommerce and other

OFAC announcement

internet-based businesses that operate
on a global scale”.

Treasury enforcement rele...

The maximum penalty amount for the

US complaint against companies accused of
laundering funds for North Korean entities
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Foreign Trade Bank (FTB). An arrest

Management Pte Ltd; Dandong

announced on 23 July that it has filed a

warrant was issued on 24 July.

Zhicheng Metallic Material Co; and

forfeiture complaint against four

multiple cover branches of North

companies for more than $2.37 million

The four companies allegedly acted as

over their alleged role in facilitating the

front companies as part of a scheme to

making and receiving of US dollar

launder payments to sanctioned North

payments by sanctioned North Korean

Korean entities, including the following

entities, including North Korea’s

designated entities: Velmur

14

Korea’s FTB.
DOJ press release
DOJ complaint
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Whitford Worldwide enters settlement with OFAC
According to allegations, Whitford and

distributors and that documents of

its foreign subsidiaries continued to

those sales avoided referencing Iran.

export coatings to Iran after the
changes to OFAC’s Iran sanctions

OFAC determined that it was a

programme came into force in 2012

non-egregious case and that mitigating

that prohibited US-owned or

factors included that Whitford

US-controlled foreign entities from

voluntarily disclosed the apparent

engaging in transactions with Iran. The

violations and cooperated with the

alleged violations took place between

investigation, as well as undertook

November 2012 and December 2015.

significant remedial measures, which
comprised of appointing compliance

US cookware coating manufacturer
Whitford Worldwide Company LLC has
reached a $824,314 agreement with
the US Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) on 28 July to settle its potential
civil liability for 74 alleged violations of
the Iranian Transactions and Sanctions
Regulations by its subsidiaries in Italy
and Turkey.

In addition, Whitford’s Managing

monitors and external counsel, making

Director for Europe – a US person –

changes to its leadership, and adopting

along with managers from the Italian

compliance and training policies.

and Turkish subsidiaries, allegedly had
actual knowledge of the conduct

OFAC notice

associated with the apparent violations,
facilitating some of the transactions

OFAC press release

with Iran by instructing that sales to Iran
go indirectly through third-party

UN designates Pakistan Taliban leader
The United Nations Security Council

leader of TTP, an alliance of formerly

that any engagement in dealing with

ISIL (Da’esh) and Al-Qaida Sanctions

disparate militant groups which was

funds or resources associated with the

Committee announced on 16 July that

designated on 29 July 2011 for its

designated person is a criminal

it has added Noor Wali Mehsud,the

connection with Al-Qaida.

offence.

(TTP), to its list of individuals and

According to the UN, under Noor Wali’s

In September 2019, the United States

entities subject to an asset freeze

command, TTP has carried out

designated Noor Wali as a terrorist,

pursuant to resolutions 1267 (1999),

numerous terrorist attacks across

blocking all his property and interests in

1989 (2011) and 2253 (2015), for his

Pakistan, including one targeting

property subject to US jurisdiction and

“participation in the financing,

Pakistani security forces in North

prohibiting any transactions with him.

planning, facilitating, or perpetrating of

Waziristan in July 2019 and a bomb

acts or activities” in connection with

attack against Pakistani soldiers in

entities associated with Al-Qaida.

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in August 2019.

leader of Tehrik-e Taliban Pakistan

UN Security Council press...
Summary of the designatio...

The summary of the designation

On 17 July, the UK HM Treasury’s Office

highlights that, in June 2018, following

of Financial Sanctions Implementation

the death of former leader Maulana

(OFSI) issued a notice announcing the

Fazlullah, Noor Wali was named the

designation of Noor Wali, and warning

15
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Essentra FZE Company Ltd settles with US
agencies over North Korea sanctions violations
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

to prosecutors, the company and two of

As part of the DPA, Essentra FZE has

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on

its employees deceived banks in the US

agreed to implement rigorous internal

16 July a $665,112 settlement with

and the UAE into processing

controls and to cooperate fully with the

Essentra FZE Company Limited, a

transactions for a North Korean

DOJ, including by reporting any criminal

United Arab Emirates (UAE) subsidiary

tobacco company between at least

conduct by its employees. In a press

of UK tobacco filter manufacturer

October 2017 and December 2018, by

release issued on 16 July, Essentra plc

Essentra plc, to settle its potential civil

using financial cut-outs, transacting

noted that none of the unlawful

liability for apparent sanctions

through front companies to conceal the

transactions were approved or known

violations. Specifically, Essentra

North Korea nexus and falsifying

about by senior management outside of

allegedly conspired to violate the North

shipping records.

the UAE and that both co-conspirators

Korea Sanctions Regulations (NKSR)

have since left the company.

on three occasions between

The OFAC settlement adds that

September and December 2018.

Essentra FZE received three wire

The DPA with Essentra FZE is the first

transfers for payments totalling around

DOJ corporate enforcement action in

Concurrently, Essentra FZE has entered

$333,272 in its accounts at a foreign

relation to NKSR violations.

into a deferred prosecution agreement

branch of a US financial institution for

(DPA) with the US Department of

exporting cigarette filter rods to North

Justice (DOJ), according to which it has

Korea. In addition, one Essentra FZE

admitted and accepted responsibility

senior manager and one customer

for violations of the International

facing employee knew these products

Emergency Economic Powers Act

were destined for North Korea,

(IEEPA) and for defrauding the US in

conspired to conceal the destination of

connection with its North Korea

Essentra’s exports, and falsely listed a

sanctions evasion scheme. According

company in China as the consignee.

OFAC press release
OFAC enforcement
OFAC settlement agreement

US Department of State imposes travel bans on
two former Venezuelan electricity officials
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo

lucrative contracts for the state-owned

procurement. The designations also

announced on 28 July the imposition

electricity company Corpoelec.

include seven members of their

of travel bans on two former

families.

Venezuelan officials pursuant to the

The designations target Luis Alfredo

Department of State, Foreign

Motta Dominiguez, the former minister

Lugo and Motta were both designated

Operations, and Related Programs

of electric power and Corpoelec

by the US Treasury Department (OFAC)

Appropriations Act, for allegedly

president, and Eustiquio Jose Lugo

on 27 June 2019 for undermining

accepting monetary benefits in

Gomez, former deputy minister of

democracy in Venezuela, pursuant to

exchange for misappropriating public

finance, investment, and strategic

Executive Order 13692.

funds and accepting bribes and

alliances of the ministry of electric

kickbacks in exchange for awarding

power and Corpoelec’s head of

16
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US designates Chinese officials and entity over
human rights violations in Xinjiang
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

XPSB Party secretary Huo Liujun.

Department of State, Foreign

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 9

Following his appointment in 2016,

Operations, and Related Programmes

July that it has designated Xinjiang

Chen allegedly implemented a

Appropriations Act, for their

Public Security Bureau (XPSB) and four

comprehensive surveillance, detention

involvement in gross violations of

present and former Chinese

and indoctrination programme in

human rights, which makes them and

government officials, pursuant to

Xinjiang and led, with Zhu’s complicity,

their immediate family members

Executive Order (EO) 13818

the construction of mass detention

ineligible for entry into the US. The

implementing the Global Magnitsky

camps used for the repression of

State Department also placed

Human Rights Accountability Act, in

religious and ethnic minority groups. In

additional visa restrictions on other

connection with human rights abuses

addition, under the command of Huo

CCP officials believed to be responsible

against Uyghurs, ethnic Kazakhs and

and Wang, the XPSB has allegedly

for, or complicit in, the unjust detention

other ethnic minorities in the Xinjiang

deployed an “Integrated Joint

or abuse of Uyghurs, ethnic Kazakhs,

Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR).

Operations Platform” to create

and other minority groups in Xinjiang.

biometric records of Uyghur community
The designations include XUAR Chinese

members, which uses digital

Communist Party (CCP) Secretary Chen

surveillance systems for racial profiling.

Quanguo, former XUAR CCP deputy

OFAC press release
OFAC identifying informat...

Party secretary Zhu Hailun, XPSB

Concurrently, Chen, Zhu and Wang were

Director and Communist Party

designated by the US Secretary of State

Secretary Wang Mingshan and former

Mike Pompeo pursuant to the FY 2020

US Department of State pr...

US Treasury designates four Chinese individuals
and one entity for opioid trafficking
The US Treasury Department

behalf of Zheng’s organised crime

State Mike Pompeo said that

announced on 17 July that the Office of

syndicate, the Zheng Drug Trafficking

Chinese-produced synthetic drugs,

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has

Organisation (DTO), via Chinese and

particularly opioids, have killed

designated four Chinese nationals and

Hong Kong-based bank accounts.

hundreds of thousands of US citizens in

entity Global United Biotechnology Inc

Global United Biotechnology Inc has

recent years. The four designated

pursuant to the Foreign Narcotics

been designated for being owned or

entities will have all US-based assets

Kingpin Designation Act, for their

controlled by DTO, and purportedly

frozen effective as of 17 July.

alleged involvement with designated

operating as DTO’s online storefront.

Fentanyl trafficker Fujing Zheng.

OFAC press release
OFAC previously designated Fujing

The four designated individuals,

Zheng, Guanghua Zheng, and DTO in

Songyan Ji, Longbao Zhang, Guifeng

August 2019. According to a statement

Cheng, and Guangfu Zheng, purportedly

released in tandem by the US State

facilitated digital currency payments on

Department on 17 July, Secretary of

17
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US designates Chinese entity and officials over
human rights abuses and issues general licence
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

XPCC. The designations were made

surveillance, detention, and

Assets Control (OFAC) sanctioned on

pursuant to EO 13818, which

indoctrination” programme against

31 July one Chinese government entity

implements the Global Magnitsky

Uyghurs and members of other ethnic

and two current or former government

Human Rights Accountability Act,

minorities in Xinjiang.

officials, pursuant to Executive Order

targeting corrupt individuals and

(EO) 13818, over their alleged

perpetrators of serious human rights

OFAC also issued Global Magnitsky

connection to serious human rights

violations.

General License 2, and a new FAQ. The

abuses against Uyghurs and other

general licence authorises until 30

ethnic minorities in the Xinjiang Uyghur

The action freezes any US assets of

September 2020 the transactions and

Autonomous Region (XUAR).

XPCC, Jinlong and Jiarui, prohibits US

activities necessary for the winding

persons from dealing with them, and

down of transactions involving XPCC

bars the two officials from the US.

and its subsidiaries in which it owns a

The designations include state-owned
“paramilitary” organisation subordinate

50 percent or greater interest.

to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP),

The US previously designated the

Xinjiang Production and Construction

current Communist Party Secretary of

Corps (XPCC), along with Jinlong Sun, a

the Xinjiang Production and

former political commissar of the

Construction Corps (XPCC), Chen

XPCC, and Jiarui Peng, the Deputy Party

Quanguo, on 9 July, for allegedly

Secretary and Commander of the

implementing a “comprehensive

OFAC press release
OFAC identifying informat...
OFAC General License 2

US BIS lists 11 Chinese entities implicated in
human rights abuses in Xinjiang
The US Department of Commerce’s

Ltd, Hetian Haolin Hair Accessories Co

transfer (in-country) of items subject to

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

Ltd, Hetian Taida Apparel Co Ltd, KTK

the Export Administration Regulations.

announced on 20 July that it has listed

Group, Nanjing Synergy Textiles Co Ltd,

Additional licence requirements apply

11 Chinese entities in connection with

Nanchang O-Film Tech, and Tanyuan

to exports, re-exports, and transfers

forced labour and for conducting

Technology Co Ltd. The two entities

(in-country) of items subject to the EAR

genetic analysis involving Uyghurs and

designated in connection with genetic

to listed entities.

other Muslim minority groups in

analysis used to further the repression

Xinjiang province. The designations

of Uyghurs and other Muslim minorities

entered into force on 22 July.

in Xinjiang are Xinjiang Silk Road BGI

BIS press release

and Beijing Liuhe BGI.

Federal Register entry

forced labour are Changji Esquel Textile

The entities included in the Bureau’s

BIS Under-Secretary state...

Co Ltd, Hefei Bitland Information

Entity List are subject to restrictions

Technology Co Ltd, Hefei Meiling Co

concerning the export, reexport, and

The nine entities designated due to

18
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China issues reciprocal sanctions against four
US politicians and government agency
by the US State Department and

The US designated four Chinese

Treasury against a Chinese

officials and a state-owned entity on 9

government department and four

July over their alleged “connection to

officials in Xinjiang.

serious human rights abuses against
ethnic minority groups in Xinjiang,

The Chinese government has

which reportedly include mass arbitrary

designated the Congressional-Executive

detention and severe physical abuse”.

Commission on China, US
Ambassador-at-Large for International

Chinese government announ...

Religious Freedom Sam Brownback, US
Senators Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz,
The Chinese government announced
on 13 July, its decision to impose
reciprocal sanctions on the US in
response to designations announced

US Treasury press release...

and Congressman Chris Smith.
US designations
The Chinese government did not
provide specific details on the
sanctions measures imposed.

US sanctions Russian businessman Prigozhin’s
network of companies linked to Sudan violence
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

According to OFAC, PMC Wagner’s

activities in Sudan and the maintenance

Assets Control (OFAC) designated on

Sudan forces helped former Sudanese

of his private aircraft, identified as

15 July five companies based in

president Omar al-Bashir develop plans

blocked property in September 2019.

Sudan, Hong Kong and Thailand and

to suppress democratic protestors.

three individuals pursuant to Executive

Prigozhin was made subject to US

Orders 13661 and 13848, for being

Additional designations include

sanctions on 20 December 2016

connected to Russian businessman

Thailand and Hong Kong based entities

pursuant to EO 13661, on 15 March

Yevgeniy Prigozhin and for having

Shine Dragon Group Limited, Shen Yang

2018, pursuant to EO 13694, and on 30

facilitated the financier’s operations in

Jing Cheng Machinery Imp&Exp Co and

September 2019 pursuant to EO 13848,

Sudan in violation of US sanctions.

Zhe Jiang Jiayi Small Commodities

for materially assisting senior Russian

Trade Company Limited, and Shine

officials and providing financial support

The designations include Russia-based

Dragon Group Limited Director Igor

to Russian troll farm Internet Research

M Invest OOO, its Sudan subsidiary

Valerievich Lavrenkov, which the US

Agency in connection with the 2018 US

Meroe Gold Co Ltd and executives

claims are part of a global network of

midterm elections.

Andrei Sergeevich Mandel and Mikhail

front companies that have enabled

Sergeyevich Potepkin, who allegedly

Prigozhin to transact in US dollars in

acted as a cover for Private Military

violation of US sanctions. According to

Company (PMC) Wagner, a designated

OFAC, the three entities facilitated over

Russian Ministry of Defence proxy

100 transactions exceeding $7.5 million

force, also linked to Prigozhin.

on Prigozhin’s behalf, supported his

19
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Terrorist Financing Targeting Centre countries
jointly designate six ISIS affiliates
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

liquidity to the ISIS leadership. In

13224 in April, September and

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on

addition, the TFTC has designated

November 2019.

15 July that the seven participating

Abd-al-Rahman ‘Ali Husayn al-Ahmad

member countries of the Terrorist

al-Rawi, a senior ISIS financial facilitator

The TFTC was launched in May 2017 by

Financing Targeting Centre (TFTC)

since 2017, Afghanistan-based Nejaat

the US and Saudi Arabia to address new

have jointly designated four entities

Social Welfare Organisation and its

and evolving terrorist financing threats

and two individuals affiliated with the

director, Sayed Habib Ahmad Khan.

and to provide support to countries in

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).

According to the US Treasury, Nejaat

the Gulf to help disrupt terrorist

has been used as a cover company to

financing networks. Bahrain, Kuwait,

The designations include three Turkey

facilitate the transfer of funds to

Oman, Qatar and the United Arab

and Syria-based money services

Afghanistan’s ISIS-Khorasan

Emirates have all joined the TFTC.

businesses, namely al Haram

commanders.

Exchange, Tawasul Company and

US Treasury press release

al-Khalidi Exchange, which have

All targets were previously designated

reportedly transferred funds to support

by OFAC as Specially Designated Global

ISIS fighters in Syria and provided

Terrorists under Executive Order (EO)

US State Department press...

UK proscribes far-right group Feuerkrieg Division
as a terrorist organisation
The UK government announced on 17

systems”. The group promotes its

community, plotting to bomb a major

July that neo-Nazi organisation

ideology mostly online, using social

news network, and distributing

Feuerkrieg Division (FKD) has been

media platforms to recruit teenagers

information related to explosives and

proscribed as a terrorist organisation

and young adults.

weapons of mass destruction.

involved in activities or supporting

In September 2019, UK police arrested

FKD is the third Neo-Nazi organisation

activities associated with the group

a 16-year-old follower of the group on

in six months to be proscribed as a

could face up to 10 years in prison.

terrorism charges, to which the

terrorist group by the UK. The UK

organisation responded by urging

government’s list of proscribed terrorist

The listing follows the UK Home

members to carry out attacks on a list

organisations now has over 80 entries,

Secretary, Priti Patel’s, request to

of police buildings.

which includes two other neo-Nazi

in the UK, which means that individuals

Parliament on 13 July for permission to
proscribe the organisation.

groups – National Action and
In February this year, a US FKD member,

Sonnenkrieg Division.

Conor Climo, pleaded guilty to
FKD, which was created in 2018 and is

possession of bomb-making

active in North America and Europe,

components and admitted his

operates as a white supremacist group

involvement in a variety of offences,

advocating violence and mass murder

including possession of weapons,

to bring about a “race war” and “the fall

plotting to bomb a synagogue and

of existing social and political

attack members of the LGBTQ
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US designates 14 Syrian regime supporters
The US Department of State and the US

The Department of State has called

government to develop

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

these latest designations the Hama and

government-owned shopping malls

Control (OFAC) announced on 29 July

Maarat Al-Numan sanctions in memory

and hotel properties in Damascus

14 designations pursuant to the Caesar

of the victims of two attacks in Syria,

Syria Civilian Protection Act.

both of which occurred in this week in

Wassim Anwar Al-Qattan’s

2011 and 2019.

companies Muruj Cham Investment

One individual and nine entities have

and Tourism Group, Adam Trading

been designated by OFAC for actively

The State and Treasury Departments’

and Investment LLC, Intersection

supporting the corrupt reconstruction

actions build on the first round of

LLC, Wassim Kattan LLC and Larosa

efforts of Syrian President Bashar

Caesar Act sanctions imposed on 17

Furniture, pursuant to Executive

al-Assad through the construction of

June on nearly 40 individuals and

Order 13582

luxury real estate.

entities, including al-Assad and his wife
and several “regime-loyalists, Syrian

The Qasioun Mall, Al-Jalaa Hotel,

In addition to this, the Department of

financiers supporting corrupt

Massa Plaza Mall, and the Yalbagha

State has designated the First Division

reconstruction efforts, and individuals

Complex, pursuant to EO 13582

of the Syrian Arab Army, the leader of

actively involved in the ceasefire

the First Division Zuhair Tawfiq

disruption in northern Syria”.

US Department of the Trea...

Designations include

Department of State press...

al-Assad, Hafez al-Assad, the son of
President Bashar al-Assad, and his son
Karam al-Assad pursuant to Executive
Order 13894, for obstructing a ceasefire

Syrian businessman Wassim Anwar

in the Syrian conflict, and family

Al-Qattan, who has been awarded

members of previously sanctioned

several contracts with the Syrian

Designation information

Syrian individuals.

US State Department designates Chechen
leader Kadyrov over human rights violations
The US Department of State

persecution, arbitrary or unlawful arrest

Department of State, Foreign

designated on 20 July the Head of the

or detention, torture, enforced

Operations, and Related Programs

Chechen Republic of the Russian

disappearances and extrajudicial

Appropriations Act 2020, and applies to

Federation, Ramzan Kadyrov, for his

executions. The report mentions the

Kadyrov’s spouse, Medny Kadyrova, and

involvement in serious violations of

case of Khizir Ezhiev, an economics

his daughters Aishat Kadyrova and

human rights in the Chechen Republic.

lecturer at the Grozny State Oil

Karina Kadyrova.

Technical University, who was
On 1 November 2018, the US and 15

reportedly abducted, tortured and killed,

other countries invoked the OSCE’s

after having participated in a group on

US Department of State pr...

Moscow Mechanism to launch a

social media critical of Kadyrov.

OSCE press release (20 De...

the allegations of serious human rights

The designation has been made

OSCE report (21 December ...

violations, including harassment and

pursuant to Section 7031(c) of the

fact-finding mission which confirmed
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OFAC sanctions Nicaraguan President’s son, his
associate and two entities
The US Treasury announced in a 17

Digital S.A, is purportedly controlled by

misappropriating public funds,

July statement that the Office of

Mojica and alleged to operate as a shell

engaging in bribery, and taking part in

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) has

company for money laundering

corruption pertaining to government

designated Juan Carlos Ortega Murillo,

purposes, on behalf of Ortega’s regime.

contracts and using private assets for

the son of Nicaraguan President Daniel

personal and political purposes.

Ortega, his associate Jose Jorge

Mojica is alleged to have begun an illicit

Mojica Mejia, and two associated

financial scheme in late 2019 to launder

The individuals and companies have

companies on suspicion of money

cheques made out to the national

been designated pursuant to EO 13851,

laundering and propaganda

Ministry of Transportation and

which blocks property of those

distribution, pursuant to Executive

Infrastructure (MTI) that were made

contributing to the situation in

Order (EO) 13851.

available for President Ortega’s other

Nicaragua.

son, Rafael Antonio Ortega Murillo, who
The first company designated, Difuso

was designated by OFAC in December

All US-based assets that are majority

Comunicaciones S.A., is a public

2019. Mojica is also believed to have

owned by any of the individuals or

relations and advertising firm believed

operated a similar scheme utilising the

entities are blocked as of 17 July,

to be controlled by Juan Ortega and

gas station chain Distribuidor

pursuant to OFAC regulations.

used to disseminate political

Nicaraguense de Petroleo S.A. (DNP),

messaging on behalf of President

which was also designated in

Ortega’s administration. The second

December. According to the US

company to be designated, Mundo

Treasury, Mojica stands accused of

US Treasury press release
Designation information

US imposes travel ban on Venezuelan Supreme
Court president and offers reward for his arrest
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo

information leading to the arrest of

accepted during his tenure as head of

announced on 21 July the imposing of

Moreno Pérez, as part of the

the federal courts. Moreno Pérez was

a travel ban on President of the

Transnational Organized Crime

also designated on 18 May 2017 by the

Supreme Tribunal of Justice in

Rewards Program (TOCRP).

Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign

Venezuela Maikel José Moreno Pérez

Asset Controls (OFAC) pursuant to

and his wife, Debora Sacha Menicucci

The State Department release accuses

Executive Order 13692 for rulings by the

Anzola, pursuant to the Department of

Moreno Pérez of interfering in more

Supreme Tribunal of Justice to remove

State, Foreign Operation, and Related

than 20 judicial proceedings where, in

power from the democratically elected

Programs Appropriations Act, for his

exchange for bribes, he directed the

Venezuelan assembly.

alleged involvement in significant acts

dismissal of lower court cases and the

of corruption involving the taking of

release of certain defendants in both

cash and property bribes to influence

criminal and civil courts in Venezuela.

the course of justice.

State Department press re...
ICE press release

Moreno Pérez was charged on 12
Pompeo also announced the offer of a

March in the Southern District of Florida

reward of up to $5 million for any

with laundering the proceeds of bribes
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Former Mexican secretary of public security
charged in US with conspiring with Sinaloa Cartel
The US Attorney’s Office for the

exchange for millions of dollars in

On two occasions, the indictment

Eastern District of New York

bribes, in Luna’s case, for almost two

alleges, Luna personally received

announced on 30 July charges against

decades, according to Acting US

millions of dollars in cash in briefcases

the former Mexican secretary of public

Attorney Seth DuCharme. The three

hand delivered by cartel members. He

security Genaro Garcia Luna for

former officials are also accused of

is also alleged to have aided six or more

engaging in a criminal enterprise,

playing a role in the importation and

drug shipments directly into the US

namely the Sinaloa Cartel. Two of

distribution of massive quantities of

between 2002 and 2007.

Luna’s former subordinates, Mexican

drugs into the US.

police officials Luis Cardenas Palomino

Palomino and Garcia remain fugitives,

and Ramon Pequeno Garcia, have also

From 2006 to 2012, Luna effectively

whereas Luna was arrested in Texas on

been charged with three counts of

had control of the Mexican Federal

9 December 2019 and awaits trial in the

conspiracy to traffic cocaine on behalf

Police as public security secretary, and

Eastern District of New York.

of the Sinaloa Cartel.

allegedly provided confidential
information to the Sinaloa Cartel,

The three former Mexican officials are

granted safe passage for drug

all alleged to have allowed the

traffickers, and provided information

Sinaloans to operate freely in Mexico in

about rival organisations to the cartel.

DOJ press release
Indictment

US arrests three people over Twitter hack
include conspiracy to commit wire

by another non-identified individual

fraud, money laundering, and the

claiming to be a Twitter employee and

intentional access of a protected

granting access to any Twitter account.

computer.
The investigation was the result of

The US Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) and Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 31 July the arrest of
three individuals for their alleged roles
in the 15 July Twitter hack, in which
numerous accounts were
compromised and fraudulent tweets
were posted as part of a
cryptocurrency scam. The charges

23

According to the complaints, Mason

cooperation between the DOJ, FBI,

Sheppard of the UK, Nima Fazeli of the

Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the US

US, and an unnamed juvenile allegedly

Secret Service (USSS), the Office of the

created a fraudulent Bitcoin account

State Attorney for the 13th Judicial

and hacked into approximately 130

Circuit in Tampa, Florida, the Florida

Twitter VIP accounts belonging to

Department of Law Enforcement, and

politicians and celebrities. They are

the UK National Crime Agency (NCA).

alleged to have sent solicitations from
the VIP Twitter accounts with a false

DOJ press release

promise to double any bitcoin deposits
made to the scam account and diverted

FBI press release

the received bitcoins, worth
approximately $117,457. The
investigation also revealed that a
central role in the scheme was played

DOJ compliant on Fazeli
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Sparkasse Bank fined for failures reportedly
linked to Portmann Capital Management
Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis

relationship; and (3) insufficient and

where single payments at times

Unit (FIAU) announced on 24 July that

inadequate detail collected regarding

exceeded €1 million, or others where

it has fined the Maltese subsidiary of

the customer’s intention to use the

the transactions did not tally with the

the Austrian Erste Banking Group,

accounts. Furthermore, the

customer’s profile.

Sparkasse Bank Malta plc, €217,000,

jurisdictional risk assessment

after an inspection revealed serious

performed by the bank in 31 files

In determining the administrative

anti-money laundering breaches.

reviewed was considered to be

measures, which were imposed on 17

According to local media reports, the

inadequate by the Compliance

July, the FIAU said it took into

breaches identified linked the bank to a

Monitoring Committee (CMC).

consideration the remedial action that

scheme involving illegal payments

was already being taken by the bank,

from the Venezuelan state oil company

According to reporting by MaltaToday

which is “effectively addressing the

to top Maduro government officials.

on 27 July, the FIAU’s notice refers to

breaches set out” in the notice, through

Sparkasse Bank’s implication in a US

“changes […] in the bank’s customer risk

The onsite investigation carried out in

Homeland Security Investigations

assessment methodology” and a “new

2018 by the FIAU discovered several

criminal complaint which alleges that

automated AML compliance system […]

deficiencies in 34 files, including: (1) the

Sparkasse was used by Maltese

for the purpose of carrying out

failure to conduct customer due

investment firm Portmann Capital

transaction monitoring (in real time)”.

diligence, particularly regarding the

Management, which is reported to be

source of wealth and the estimated size

the suspect investment firm named in

of transactions; (2) the failure to carry

the investigation. The failure to

out customer risk assessments before

appropriately scrutinise transactions

the establishment of the business

was observed in certain instances

FIAU notice
MaltaToday article

ECJ fines Romania and Ireland over 4MLD delay
The EU Court of Justice (ECJ) ordered

statement of reasons, on a

the period prescribed in the respective

on 16 July Romania and Ireland to pay

case-by-case basis, for its decision to

reasoned opinions, with the result that

the European Commission (EC) a lump

request the imposition of lump sum

the effectiveness of EU law was not

sum of €3,000,000 and €2,000,000

penalties in both cases.

ensured at all times”.

the EU’s Fourth Money Laundering

The two rulings by the Grand Chamber

The ECJ endorses the EC’s decision to

Directive (4MLD) in full by the deadline.

uphold the EC’s actions and reiterate

impose a monetary penalty as a means

respectively, for failing to transpose

that member states are obliged to

of encouraging member states to

Following the EC’s decision to refer the

provide clear and precise transposition

transpose EU directives within the set

two countries to the ECJ on 27 August

details for each provision of the

deadlines.

2018, both countries disputed the

directive. The rulings acknowledge that

system of financial penalties over their

Ireland and Romania largely transposed

delays in transposing 4MLD as both

4MLD on 26 November 2018 and 21

‘unjustified’ and ‘disproportionate’. In

July 2019. However, the Court held that

addition, they complained that the EC

“the fact remains that that failure to

had failed to provide a detailed

fulfil obligations existed on the expiry of

24

ECJ press release
ECJ judgment on Ireland
ECJ judgment on Romania
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Swiss prosecutor brings criminal proceedings
against FIFA president, aims to lift AG immunity
that “there are indications of criminal
conduct” in relation to the meetings
between Lauber, Infantino and Arnold.
Lauber has stated that he will resign as
Attorney General. Meanwhile, Infantino
will remain President of FIFA during the
proceedings, according to a Bloomberg
article published on 2 August.
In a newsletter published by FIFA on 2
August, football’s governing body
vehemently denies any wrongdoing on
the part of Infantino or other FIFA
officials, claiming that meeting a
Switzerland's Special Federal Public

prosecute the FIFA case and

Prosecutor Stefan Keller applied for

purportedly found cause to bring

the immunity of Attorney General

charges of violations of Articles 305,

Michael Lauber to be lifted on 30 July,

312, and 320 of the Swiss Criminal

with the intention of bringing charges

Code, which include assisting

against him, pursuant to Article 14 of

offenders, abuse of public office, and

the Swiss Accountability Act, over his

breach of official secrecy. The

meetings with FIFA President Gianni

investigation concerns meetings that

Infantino. Keller has also commenced

took place between Lauber, Arnold, and

criminal proceedings against Infantino

Infantino during a Swiss probe into

and Upper Valais Chief Public

corruption allegations surrounding the

Prosecutor Rinaldo Arnold.

FIFA leadership.

According to the government release,

Following his inquiry, the Swiss

Keller was appointed on 29 July to

Prosecutor has reached the conclusion

prosecutor “is not illegal” in
Switzerland, nor “illegal anywhere in the
world”. FIFA adds that meetings “or
contacts between parties and
prosecutors are routine during an
investigation”, claiming that FIFA was
also a damaged party in the
proceedings about which Infantino met
with Lauber and Arnold.
Swiss government announce...
Bloomberg article
FIFA statement

Aperio Analysis by Alex Kottke
Since 2015 at the latest, when US prosecutors brought serious corrupt practices at the organisation to light, FIFA’s reputation and
integrity has been severely tarnished. When Gianni Infantino replaced the controversial Sepp Blatter as president of FIFA in 2016,
he did so in the context of a pressing need for the re-implementation of transparency and ethical standards. That this is the
second time in the subsequent four years that Infantino has been subject to accusations of wrongdoing will send alarm bells
ringing once more for the many stakeholders of the global sport. The Swiss authorities, for their part, are showcasing their
commitment to tackling high-level crime. Attorney General Michael Lauber has now resigned after a string of damaging
allegations, but question marks linger as to why he was able to remain in office for so long.
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Former Spanish King faces Supreme Court
corruption and money laundering investigation
Following information received from

Panama-based entity in 2008.

prosecutors but no formal charges have

Swiss prosecutors, the Spanish

Prosecutors are said to be focusing on

been brought against her so far.

Attorney General launched an

people linked to Juan Carlos who may

investigation on 10 July into the

have acted as proxies for bank

The Spanish investigation will also

commissioning of a Spanish

accounts, and that the funds may have

reportedly look into whether the former

construction consortium to build a

been related to the train contract in

king committed tax evasion, by not

high-speed train between Medina and

Saudi Arabia.

properly reporting the donation. The

Mecca in Saudi Arabia in 2008.

Supreme Court will need to decide
In addition to this, in 2012, according to

whether Juan Carlos, who was the

The launch of the investigation follows

allegations set out in the documents in

Spanish king at the time, could be tried

reports that Swiss prosecutors have

Switzerland, King Juan Carlos

over alleged offences taking place

revealed documents that purportedly

supposedly gave €65 million to his then

during his reign.

show that Juan Carlos, then King of

companion, Corinna zu

Spain, received $100 million from Saudi

Sayn-Wittgenstein. Sayn-Wittgenstein

Arabia’s king Abdullah, through a

has testified twice before Swiss

Prosecution allegations

Former Catalan president and family members
charged with corruption
Spanish High Court (Audiencia

members of the once-prominent family

Barcelona judge in the same year. At

Nacional) judge, José de la Mata, ruled

for financially benefitting from their

the time, Pujol reportedly claimed that

on 17 July that former Catalan

position of power through illegal

the fortune held in Andorra belonged to

president Jordi Pujol, along with his

commission that companies paid to

his father, Florenci, who had made the

wife Marta Ferrusola, seven children

secure government contracts, among

money on the currency black market

and 18 other individuals were part of a

other favours. According to the ruling,

during the Franco dictatorship and left it

criminal organisation that used its

some of these activities went on during

to his grandchildren.

political influence to amass “a

the time Pujol was in power

disproportionate fortune”. According to

(1980-2003). The long-running

In this most recent ruling, de la Mata

the ruling, for decades the Pujol

investigation reportedly targeted the

noted that the family was unable to

Ferrusola family used its privileged

family’s hidden bank accounts kept in

provide proof of the origin of these

position in Catalan political, social and

tax havens, which have been used to

funds. De la Mata’s investigation also

economic life to accumulate huge

move millions of euros.

noted that the seemingly illicit

wealth through corrupt activities.

payments to the Pujols were concealed
In 2014, following a disclosure by an

through complex corporate structures,

The ruling follows a

anonymous informant, Pujol publicly

using tax havens and contracts for

seven-and-a-half-year investigation into

admitted that he had offshore bank

alleged services whose existence was

the origins of the fortune amassed by

accounts in Andorra holding several

not backed up by any evidence.

Pujol and his family. In his ruling, de la

million euros. This resulted in a case

Mata recommended trying all nine

that was originally opened by a
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Germany follows new pattern with draft human
rights and environmental due diligence law

New legislation, which is also being

Netherlands, as well as at EU level. The

human rights and environmental

drawn up at EU level, would likely

appetite of governments across Europe

performance. Last year the Business

require companies to scrutinise

to legislate for effective due diligence

Roundtable Statement on the Purpose

sustainability practices throughout the

on social and environmental issues has

of a Corporation, that was signed by

value chain.

grown steadily in recent years as

181 CEOs in the US, jettisoned the

sustainability, or Environment, Social

doctrine of shareholder primacy and

According to recent press reports,

and Governance (ESG), has gained a

instead committed to benefit all

lawmakers in Germany are drawing up

foothold in financial markets.

stakeholders, including customers,

fresh legislation that would force

employees, suppliers, communities and

businesses to intervene to prevent

In a recent survey of 200 UK businesses

human rights violations at their

by the Financial Times and Smurfit

operations and in their supply chains.

Kappa, 83 percent of respondents said

Even so, governments, investors, and

they viewed sustainability as a business

businesses themselves, take the view

As currently envisaged, the legislation

opportunity. Equally, there can be a

that mandatory rules are needed to

would oblige German companies with

heavy cost to a failure to meet

create a level playing field and force

more than 500 employees to conduct

expectations on ESG. Around £1.7

companies to actually walk the talk on

human rights and environmental due

billion was knocked off Boohoo’s share

these issues. Ahead of last month’s

diligence throughout their value chains.

price in July following reports that UK

revelations at Boohoo, the company

It would require companies such as

workers in the supply chain were being

had been held by several investors in

BMW, for example, which recently

paid as little as £3.50 per hour. Boohoo

funds earmarked as “sustainable”.

signed a deal with the Moroccan miner

has disputed some of the reports and is

and cobalt producer Managem, to

conducting an independent review of its

The UN Guiding Principles for Business

identify and prevent any negative

UK supply chain.

and Human Rights (UNGPs) prescribe

impact on account of its suppliers.

shareholders.

that companies voluntarily carry out
Several voluntary standards and

human rights due diligence, however a

The proposed law in Germany follows

initiatives have helped to focus

recent study by the European

similar efforts in France and the

corporates’ attention on improving their

Commission found that just a third do
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so effectively. The Corporate Human

While various domestic laws already

The exact requirements of the German

Rights Benchmark report for 2019

cover specific issues, such as conflict

and EU laws are not yet known,

which assessed the largest 195

minerals, France’s Duty of Vigilance law

however, there are steps companies

companies globally across four sectors

is the only general piece of legislation

need to be taking to ensure their due

– agricultural products, apparel,

that applies across industries. The law

diligence efforts are fit for purpose.

extractives and ICT manufacturing –

also requires companies to report on

Businesses should review their

found that nearly half (49 percent)

the effectiveness of their due diligence

governance and policies to ensure they

scored zero across all indicators related

by providing evidence of identifying

are an effective guide to implement due

to human rights.

risks. Switzerland, Norway and

diligence, both in terms of their own

Luxembourg are also currently

activities and those of their suppliers

considering similar legal protections.

and subcontractors. They should also

The proposed law has received
significant support in Germany,

undertake stakeholder and risk

although business associations worry

The Netherlands has also been one of

mapping to an extent that clearly

that it would make companies liable for

the early movers on this kind of law. In

identifies vulnerabilities at every level of

third parties in the lower tiers of supply

2019 it adopted the Child Labour Due

the business; ideally for each product or

chains where they have limited

Diligence Law which seeks to prevent

service and country or region of

influence. The legislation could be

child labour in supply chains and

operation and all third party entities

passed by the end of next year,

applies to any company that sells its

with whom the company has a

whereupon companies who fail to

goods or services in the Dutch market.

relationship.

comply could be the subject of

Companies must exercise due diligence

damages claims or even sanctioned

wherever they suspect child labour may

Companies then need to complete a

through Germany’s courts.

be a risk, whilst also reporting publicly

risk assessment for each entity. Their

on their mitigation and prevention

approach should not be limited to

efforts. A failure to do so could lead to

desktop research and asking the third

Europe’s due diligence landscape

a fine of €870,000 or up to 10 percent

parties to fill in questionnaires or sign

In April, the EU committed to finalising

of annual revenue. The law is expected

up to a code of conduct. Companies

its own law that would also require

to come into force in 2022.

should get on the ground and speak to

companies to undertake human rights

people in the business and the local

and environmental due diligence. The

The UK also has its own version of the

community they are dealing with. They

regulation, which will apply to all

law – the UK Modern Slavery Act, 2015

must ask to see evidence of the human

member states and potentially more

– which requires companies with a

rights and environmental practices the

widely, will be at heart of the European

turnover of more than £36 million to

company claims to follow. This process

Green Deal and the European Recovery

publish a statement on their website

then needs to be repeated over time to

Plan in the wake of the pandemic and is

that sets out any steps they have taken

monitor performance. For each set of

likely to be passed next year.

to ensure modern slavery is not taking

risks that comes to light companies

place within their operations or supply

should then devise and publish

The legislation proposed in Berlin and

chains. However, the law is a blunter

measures to mitigate them, prevent

Brussels follows a similar law that

instrument than its European

negative impacts and provide any

came into force in France two years

equivalents as it does not bind

necessary remediation.

ago. The Corporate Duty of Vigilance

companies to take or report

Law applies to French companies with

preventative action.

more than 5,000 employees in France,
or 10,000 globally. Companies must

Although several businesses have been
slow to adopt the necessary due

Putting your house in order

conduct human rights and

diligence practices, the legislation on
the horizon at both the national and EU

environmental due diligence as part of

Amid rising demand for greater

level means companies will soon have

a risk management or “vigilance” plan

corporate transparency, those that fail

little choice. But with increasing

which they must publish annually. The

to adopt effective due diligence

research linking sustainability to better

plan incorporates the company’s own

practices risk leaving themselves

resilience and higher market value, they

activities as well as any established

exposed. As the recent developments

certainly have every incentive.

suppliers or subcontractors. A third

at Boohoo underline, this can result in

party may seek a judicial order to

losing your investors, or lead to criminal

By Simon Jennings, Head of Africa and

require a company to comply.

investigations or litigation suits, and

ESG Services, Aperio Intelligence

significant reputational damage.

simon.jennings@aperio-intelligence.com
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

US report reveals how loopholes in art industry
helped Russian oligarchs evade sanctions
The Subcommittee’s investigation

the report, Highland Ventures would

determined that Arkady and Boris

wire the funds to Steamort, which

Rotenberg exploited the secrecy of the

would wire the funds to BALTZER, which

art industry, which allowed art

would wire funds to the auction house

intermediaries to purchase over $18

and take title for the art. Despite having

million in high-value art in the US

voluntary AML and sanctions policies,

through shell companies linked to the

Sotheby’s, Christie’s, Phillips, and

two oligarchs, after they were

Bonhams auction houses failed to ask

sanctioned in the US in 2014. The two

basic questions of Baltser, including for

brothers were designated by OFAC on

whom he was purchasing the art.

20 March 2014 for receiving
reportA two-year investigation
conducted by the US Senate’s
Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations has uncovered how two
designated Russian oligarchs with ties
to President Vladimir Putin, brothers
Arkady and Boris Rotenberg, evaded
US sanctions by exploiting a loophole
in art industry regulations. The
Subcommittee's report was published
on 29 July.
The art industry is not subject to Bank
Secrecy Act requirements, which
mandate detailed procedures to prevent
money laundering and verify a
customer’s identity. Despite this, all US
persons and entities are prohibited
from transacting with sanctioned
individuals or entities as designated by
the Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).

approximately $7 billion in contracts

The report describes the effectiveness

relating to the Sochi Olympic Games

of the Russia-related sanctions as

and state-controlled company

“questionable” and calls for changes,

Gazprom, awarded to them by

including: (1) adding businesses that

President Putin.

handle transactions involving high-end
art to the Bank Secrecy Act; (2)

The report notes that the transactions

requiring the US Treasury to collect

were not limited to art dealings – shell

beneficial ownership information for

companies linked to the Rotenberg

companies formed or registered to do

brothers, such as Highland Ventures,

business in the United States; and (3)

Advantage Alliance, Steamort and

OFAC should issue comprehensive

others, have been identified as having

guidance to auction houses and art

conducted transactions totaling over

dealers on how to avoid doing business

$91 million post-sanctions.

with sanctioned individuals.

Gregory Baltser, a Moscow-based art

US Senate press release

advisor established a private art agency
and club called ‘BALTZER’ in 2013 and

US Senate subcommittee re...

used it to take title and purchase art for
his clients, including the Rotenbergs,

Arkady and Boris Rotenber...

following the impositions of sanctions.
According to the pattern described by

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The report marks the first time that the vulnerability of the loosely regulated art industry to sanctions evasion has drawn the
attention of US lawmakers. The high degree of anonymity associated with art purchases has now been identified as a material
obstacle to effective sanctions enforcement, based on a case study of two designated Russian oligarchs close to Putin. Coupled
with long-standing allegations of money laundering facilitation, the new sanctions-related findings could pave the way for a
regulatory shakeup of the US art world.
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UK committee report on Russian interference
Russian assets in the UK. The report
further accuses Russian oligarchs of
engaging in “reputation laundering”
throughout British establishments and
turning many UK lawyers, accountants,
estate agents and public relations
professionals into witting and unwitting
agents of Russian interests.
The report further accuses members of
the UK’s House of Lords of conflicts of
interest due to their business interests
in Russia and relationships with
Russian entities tied to President
The UK’s Intelligence and Security

aggression Hostile State Activity.

Committee of Parliament (ISC)

Contrary to claims laid out in the UK

published on 21 July its report to the

government’s response, the ISC report

government on Russian threats to the

states that the government has not, but

UK, particularly with regard to the 2016

must pursue a full intelligence

Brexit referendum. The Committee’s

assessment of Russian interference to

report, which began with a 2017 inquiry

determine the level of penetration

and has only partially been made

gained by Russian cyber and

public, accuses the UK government of

intelligence operatives in influencing

failing to properly investigate Russian

the Brexit vote through social media

interference in the British campaign,

and other means.

urging it to take immediate action to
counter Russian involvement in the

The UK Electoral Commission issued a

democratic process.

response to the findings on 21 July,
reiterating its stance that voters

The report states
“that the UK has
been viewed as a
particularly
favourable
destination for
Russian oligarchs
and their money”

deserve transparency as to who is
politically influencing them online and
urging the government to develop
enhanced due diligence and risk
assessment measures to ensure that
campaign funds are veritably sourced.
In a separate section detailing the role
of Russian expatriates in the UK, the
ISC report states “that the UK has been
viewed as a particularly favourable
destination for Russian oligarchs and
their money”, adding that government
attitudes in the 1990s to welcome

In a response issued the same day, the

Russian wealth and powerful

UK government said that it is engaging

individuals for the sake of promoting

in concerted efforts to counter Russian

good governance in post-Soviet Russia

illicit financing as well as fending off

were misguided and allowed for

cyberattacks, deeming Russian

increased operational discrepancy of

30

Vladimir Putin and Russian state
interests. In its response, the UK
government states that it will consider
a “Foreign Agents Registration Act” to
attempt to alleviate the concerns raised
of Russian influence-peddling within the
House of Lords. However, according to
a 23 July article by the Times, electoral
records reveal that 14 ministers and
two members of the Intelligence
Committee accepted donations from
Russian entities, all members of the
Conservative Party.
A 28 July commentary published by the
Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)
notes that the UK does not have an
active system in place to monitor the
movement of funds in and out of the
country, unlike the other members of
the Global Five Eyes intelligence
network, and urged the nation to adopt
such a national security response.
The ISC’s report was finalised in
October 2019 and declassified and
cleared for release in December.
ISC Russia report
UK government response
Times article
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Fraud Advisory Panel report finds modest
progress in fighting economic crime in the UK
The report recalls the UK authorities’

In addition, the report finds that almost

efforts in 2019 to address pensions and

half of UK charities still have no fraud

investment fraud, publish

protections in place and the UK’s

recommendations for audit reform,

anti-money laundering (AML)

adopt a national economic crime plan

framework remains unfit for purpose in

and release new guidance on what

spite of the creation of the Office for

companies can expect from the Serious

Professional Body Anti-Money

Fraud Office (SFO) if they self-report

Laundering Supervision (OPBAS).

fraud or corruption.
FAP Chairman David Clarke states that

The Fraud Advisory Panel (FAP)
published on 8 July its latest report on
the UK’s counter-fraud measures in
2019, which finds that the government
has taken a renewed interest in
fighting economic crime, but more
remains to be done to ensure criminals
are not profiting from the pandemic.

However, the report notes key

the UK needs “a wholesale revamping

vulnerabilities, including the SFO’s

of society’s fraud resilience to reflect

persistent inability to follow-up on

the dramatically changed realities that

deferred prosecution agreements

will hit us hard very soon”.

(DPAs) with individual convictions, the
lack of systemic protections regarding

FAP press release

retail banking and finance fraud and the
poor national policing response to

FAP report

cyber-dependent crime.

Leaked FBI bulletin highlights investment fund
industry abuse by money launderers
A leaked US Federal Bureau of

According to the FBI’s assessment

According to the FBI, the key

Investigation (FBI) bulletin dated 1 May

based on Justice Department open

vulnerability in these cases resulted

reveals that organised criminals are

source reporting from 2017 to 2019, the

from the criminals’ ability to transact

using the private investment fund

US AML programmes are not well

anonymously, as some investment

industry, including hedge funds and

equipped to monitor and counter the

advisers continue to be exempt from

private equity firms, to launder money

use of private investment fund

registration with the Securities and

by circumventing anti-money

accounts for money laundering, fraud,

Exchange Commission under the

laundering (AML) rules. The classified

transnational organised crime and

private adviser exemption. “Hedge

report was released by transparency

sanctions evasion. The report details

funds and private equity firms receive

group Distributed Denial of Secrets

cases in which the sector was abused

funds from entities registered in nations

(DDOS), as part of a long list of files

by criminals, including a hedge fund

that maintain laws conducive to

from US law enforcement agencies,

receiving wire transfers from Russian

masking underlying beneficial owners”,

also known as ‘Blue Leaks’. On 7 July,

organised crime, and a representative

the report adds.

German authorities seized DDOS’s

of a US and UK hedge fund using shell

primary public download server.

corporations to sell prohibited items
from countries subject to sanctions.
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UK Financial Reporting Council enforcement
report notes increased fraud risk due to Covid-19
Key takeaways from the enforcement review
Reasons for recurring audit failures in cases investigated
over the past six years, include a failure to identify the
most basic indicators of potential fraud
The total number of new cases opened by the FRC’s Case
Examination and Enquiries (CEE) team nearly doubled
from the previous year, with 88 cases, compared to 46 in
2018/19
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council (FRC) published on 31
July its second annual enforcement review, which
summarises the FRC’s investigatory and enforcement remit
and powers, providing details on recent cases and the
regulator’s priorities. The FRC’s review notes that the
Covid-19 crisis may result in situations where there is a

The FRC referred 14 enquiries to enforcement
investigation, and concluded 13 investigations, of which
eight were settled, one was determined by the Tribunal,
and four closed with no further action
The FRC imposed a range of financial and non-financial

greater risk of fraud.

sanctions on audit firms and individuals, with a key

The pandemic creates increased risk of fraud for the

financial sanctions imposed by the FRC in 2019/20 was

following reasons: (1) in difficult times companies may be
under pressure to report positive results; (2) periods of
severe economic downturn frequently mean that long running
frauds, which have previously remained hidden, are exposed;
and (3) changes in circumstances may mean that the control
environment may be operating differently to expectations.
The FRC advises accountants to maintain the highest ethical
standards, be alert to red flags and consider the need for

objective of driving audit quality. The total sum of
£16.5 million (£11.3 million after settlement discounts),
and included £3.5 million against KPMG in relation to
BNY Mellon entities, and £4.6 million against PwC in
relation to Redcentric
The regulator said it is working to conclude cases more
swiftly, and this year the percentage of investigations
completed within the two-year target has increased from

additional procedures to address the risks of fraud.

35 percent to 44 percent

On 11 March 2019, then UK Business Secretary Greg Clark

The FRC continues to investigate substantial high-profile

announced that the FRC will be replaced by a new regulator
with enhanced statutory powers, the Audit, Reporting and
Governance Authority (ARGA). ARGA’s enhanced statutory
powers include extending enforcement powers in relation to
company directors, skilled person reviews (which may be
made public by the regulator) and powers to require ‘rapid

cases, which the regulator underlined “absorb
considerable resource”. One of these is the investigation
into the audit and preparation of financial statements for
Carillion, which was “exceptional” in scale and complexity,
covering a four-year period and numerous audit areas

explanations’ from companies about regulatory concerns.

FRC press release

In its annual report published on 16 July, the FRC noted

FRC annual enforcement review

“significant progress” in its transition into the ARGA, but
noted recruitment challenges and the lack of legislation, as
well as resourcing constraints.
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FATF report on the implementation of the
revised standards on virtual assets and VASPs
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

The public and private sector have

private/non-custodial wallets, travel

published on 7 July a report on its

made progress on implementing the

rule implementation, and

12-month review of the

‘travel rule’ for VASPs

stablecoins

standards on virtual assets and virtual

Jurisdictions noted a range of

The FATF agreed to conduct a

asset service providers (VASPs). The

outreach activities to the VASP

second 12-month review of the

FATF revised its standards in June

sector, including the dissemination

implementation of the standards by

2019 placing obligations on virtual

of the results of risk assessments,

June 2021, to publish updated

assets and VASPs to adhere to

risk indicators, red flags, guidance,

clarifying guidance on virtual assets

AML/CFT requirements.

typologies, public-private

and VASPs, and to publish red flag

partnerships and annual reports

indicators and relevant case studies

relating to the sector

by October 2020

implementation of its revised

Findings include
The review found that 35 out of 54

Certain jurisdictions suggested that

reporting jurisdictions reported that

greater clarity in the guidance would

they have implemented the revised

help facilitate the transposition of

standards, with 32 of these

the revised standards into national

regulating VASPs and three

law – particularly regarding

prohibiting the operation of VASPs

peer-to-peer transactions and

FATF press release
FATF report

FATF publishes report to the G20 on stablecoins
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

Stablecoins share many of the

FATF calls on all jurisdictions to

published on 7 July its report on

same potential ML/TF risks as

implement the revised standards as

stablecoins in response to the G20’s

certain virtual assets, particularly

a priority

request that FATF considers the

regarding their potential for

AML/CFT issues.

anonymity, global reach and

FATF will review the implementation

layering of illicit funds, allowing

of the revised standards by 2021

The report addresses: (1) the

anonymous peer-to-peer

and consider whether further

characteristics of stablecoins; (2) the

transactions via un-hosted wallets

updates are needed

standards apply to stablecoins and

Entities involved in the stablecoin

FATF will provide guidance for

businesses involved; and (4) FATF’s

arrangement will have AML/CFT

jurisdictions on stablecoins and

strategy to enhance the AML/CFT

obligations depending on whether

virtual assets, which will include

framework for stablecoins.

the functions of the stablecoin are

more detail on how AML/CFT

centralised or decentralised. FATF

controls apply to stablecoins

AML/CFT risks; (3) the way FATF

Findings include

considers that decentralised
stablecoins, although carrying

The current tendency to mass-adopt

greater ML/TF risks due to their

stablecoins makes them more

“diffuse operation”, have a lower

vulnerable to misuse by criminals

potential for mass-adoption, thus,
associated ML/TF risks are smaller
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UNODC report on wildlife crime assess global
markets and trends
and often involves law enforcement agents. Thus, more
cases of wildlife crime and trafficking should be
investigated as corruption and more financial
investigations should be carried out to identify the
ultimate beneficiaries
Controls have tightened on the illicit flora and fauna trade
worldwide since 2016, with seizures more than doubling
between 2015 and 2017
The demand for African ivory and rhino horn is in decline,
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
published the World Wildlife Crime Report 2020 on 10 July,
which examines the illicit trade – markets and trends – in
plants and animals worldwide. The report follows up on a
similar report published in 2016, and utilises data from
nearly 180,000 seizures in 149 countries.
According to a UN Environment Programme (UNEP) press
release coinciding with the release of the report, Acting
Director of the UNEP Law Division Arnold Kreilhuber said that
wildlife crimes are usually conducted by organised crime
groups and are often associated with money laundering, tax
fraud, and corruption. In addition to the harm to the
environment and endangered species, Director of the UN
Ecosystems Division Susan Gardner said wildlife crime often
deprives governments of tax revenue, causes economic
losses to businesses, and harms marginalised communities.
Regulatory challenges remain, according to the report, such
as poor coordination between nations, ineffective
enforcement frameworks, and inadequate penalties for
individuals and entities committing offences. Kreilhuber
noted that the UNEP’s main goals in the prevention of wildlife
crime are strengthening national political will to coordinate
international efforts to fight wildlife crime, improving
regulations, and building knowledge to reduce the demand
for illicit wildlife products.

Key points and findings
Corruption is an important enabler of illicit trade and
usually takes place at sourcing, transit and export stages

34

while there is an increase in demand for tropical
hardwood timber and tiger products
Online trading in wildlife and wildlife products, which is
more difficult to track, is on the rise
Illicit wildlife markets and the traffickers are highly
specialised and organised crime groups are usually
involved in smuggling a single species, while wildlife
product replacement or captive breeding are examples of
how criminals adapt and exploit opportunities
The price of ivory in Tanzania and Kenya went down by
more than 50 percent from 2014 to 2018
Although large seizures were made of African elephant
ivory and African pangolin, the number of investigations
remains low, with few countries utilising the available
assessment tools to understand criminal justice and
preventive responses to wildlife and forest crime
As the legal supply chain is used by criminals to launder
illegally sourced wildlife, supply could be protected by
making some parts of the trade transaction process
electronic, with more AML checks in place
UNODC press release
UNODC World Wildlife Crime Report
UNEP press release
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UNODC research on illegal trade in fake Covid-19
products finds gaps in regulatory framework
The United Nations Office on Drugs

authorities contracted two sales

pandemic, emphasising a potential

and Crime (UNODC) published on 8

companies in Switzerland and

shift in focus away from PPE

July a research brief on the increase in

Germany to procure a €15 million

smuggling to falsification of and

trafficking of “substandard and

consignment of face masks through

trafficking in a vaccine, once it has

falsified” medical personal protective

a clone website of an apparently

been developed

equipment (PPE) and medication as a

legitimate company in Spain

result of the Covid-19 pandemic.

UNODC advises international bodies
The research notes a shift in

to develop a single set of

The report finds that the Covid-19 crisis

cyberattacks towards medical

governance recommendations to

has highlighted serious shortcomings

product supplies and health

implement good practices in the

in the regulatory frameworks designed

infrastructure correlated with the

procurement of medical products

to prevent the manufacture and sale of

spread of Covid-19. The UK took

and eliminate the opportunity for

fake medical products, with organised

down 2,000 online coronavirus

corruption. In addition, the office

crime groups (OCG) exploiting the gaps

scams in March

urges the international community

in national regulation and oversight.

Key findings include

to share approaches and acquire
The Covid-19 crisis has also

new or additional skills to prevent

outlined a surge in data-based

Covid-19 related crime

scams, including phishing, and
OCGs are exploiting the

business email compromise

vulnerabilities in the health and

attacks, or the creation of false

UNODC press release

criminal justice systems, through

corporate websites

UNODC research brief

the manufacture and trafficking of

UNODC’s research predicts a

UN press release

substandard medical items. For

gradual change in the OCG’s

instance, the German health

behaviour over the course of the

fraud, scams and seizures, involving

Europol publishes annual activity report
Europol published on 2 July its annual

pan-European platform for suspicious

intelligence gathering in relation to drug

activity report for 2019, which notes an

transactions, the number of countries

trafficking activities around the EU’s

increase in the agency’s operational

contributing cash declarations and

main ports, with Antwerp and

activities in the fight against financial

cash seizures also increased in 2019.

Rotterdam being the most targeted

crime, terrorism, cybercrime, and
serious and organised crime.

ports by criminal organisations in
Despite concerns over the

recent years. In addition, Europol led a

effectiveness of the FIU.net platform,

total of 104 fraud cases in 2019 and a

Europol increased its provision of

financial intelligence units exchanged

project to monitor alternative banking

financial intelligence to member states

20,000 requests via the platform and

platforms used to funnel proceeds of

regarding money laundering, asset

257,000 cross-border reports, an

missing trader intra-community fraud

recovery, corruption and terrorism

increase of 6.5 percent on 2018.

out of the EU, resulting in more than

financing, by providing support to 205

300 entities identified.

operational cases and producing 1,100

The report highlights the lack of

operation reports. As a result of the

effective operational cooperation and
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UK NCA annual report records 34 percent
increase in serious organised crime disruption
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

estimated that 84 percent of fraud

investigations. For instance, In

announced in its annual report

is cyber-enabled

December 2019, the NCA reached a

published on 21 July that it saw a 34

£190 million civil settlement

percent increase in disruptions of

The NCA was granted freezing

following a civil investigation into a

serious organised crime between April

orders on accounts containing in

Pakistani national, whose business

2019 and March 2020. NCA operations

excess of £145 million

is one of largest private sector

led to 2,507 disruptions – the highest

employers in Pakistan

figure to date – and to almost £160

Over 1,000 arrests were made in the

million in assets frozen or seized.

UK (a 40 percent increase), and over

The NCA has implemented

600 abroad, as well as the

strategies to deter and divert

conviction of 376 offenders

potential cyber criminals via Prevent

The 2019/20 annual report details the
agency’s performance against serious

and Protect initiatives including a

and organised crime pursuant to the

Through the National Economic

Google Ads campaign. In addition,

National Strategic Assessment and the

Crime Centre (NECC) and the Joint

joint international operations with

NCA’s operational priorities.

Money Laundering Intelligence

dedicated cybercrime teams led to

Taskforce (JMLIT), 56 arrests were

several major disruptions

Key points

made and approximately £3.4
million in funds were restrained or

Fraud has overtaken theft as the

NCA press release

seized in money laundering cases
NCA annual report 2019/20

most prevalent type of crime in the
UK, with an estimated 3.86 million

The JMLIT has supported 18

incidents in England and Wales. It is

requests relating to foreign bribery

EU Foreign Affairs Council considering further
sanctions against Turkey
The European Union’s High

“I will prepare options on further

to reinforce the sanctions regime to aid

Representative for Foreign Affairs

appropriate measures that could be

the implementation of the applicable

Josep Borrell stated during a 13 July

taken in response to the challenges we

UN Security Council resolutions.

press conference that the European

are facing as a result of Turkish actions,

Council for Foreign Affairs is

including in the Eastern Mediterranean.

In response to the imposition of a

considering a range of options,

In the meantime, work will also

Chinese national security law on Hong

sanctions expansions among them, to

continue on additional listings within

Kong, Borrell said that the Council is

respond to a number of Turkish

the existing sanctions framework as

weighing the possibility “to further

transgressions that include drilling in

requested by Cyprus,” stated Borrell.

scrutinise the export of specific and

the Eastern Mediterranean, its respect

sensitive technologies to Hong Kong”.

for the Libyan arms embargo, and its

In addition to this, Borrell commented

decision to convert the Hagia Sofia

that “blatant violations” of the Libya

back into a mosque.

arms embargo continue, and as such
the EU Foreign Affairs Council intends
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UK SFO publishes annual report for 2019-20
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

Osofsky also noted that in 2019-2020,

for successful outcomes by a

published its annual report and

the Proceeds of Crime Division secured

defendant and a 95 percent 4-year rate

accounts for the 2019-2020 period on

more than £13 million in financial

for successful outcomes by case.

22 July following its submission to

orders against individuals convicted of

According to the report, the SFO

parliament. SFO Director Lisa Osofsky

SFO-related charges, receiving more

brought 13 defendants to trial and

detailed in a statement dated 15 July

than £7 million in past orders. Also of

reached three DPAs totaling £860

that during the period reported, the

note was the Deferred Prosecution

million. During the 2019-2020 period,

SFO opened five new criminal

Agreement (DPA) secured with Airbus

the SFO also issued 629 Section 2

investigations and charged six

SE, which saw the company agree to

notices, conducted 21 searches, and

individuals, noting the unique

pay a £895 million fine along with other

undertook 345 interviews.

circumstances that have befallen the

costs in the UK.

SFO in the midst of the global Covid-19
pandemic.

SFO statement
In the report’s performance review, the
SFO recorded a 62 percent 4-year rate

SFO annual report

English bar committee report on international
response to Uyghur abuses in China
The Bar Human Rights Committee of

Options for third party states

England and Wales (BHRC) published

the allegations of human rights
violations in Xinjiang

on 22 July a paper on governments’

Create a Magnitsky-style sanctions

international legal responsibility in

regime to apply to individual

Use all available legal means to

relation to the allegations of

perpetrators of grave human rights

investigate and punish alleged

widespread persecution of over one

violations in Xinjiang

perpetrators of human rights

million Uyghur and other Turkic Muslim
people in Xinjiang, China.

violations against Uyghur and
Give effect to their responsibilities

Turkic Muslims

to use international bodies, whether
BHRC holds that, if confirmed, the

state or non-state, to carry out

Enforce corporate accountability

allegations such as mass surveillance,

investigations and due diligence in

rules relating to supply chains by

arbitrary detention, forced labour,

respect of China’s alleged violations

international companies linked to

torture and killings of detainees, and

of its obligations

Xinjiang, including those with

the denial of the religious and ethnic

ownership stakes in companies

rights would constitute very serious

Support the establishment of an

allegedly involved in abuses,

violations of international criminal law.

independent UN mechanism to

suppliers of goods or services to

closely monitor, analyse and report

organisations that may be complicit

The paper sets out the existing options

annually on the human rights

in human rights violations, and

for third party states to put pressure on

situation in China

purchasers of raw or finished

China to meet its international law

materials produced in the region

obligations, ensure respect of human

Use mechanisms before

rights within its jurisdiction and provide

international organisations to

effective remedies to individuals who

request an advisory opinion from

have suffered harm.

the International Court of Justice on
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UK publishes tax gap report for 2018/2019
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs

avoidance tax gap has reduced from

first time a specific tax gap for wealthy

(HMRC) published on 9 July its official

£3.7 billion in 2005 to £1.7 billion, while

taxpayers, whose income exceeds

tax gap estimates across all taxes and

the hidden economy accounts for a

£200,000 or who have assets in excess

duties it administered in 2018/2019,

£2.6 billion tax gap. Around half of the

of £2 million. HMRC estimates that the

highlighting that it secured a record

avoidance tax gap is attributed to

tax gap for wealthy individuals amounts

£34.1 billion in additional tax through

corporation tax, with the remainder

to £1.7 billion, while over 40 percent of

activity tackling tax avoidance, evasion

relating to income tax, national

the tax gap is attributable to small

and non-compliance.

insurance contributions, capital gains

businesses.

tax, other direct taxes and VAT.
HMRC reports a shrinking tax gap of 4.7

HMRC press release

percent of all tax liabilities in 2018/19,

According to HMRC, tax evasion levels

reaching an overall level of £31 billion,

are estimated at £4.6 billion and losses

the lowest rate recorded by tax

generated by criminal attacks stand at

authorities to date. In addition, the

£4.5 billion. The report includes for the

HMRC report on tax gap
HMRC report on tax gap – ...

UK National Audit Office instructs HMRC to do
more to tackle the tax gap
The UK National Audit Office (NAO)

revenues by increasing the risk of

HMRC has successfully lowered the

released on 22 July its report on

non-payment of taxes and making more

tax gap by targeting the underlying

HMRC’s performance in closing the tax

people operate in the deliberately

incentives behind non-compliant

gap, based on the findings of HMRC’s

hidden part of the economy. NAO head

behaviour, especially in relation to

most recent tax gap estimates,

Gareth Davies added that “HMRC

mass-marketed tax avoidance

published on 9 July.

should consider applying the lessons it

schemes, but has failed to apply

has learned in tackling tax avoidance to

these lessons more broadly

The NAO finds that the tax system has

challenge other types of non-compliant

achieved high rates of return as a result

behaviour”.

of HMRC’s compliance activities in
2018/2019, which ranged from £7 in

Large revisions to the tax gap
methodology have reversed past

Key findings

revenue for every £1 spent on individual

trends reported by HMRC, making
short-term analysis more difficult

taxpayers to 44:1 on large business

The size of the tax gap has

taxpayers. The report notes that

decreased constantly from

HMRC should consider extending

reducing the tax gap remains

2013/2014, as well as its elements

good practice in tackling tax

challenging due to taxpayers and their

relating to VAT, excise duties and

avoidance to other tax gap

advisors changing their behaviour to

criminal attacks, and targets for

behaviours

exploit opportunities in the tax system.

additional tax generated from

For example, tax avoidance schemes

HMRC compliance work have been

now target more people on middle

met every year since 2011/2012

incomes than in the past.

NAO report
Evasion and the hidden economy

The Covid-19 pandemic is expected to

are difficult to estimate because

have a significant impact on UK tax

they are inherently less visible
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NAO press release
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EU Council publishes report on hybrid threats,
including new mechanism to screen FDI flows
The Council of the European Union

sector. In addition, the European

Since 2016, the EU has set up a broad

published on 31 July an internal report

Commission (EC) is expected to launch

range of counter measures in this field,

on the EU’s progress in countering

in October a cooperation mechanism

including through a 2016 joint

hybrid threats, including cybercrime,

with member states for screening FDI

framework on countering hybrid threats

election interference and

flows into the EU.

and an EC joint communication on

disinformation and the use of foreign

increasing resilience to hybrid threats in

direct investment (FDI) for illicit

For better identification of the financing

2018. In December 2019, the Council

purposes.

of hybrid activities, the report mentions

adopted conclusions on further

the need to strengthen the anti-money

consolidating efforts in this area.

The report notes that EU member

laundering framework by adopting a

states have continuously improved their

new support and coordination

ability to prevent and respond to

mechanism between financial

malicious cyberattacks, including

intelligence units (FIUs), establishing a

through annual exercises, strengthening

possible interconnection of bank

shared situational awareness and

account registries and data retrieval

improving cooperation with

systems, and further harmonisation of

international partners and the private

supervision across member states.

EU Council report
EU regulation on a framew...
EC Communication on the 2...

WCO publishes Illicit Trade Report for 2019
Findings

cases, at 38 percent, with cannabis
seizures at 25 percent

Over 30 percent increase in seizures
and more than doubling in fauna,

Of revenue-dodging products,

flora, or fossil items seized in 2019

tobacco products constituted the

as compared to 2018

vast majority, including cigarettes,
e-cigarettes, and chewing tobacco

Overall, customs agents recovered

products

substantially less cultural artefacts

The World Customs Organization
(WCO) published its annual Illicit Trade
Report (ITR) for 2019 on 30 July, which
includes analysis of seizure data and
case studies submitted by customs
enforcement agencies. Data collection
is still cited as a major challenge to
understanding global illicit trade.
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in 2019 than the previous year with

Of revenue seizures, 56 percent was

a drop of more than 59 percent

seized during routine checks, while
38 percent was seized after

Russia has the highest cultural

conducting risk profiling

smuggling seizures, with more than
130 cases, followed by Ukraine and

WCO press release

Cyprus with less than 20 each
ITR report
Of drug seizures, psychotropic
substances made up the plurality of
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UN report on human rights abuses by crime
groups at Venezuelan gold mines
The UN Office of the High

immediate steps to end labour and

workers are being exploited, forced into

Commissioner for Human Rights

sexual exploitation, child labour and

unsafe working conditions on extended

(OHCHR) presented a report on 15 July

human trafficking, and […] dismantle

work shifts, and coerced under threat of

to the Human Rights Council on the

criminal groups controlling mining

death to pay 10-20 percent of their

situation in Venezuelan gold mining

activities”, as well as investigating and

wages to organised crime groups and a

operations in the Arco Minero del

prosecuting those responsible for

further 15-30 percent to the nearby

Orinoco region, which has found

human rights violations.

mineral processing owner.

evidence of major human rights abuses
by organised crime groups.

The UN report claims that the

UN press release

Venezuelan military, which has a
UN High Commissioner for Human

significant presence in the region, is

Rights Michelle Bachelet is calling on

complicit in the abuses and is actively

the Venezuelan authorities to “take

engaged in corruption and bribery, while

OHCHR report on Venezuela

French Anti-Corruption Agency annual report
highlights need to improve prevention activities
public companies, 50 training sessions

more engaged in anti-corruption

and 69 awareness raising interventions.

compliance, the AFA noted during its

There were 823 corruption-related

inspections that methodologies used

offences dealt with by AFA prosecutors

for corruption risk mapping and third

in 2018, a 24.5 percent increase

party assessments are not accurate

compared to 2013.

enough. In addition, key failures
identified resulted from non-compliance

The French Anti-Corruption Agency
(AFA) published on 9 July its annual
report, which highlights that its powers
need to be reinforced in order to more
effectively prevent and fight
corruption, and calls on companies to
adopt effective anti-corruption
compliance programmes.
In 2019, the AFA carried out 36 new
inspections on private entities and
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At the request of the National Financial

or the defective use of existing

Prosecutor, the AFA carried out

measures, while breaches caused by

preliminary assessments in relation to

the total lack of a compliance

two deferred prosecution agreements,

programme have become less frequent.

otherwise known as Conventions
Judiciaires d’Intérêt Public (CJIPs), in

The Agency encourages small, medium

2019. In addition, it continued four

and intermediary companies which are

inspections opened in 2018 concerning

not considered obliged entities to adopt

the execution of CJIPs. For the first

effective procedures and measures to

time, the AFA asked its sanctions

tackle corruption.

committee to impose penalties in cases
where companies had failed to adopt

AFA press release

remedial programmes in line with its
instructions.
Despite company executives becoming

AFA report
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UK Export Finance needs to reinforce overseas
anti-corruption defences, states NGO report
The UK campaign group Spotlight on Corruption published

Other findings

on 5 July a report on the role of UK Export Finance (UKEF) in
fighting corruption worldwide in the post-Brexit and

Eleven out of 20 of UKEF’s priority markets rank in the

post-coronavirus context, which finds that the government

bottom half of corruption indices such as Transparency

agency prioritises markets at high-risk of corruption and

International’s Corruption Perception Index, posing a

provides support to UK exporters in sectors prone to

high-risk of corruption

corruption such as infrastructure and defence.
UKEF provides backing to British subsidiaries of foreign

Spotlight on Corruption is calling
on UK Export Finance to
increase transparency on how it
handles corruption risk and
tighten its anti-corruption
defences
The investigation looked into UKEF’s anti-corruption practices
in light of the agency’s recent £5 billion increase in its
capacity to provide direct loans to foreign governments to
buy UK goods and found that it provided support of £345
million to corporations affected by corruption scandals, such
as Airbus and Rolls Royce. The report notes that UKEF’s
recently introduced anti-corruption safeguards have not been
subject to public consultation and are not being fully utilised.
Spotlight on Corruption is calling on UKEF to increase
transparency on how it handles corruption risk and tighten its
anti-corruption defences.
In response to a parliamentary question, UK Department for
International Trade Parliamentary Under-Secretary Graham
Stuart stated on 6 July that there are currently five full time
staff in UKEF’s compliance division and four additional staff
undertaking financial crime (including bribery and corruption)
due diligence screening on transactions.
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companies, some of which have little economic activity in
the UK and have never refused an application on the
grounds of suspicion of corruption
Seven out of 11 companies that obtained UKEF support
for projects across Sub-Saharan Africa since 2018 were
recently established subsidiaries of overseas companies,
which do not currently trade in the UK
UKEF failed to carry out enhanced due diligence in two
cases involving Spanish companies subject to corruption
allegations in Angola and France and is too slow in
reporting suspect behaviour to law enforcement
Companies that breach UKEF’s anti-bribery warranties
face no sanctions for doing so
Spotlight on Corruption considers that UKEF’s remit for
fighting corruption (under which it does not guarantee to
not support a corrupt transaction) is obsolete given the
liability companies face under the UK Bribery Act for
failing to prevent corruption
Spotlight on Corruption press release
Spotlight on Corruption report
DIT response to parliamentary question
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Centre for Social Justice publishes report on
fighting modern slavery in the UK
The UK’s Centre for Social Justice

2016 and 2019, there is a serious risk

first to encounter a potential victim,

(CSJ), part of the Modern Slavery

that the crisis triggered by the Covid-19

as well as developing a flagging

Policy Unit, published on 12 July its

pandemic will lead to further increases.

system for modern slavery

second report on fighting modern

Between 2016 and 2019, the number of

indicators across the Department

slavery in the UK. The report states

prosecutions and convictions increased

for Work and Pensions’ database

that the actual scale and cost of human

from 9 percent to 14 percent, with a

trafficking and modern slavery in the

substantial backlog of cases. The CSJ

Tightening transparency in supply

UK is not known, but that based on a

also highlights that some organised

chain rules to hold companies

new police data analysis tool it is

crime groups use other crimes, such as

accountable for failing to tackle

believed that there could be at least

the trade in illicit tobacco or benefit

slavery

100,000 victims in the UK.

fraud, as a front for human trafficking
and modern slavery.

The report sets out recommendations
to strengthen the fight against these

Prioritising international action and
coordination to dismantle organised

Recommendations include

crimes, including the creation of a new

crime networks, and promoting
overseas aid for tackling modern

cross-departmental modern slavery

More robust early assessment tools

slavery in the post-Brexit trade talks,

strategy and mandatory training of

and guidance should be developed

following the example of the US

public authorities on their duties under

to prevent the abuse of the

Government’s annual Trafficking in

the UK’s Modern Slavery Act.

statutory defence in legislation

Persons (TIP) Report

According to the report, in addition to a

Mandatory training for job centre

119 percent rise in victims of modern

work coaches, who are often the

Centre for Social Justice...

slavery and human trafficking between

US white paper on synthetic identity fraud
The US Federal Reserve System

7,000 synthetic identities to fraudulently

(SSNs) in 2011, while intended to

published a white paper on 9 July

obtain more than 25,000 credit cards,

prolong the SSN system, has made it

detailing the causes and effects of

and the costs of the crime.

harder for financial institutions to

synthetic identity payments fraud. A

validate SSNs. The white paper also

synthetic identity is a mix of real and

Studies cited in the paper found that

warns that the adoption of statewide

false personal information, which is

synthetic identities make up over 20

consumer data protection policies may

used to commit financial crimes often

percent of losses in a given loan

have the unintended consequence of

involving built up credit followed by

portfolio, while accounting for less than

making financial institutions less willing

purchases that go unpaid.

1 percent of loans, with synthetic

to share the information necessary to

identity fraud typically costing 4.6 times

detect fraud.

The white paper details how synthetic

the ordinary credit loss.

identities are created, the investigation

Federal Reserve press rel...

into a complex international crime ring

The report notes that the introduction

that created a network of more than

of randomised social security numbers
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White paper
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UK report on cybercrime targeting sports sector
sports sector, urging sports

infrastructure targeted hack froze

organisations to tighten their security

turnstiles and rendered security

infrastructure, and revealing that at

cameras useless at a football match

least 70 percent of sports institutions

that nearly caused the cancellation of

are attacked each year, more than

the match.

double the average for UK businesses.
The report urges all relevant parties in
The report includes revelations that £1

the sporting sector to evaluate their

million was nearly lost after a Premier

security plans and implement improved

League Club managing director’s email

measures, including data backups.

was hacked in the time leading up to a
The UK’s National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) published a report on
23 July detailing a wide ranging series
of cyber attacks aimed at the UK’s

transfer negotiation, a racecourse

NCSC press release

employee lost £15,000 in a scam
related to eBay, and a hack allowed

NCSC report

cybercriminals to access sensitive
athletic performance data. An

EU Commission asked to widen Wirecard probe
The Legal Affairs Committee and the

the supervisory response by BaFin,

German regulators discussed payment

Economic and Monetary Affairs

which is due to be completed by 30

supervision with German banks in 2017,

Committee of the European Parliament

October. The letter also requests

no measures were taken. In that

(EP) sent a letter to the European

classifications around financial

context, the MP asked the ECB to

Commission (EC) on 23 July in relation

technology companies engaging in

outline the nature and extent of

to the Wirecard scandal, requesting

payment services and the ability of

discussions with German regulators

that the scope of the probe is widened

European supervisors to supervise

and explain why no investigation was

to assess the risk of money laundering

large cross-border financial institutions

opened or supervision strengthened, as

and possible violations of customer

involving multiple third-party

well as to clarify whether Wirecard is a

due diligences procedures, given the

jurisdictions.

payment services company or a

lack of information regarding the

technology company. Furthermore, the

missing €1.9 billion and the role of

The letter was accompanied by the

ECB has been asked to share its

Wirecard’s Dublin subsidiary in the

publication of a demand from members

approach regarding financial

fraud. The letter also requests that the

of the Economic and Monetary Affairs

technology companies that engage in

role of the relevant EU supervisors,

Committee to reform EU audit

payment services and to clarify whether

which includes the German Federal

directives to eliminate the inherent false

the ECB investigated the relationship

Financial Supervisory Authority

incentives in statutory audit, given that

between Deutsche Bank’s asset

(BaFin), is closely examined.

accounting firms are selected and paid

management fund DWS and Wirecard.

by the companies that they are auditing.
The committees welcomed the

MPs letter to EC

European Securities and Markets

Another MP questioned on 9 July the

Authority (ESMA) decision to pursue a

European Central Bank’s (ECB)

preliminary investigation, launched on

supervision of Wirecard, after a 29 June

15 July, to assess the shortcomings in

Reuters article revealed that although
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Joint call for reform in ...
ESMA press release (15 Ju...
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FATF webinar on the illegal wildlife trade
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

David Fein, Co-Chair of the United for

financing (TF). He also emphasised the

held a webinar on 27 July on its recent

Wildlife Financial Taskforce welcomed

importance of creating public-private

report on money laundering (ML) and

the FATF’s report and presented the

partnerships, including with

the illegal wildlife trade (IWT),

taskforce’s efforts to tackle these

non-financial businesses, particularly

recommending that law enforcement

crimes during the webinar. Fein also

with dealers in precious metals, stones

and regulators “follow the money”

mentioned the current development of

and jewellery.

associated with IWT and presenting a

an IWT risk assessment template to

list of risk indicators and

support its members in assessing their

Martin Wyard, Head of AML/CFT

recommendations for member states

risk exposure and stressed the

Capacity Building within the UK’s HM

and law enforcement.

importance of building private-public

Treasury, announced that the UK is

partnerships to improve end-to-end

currently looking to establish a new

chain review.

bilateral technical assistance unit

Financial institutions could address IWT
by establishing “trusted relationships”

within the UK Treasury to support

with law enforcement and NGOs “to

The importance of sharing information

partner countries to implement FATF’s

allow for real time information sharing”,

in tackling IWT was stressed by other

standards and tackle financial crime,

by using open source information, and

speakers, such as the head of the US

with a specific focus on supporting

conducting negative news searches

delegation to FATF, Scott Rembrandt,

partner law enforcement agencies to

and internal searches to determine if

who noted that US law was among the

conduct effective financial

there are any touch points, said Marcy

first to allow the sharing of financial

investigations into high-risk predicative

Forman, Managing Director, AML Global

intelligence from the government and

offences, such as IWT.

Investigations Unit, at Citigroup.

also between financial institutions
related to suspected ML and terrorist

FATF webinar

FATF webinar on financial crime during Covid-19
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

business operations during the

fraudsters are increasingly redesigning

held a webinar on 30 July entitled

pandemic. Gilbert Berk of Europol’s

existing fraud such as advanced

“Covid-19 and the changing money

Financial and Economic Crime Centre

payments fraud and tailoring them to

laundering and terrorist financing risk

added that the main increase in

feed into public feelings of panic and

landscape”, moderated by the FATF’s

short-term pandemic-related crimes

uncertainty. Director-General of

outgoing co-chair of the Risk Trends

seen by Europol is cybercrime,

Mexico’s Ministry of Finance and Public

and Methods Working Group Daniel

counterfeiting, and organised property

Credit Elisa de Anda Madrazo also

Thelesklaf. The webinar drew from a

crime, but that Europol currently has “no

identified the high price of medical

panel of financial intelligence

dedicated money laundering or terrorist

equipment as an avenue through which

authorities in Australia, Germany,

financing cases reported in the

legal proceeds have been combined

Ireland, and Mexico and made

short-term view”. Berk said that in the

with illicit money. Madrazo added that

reference to the FATF’s May report on

medium to long-term however, he

Bitcoin is the primary virtual asset

emerging financial crime threats.

expects a rise in money laundering

being used in online extortion cases

related to the pandemic.

since the outbreak of Covid-19.

Thelesklaf warned of “a massive
increase in fraud” related to the

Ian Pemberton, a criminal intelligence

obscuring of suspicious money

officer in Interpol’s Financial Crimes

movements as a result of changing

Unit, said that on the global level,
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

US government publishes Xinjiang supply chain
business advisory
and services, and carry out reasonable due diligence on
human rights in line with their internal risk assessments and
industry practice.

Key points for FIs
FIs should assess their potential exposure to the risk of
handling the proceeds of forced labour on behalf of their
clients, and implement a mitigation process in line with
the risk
The US Departments of State, Commerce, Treasury and
Homeland Security issued on 1 July common guidance for
businesses with supply chain exposure to entities engaged
in forced labour and other human rights abuses in the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China, which are
required to implement thorough human rights due diligence

FIs should implement sanctions compliance and carry
out anti-money laundering, counter terrorist financing,
counter proliferation financing (AML/CFT/CPF) and due
diligence programmes, and provide training and
resources to the relevant personnel

policies and procedures to mitigate potential risks.

FIs should articulate their compliance expectations to

The guidance notes that there are three types of supply chain

in line with applicable local requirements

exposure to entities engaged in human rights abuses against
Uyghurs, ethnic Kazakhs, ethnic Kyrgyz, and members of
other Muslim minority groups: (1) assisting in developing
surveillance tools for the Chinese government in Xinjiang; (2)
relying on labour or goods sourced in Xinjiang or in other
Chinese factories using forced labour from Xinjiang; and (3)
aiding in the construction of internment facilities and/or
manufacturing facilities used for forced labour. In addition,
US Under Secretary of State Keith Krach mentions in his letter
to the business community that financial institutions (FIs) are
also exposed by providing financing, directly or indirectly, to
any entities that enable human rights abuses.
To ensure that US businesses, individuals, academic
institutions, research service providers and investors with
supply chain links to Xinjiang or laborers from Xinjiang do not
become vulnerable to applicable US enforcement action, they
are encouraged to assess their reputational, economic, and
legal risk, examine the end users of their products, research

45

their counterparties, partners, subsidiaries, and affiliates,

Board of governors have “a moral duty and perhaps even
a fiduciary duty to divest from companies that contribute
to human rights violations” and establish governance
principles regarding investing in entities that directly or
indirectly facilitate human rights abuses
Pension funds, university endowments, indexes, mutual
funds, insurance companies, venture capital firms,
institutional investors, and particularly emerging index
funds should disclose to their constituents the Chinese
companies they invest in
US government’s Xinjiang supply chain busines...
US State Department press release
US State Secretary statement
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UK government announces ban on Huawei 5G
equipment due to US sanctions
UK Secretary of Culture, Media and

(NSC) meeting headed by Prime

The UK government is advising full fibre

Sport Oliver Dowden announced in the

Minister Boris Johnson after a review of

broadband operators to transition away

House of Commons on 14 July that the

the NCSC report, which found that US

from the purchase of any new Huawei

UK would significantly widen its ban on

sanctions “make it impossible to

equipment. A technical consultation will

Huawei 5G products beyond its

continue to guarantee the security of

inform the transition timetable. The UK

existing ban on “core” parts to include

Huawei equipment in the future”.

intends to enact legislation as soon as

all Huawei equipment.

possible to implement the new
According to a 14 July UK government

restrictions via a new Telecoms

Existing restrictions on sensitive

press release, no Huawei 5G equipment

Security Bill.

network areas remain unaffected. The

may be purchased after 31 December

move follows a report by the National

and all Huawei equipment must be

Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), which

removed from UK 5G networks by 2027,

concluded that the security assessment

with Dowden telling the House of

of Huawei’s involvement in UK 5G

Commons that by the next UK election

networks had shifted after the May

the government “will have implemented

restrictions by the US Commerce

in law an irreversible path for the

Department. The decision was made

complete removal of Huawei equipment

during a National Security Council

from our 5G networks”.

UK government press relea...
Statement by Secretary Do...
NCSC revised guidance

UK extends China arms embargo to Hong Kong
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab

individuals extradited to Hong Kong

the FCO confirmed that the UK will

told Parliament on 20 July that the UK

may be sent on to China for trial under

extend residence rights for those

will extend its China arms embargo to

the new security law.

holding British National Overseas (BNO)

Hong Kong and suspend the extradition

status by early 2021 to be able to live

treaty with Hong Kong indefinitely, in

Raab said that these arrangements will

and work in the UK and receive a path

response to the adoption of the

not be reactivated “unless, and until

to full British citizenship.

national security law for Hong Kong by

clear and robust safeguards which are

the Standing Committee of the

able to prevent extradition from the UK

On 22 July, the UK’s Export Control

National People’s Congress in Beijing.

being misused under the national

Joint Unit (ECJU) published a notice to

security legislation”. He also raised

exporters (2020/12) on extending the

Through the extension of the 1989

concerns about the “gross human

China arms embargo to Hong Kong,

China arms embargo, the UK will no

rights abuses” against Uighur Muslims

which entails the changing or amending

longer export potentially lethal

in Xinjiang.

of open general licences that include

weapons, components or ammunition

Hong Kong to bring them into line with

to Hong Kong, and will place a ban on

The UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth

the export of any additional equipment

Office (FCO) announced on 1 July that

which might be used for internal

the Hong Kong national security

repression. In addition, the UK will

legislation represents a “clear and

suspend the extradition treaty with

serious violation” of the 1984 UK-China

Hong Kong “immediately and

Joint Declaration and China’s

indefinitely” to reflect concerns that

international obligations. In addition,
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restrictions on China from 20 July.
UK Foreign Secretary oral...
UK FCO press release (1 J...
House of Commons debate (...
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JCPOA dispute resolution mechanism triggered
by Iran over E3 “non-compliance”
The EU High Representative and

Iran’s cooperation and compliance with

to the JCPOA, however it is “being put

Coordinator of the Joint

its safeguarding obligations, by

at risk by systematic Iranian

Comprehensive Plan of Action

allowing IAEA inspectors access to its

non-compliance” and calling on Iran to

(JCPOA) Joint Commission Josep

nuclear facilities. Iran’s Foreign Ministry

engage with the dispute resolution

Borrell confirmed on 3 July that he has

stressed that “any intervention in the

mechanism process initiated by the E3

received a letter from Iran triggering

ongoing safeguards cooperation

in January 2020.

the dispute resolution mechanism

between Iran and the IAEA is in

(DRM) with regards to “significant

contravention of the provisions of

non-compliance” with the obligations

JCPOA and could negatively affect the

by the UK, France and Germany (E3).

existing safeguards cooperation”.

Iran Foreign Ministry pre...

The letter refers to the E3’s resolution

The UK government responded by

UK government statement

adopted by the IAEA, which calls for

stating that the UK remains committed

EU High Representative st...

FATF president presents objectives for 2020-22
Marcus Pleyer assumed the position of

held the FATF vice presidency from July

illegal logging, the illegal wildlife

President of the Financial Action Task

2019 to June 2020.

trade and waste management

The presidency will focus on

Illicit arms trafficking as a predicate

Force (FATF) on 1 July and presented
Germany’s priorities for the FATF for
2020-2022, the organisation’s first
two-year presidency.

offence for money laundering and a
The digital transformation of

source of terrorism financing

AML/CFT, by launching an initiative

FATF will focus on
typologies relating
to environmental
crime, including
illegal logging

to monitor the risks and explore the

The conclusion of the Strategic

opportunities of digitisation

Review of the Global Network
assessment processes, making

The means, donor structures and

them more timely, risk-based and

modus operandi of terror groups

effective

and individuals, with a particular
emphasis on ethnically and racially

Completing initiatives, such as work

motivated terrorist attacks

on confiscation and asset recovery,
beneficial ownership, proliferation

Pleyer, who serves as Deputy Director

Money laundering through migrant

financing, and guidance for the real

General in Germany’s Federal Ministry

smuggling, building on the existing

estate sector

of Finance with responsibilities

work by the UNODC, Interpol and

including policy development and

other organisations and capitalising

international engagement pertaining to

on regional insights from FATF-style

anti-money laundering,

Regional Bodies (FSRBs)

FATF German presidency pr...

cybersecurity, was the head of the

The different typologies relating to

FATF presidency details

German FATF delegation until 2019 and

environmental crime, including

counter-terrorism financing, and
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FATF press release
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US DOJ and SEC publish updated FCPA guide
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

The updated version includes

and the US Securities and Exchange

Criminal Division’s Evaluation of
Corporate Compliance Programs

Commission (SEC) published on 3 July

Additional information on

the second edition of the resource

interpretations of the statutory

Certain legal standards, including

guide to the US Foreign Corrupt

language, including new case law

the mens rea requirement and the

Practices Act (FCPA), which provides

on the definition of the term “foreign

statute of limitations for criminal

practical advice and insights for

official”, “instrumentality”, and

violations of the accounting

businesses on the different aspects of

“agent”. For example, in United

provisions

the applicability of the FCPA’s

States v. Hoskins, the Second Circuit

anti-bribery and accounting provisions.

clarified the applicability of the

“Corporate successor liability” now

statute to individuals not directly

includes additional details in the

covered by the FCPA

context of merges and acquisitions,

The first edition of the resource guide
was published in November 2012 and

offering practical advice regarding

addressed a wide variety of topics

New policies applicable to the FCPA

due diligence and additional

including who and what is covered by

adopted in order to increase

considerations concerning the

the FCPA’s provisions, the definition of a

transparency, including the DOJ’s

disclosure of violations uncovered

“foreign official”, “proper and improper

FCPA Corporate Enforcement

during due diligence

gifts”, “facilitating payments”, and the

Policy, which formalised the

different types of civil and criminal

process for obtaining leniency in

resolutions available. The guide also

investigations, the Selection of

offers insights into the SEC and DOJ

Monitors in Criminal Division

enforcement practices, using examples

Matters, the Coordination of

of enforcement action and case law.

Corporate Resolution Penalties (or

DOJ press release
Second edition of the gui...
First edition (14 Novembe...

Anti-Piling On Policy), and the

European Parliament draft resolution on
investment migration targets financial crime
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

The adoption of the draft resolution

The draft resolution calls on all EU

a draft resolution on 3 July stipulating

follows a report by Polish Senator

countries to ratify several Council of

that member state programmes for

Alexander Pociej, which stated that

Europe conventions pertaining to

awarding citizenship, residence

“beneficiaries of financial proceeds

immigration policy and foreign

permits and tax domiciles to foreign

from crime and individuals seeking to

investors, and calls on member states

investors must respect EU legal

evade their tax obligations should not

to enact national rules to remove

standards. As such, the draft resolution

be allowed to benefit from immigration

citizenship status from foreign

states that member states should not

schemes which otherwise lawfully

investors who are deemed to have

provide investment migration that

attract foreign investors”. Pociej’s

profited from corruption.

“offers undue tax shelter for assets

report also warned member states

and revenues generated abroad” in

against offering immigration status to

order to prevent investment migration

foreign investors whose investments

from aiding money laundering.

lack transparency.
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UK FCA publishes Dear CEO letter and guidance
for payments firms and e-money issuers
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

In its Dear CEO letter, the FCA

the financial crime risks posed by

(FCA) published a Dear CEO letter to

recommends that all firms operate

innovative products, unusual or

payment services firms and and

appropriate systems and controls to

agency-type business models and

e-money institutions (EMIs) dated 9

mitigate the risk of fraud, money

cross-border payments.

July on its expectations in regard to

laundering, terrorist financing,

preventing customer harm. On the

cybercrime, bribery, corruption and

In its consultation feedback statement,

same day, the FCA also published

comply with financial crime reporting

the FCA makes clear that a

finalised guidance for payments and

obligations. During a recent supervisory

safeguarding credit institution or

e-money firms on safeguarding

engagement with the sector, the FCA

custodian should continue to treat

customer funds in the context of the

identified firms without an effective

authorised payment institutions and

Covid-19 pandemic, accompanied by

business-wide anti-money laundering

EMIs as their customers for the

responses to the feedback received to

(AML) risk assessment or which did not

purposes of conducting

its consultation on the matter.

conduct comprehensive customer risk

know-your-customer (KYC) checks for

assessments. In addition, the FCA

safeguarding accounts and recalls that

The FCA guidance aims to strengthen

found that some companies failed to

there is unlikely to be any need to

these firms’ prudential risk

carry out effective and risk-sensitive

identify the individual beneficial owners

management and arrangements for

enhanced due diligence (EDD) for

of these accounts, unless specific risk

safeguarding customers’ funds during

high-risk customers and instances

factors require it.

the exceptional circumstances of the

where there was inadequate oversight

coronavirus outbreak. The FCA expects

of overseas agents.

FCA Dear CEO letter

changes to its Approach Document on

The FCA urges payment services firms

FCA finalised guidance

payment services and e-money later in

and e-money institutions to ensure that

2020/21, which may incorporate the

they operate robust frameworks to

additional guidance.

prevent financial crime and to consider

to conduct a full consultation on

FCA feedback statement

UK government publishes outcome of trust
registration service consultation
The UK Treasury and HMRC published

society groups, some of which also

The responses to the consultation have

on 15 July a summary of the responses

participated in 15 meetings with HMRC

informed the proposed Money

to the consultation on extending the

officials during the consultation period.

Laundering and Terrorist Financing

scope of the Trust Registration Service

(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations

(TRS) to all express trusts, as required

Stakeholders submitted views and

2020, laid before Parliament for

by the EU’s Fifth Money Laundering

evidence on the types of trusts that will

consideration on 15 July.

Directive (5MLD).

be required to register, entities which
should be excluded from the scope of

The consultation received 124 written

the TRS, processes for data collection

responses from professional firms,

and sharing, deadlines for registration

representative bodies, charities and civil

and data retention, and penalties.
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European Parliament adopts resolution on the
EU’s AML framework
framework, namely the provisions of

New and disruptive market sectors

the EU’s Anti-Money Laundering

as well as technological innovations

Directives into national law within the

and developments in international

required timeframe.

standards, including cryptoassets,
should be subject to EU supervision

The EP welcomes the EC’s intention to
deliver a single rule book in the field of

Non-financial entities should be

AML/CFT and requests that

supervised by an independent

countermeasures are adopted against

public authority at national level,

third countries that fail to cooperate

similar to financial entities

with the EU AML investigations,
The European Parliament (EP) adopted
on 10 July a resolution on a
comprehensive pan-European strategy
for the prevention of money laundering
and terrorist financing, which
welcomes the European Commission’s
(EC) action plan on preventing money
laundering and terrorist financing.

In light of the
Wirecard scandal,
the resolution calls
on the EC to ensure
that payments
companies are
classified correctly
and that the
functioning of the
accounting sector is
improved

including denying access to EU funds to

Publicly accessible registers for

entities based in tax havens.

ultimate beneficial ownership (UBO)
of trusts and similar arrangements

In light of the recent Wirecard scandal,

should be created, and current

the resolution calls on the EC to ensure

loopholes allowing companies to

that payments companies are classified

hide UBO behind proxies should be

correctly and that the functioning of the

addressed

accounting sector is improved,
including through joint audits.

Land and real estate registers
should be harmonised and

In addition, the resolution urges the

interconnected

European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) to conduct a thorough

A grey list of potential ML/TF

inquiry into dividend arbitrage schemes

high-risk third countries, similar to

and calls for a more effective European

the EU’s approach on listing

framework for cross-border tax

non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax

investigations. The resolution also

purposes, should be created

requests that consultations with
national authorities are carried out into

The European Central Bank (ECB)

the Covid-19 related AML/CFT risks.

should be able to withdraw the
licence of any bank operating in the

Other key points

euro area that breaches its
AML/CTF obligations,

The EU-level AML/CFT supervisor

independently of the assessment of

should be a European Financial

national AML authorities

Intelligence Unit (FIU), whose
responsibilities should cover both

European Parliament press...

financial and non-financial obliged
The EP’s resolution calls for a

entities with direct supervision

zero-tolerance approach to member

powers over certain obliged entities

states that fail to correctly implement

depending on their size or risk

the EU’s anti-money laundering/counter

exposure

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
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EU recommends that no financial support be
given to companies in tax havens
The European Commission (EC)

The EC states that member states

According to a 15 July statement by

announced on 14 July that it has

should place financial support

Commissioner Paulo Gentiloni, the new

recommended that member states do

restrictions on any companies with

Tax Action Plan will “make life harder

not provide any financial support to

prior convictions for money laundering,

for those actively trying to cheat the

companies with connections to

terrorist financing, fraud, corruption, tax

system”, pointing to the 120 harmful tax

countries on the EU's list of

payment failures, and other serious

regimes which have been eliminated

non-cooperative tax jurisdictions or

financial crimes. Member states are

since the start of the EU tax haven

companies that have been convicted of

also advised to introduce sanctions to

blacklist. Gentiloni also noted tax

financial crimes. The recommendation

discourage applicants from providing

residency loopholes that allow for

comes in the midst of the 15 July EU

false or inaccurate information when

double-residency and tax avoidance as

Tax Action Plan, which includes a set

applying for financial support.

an example of the type of tax cheating

of 25 initiatives aimed at simplifying
and modernising the tax system.

the EC wishes to see clamped down.
Further recommendations include
conditions upon which financial support

A 16 July draft communication from the

The recommendation aims to help

may be offered, for member states that

EC Secretary-General to the European

member states set rules and conditions

consider reflecting these

Council regarding the new Tax Action

for financial support in line with EU law

recommendations in national

Plan also stated that modernising the

that prevent the misuse of public funds

legislation. Additionally, the EC states

European tax system will allow for

and combat tax abuse. According to the

that exceptions ought to be provided for

member states to cut down on tax

EC, several member states have

companies that have “a genuine

avoidance that is associated with

requested guidance on adopting rules

economic presence” and have

money laundering.

on granting financial support, which

consistently paid taxes, even in a listed

includes measures to restrict access

non-cooperative tax jurisdiction.

for companies engaged in tax avoiding

According to the press release, the EC

practices and those convicted of

will produce a report on the impact of

financial crimes.

the recommendations in three years.

EC press release
EC list of non-cooperativ...
EU package for fair and s...

UK post-Brexit guidance on export licences
The UK government published on 10

controlled goods, including military and

guidelines on exporting and doing

July new guidance on applying for

dual-use items, and diamonds.

business abroad after 1 January 2021.

export licences and certificates when
sending certain items to the EU,

The UK government reminds potential

Switzerland, Norway, Iceland and

exporters that some goods might be

Liechtenstein after 1 January 2021.

controlled by UK trade, transport,

UK guidance page
UK sanctions regimes page

finance and immigration as part of
The guidance covers the export of

various UK sanctions regimes.

animals, plants, food and agricultural
products; chemicals and waste;
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EU Council conclusions request further antifraud safeguards to protect EU spending
The European Council adopted on 21

purposes of control and audit and

In its resolution on the outcomes of the

July conclusions on the EU pandemic

coordinated action by the European

EU summit adopted on 23 July, the

recovery plan and the 2021-2027

Court of Auditors, the European

European Parliament demanded a clear

multiannual financial framework (MFF),

Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF), Eurojust,

mechanism linking EU financing to

which requests that the European

Europol, the European Public

respect for rule of law where there is a

Commission presents further

Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO) and national

systemic threat to EU values and

measures to ensure that the EU budget

competent authorities.

financial interests.

is protected from fraud and
irregularities.

In addition, the 2021-2027 budget is

European Council conclusi...

expected to finance action aimed at
According to the Council, the anti-fraud

preventing and tackling serious and

safeguards should include effective

organised crime, and cybercrime, and

provisions on data collection on the

combatting illegal migration and the

final beneficiaries of EU funding for the

trafficking of human beings.

European Council results
Remarks by European Counc...

EU Parliament passes resolution on combatting
fraud and protecting the EU’s financial interests
The European Parliament adopted a

Court of Auditors to “continuously

create a complaints mechanism at

resolution on 10 July on protecting the

include institutions and management

the bloc-level for farmers or small

bloc’s financial interests and

bodies responsible in cases of

business beneficiaries facing abuse

combatting fraud.

intentional misuse of funds in their

or misappropriation of funds by

audit samples”. The resolution further

national authorities, organised

The resolution notes with concern the

expresses concern that the Common

crime groups, or subjects engaging

rise of new methods of fraud and the

Provisions Regulation threshold for

in forced labor

cross-border nature of recent fraud

financial irregularities is €10,000, noting

schemes, recognising a drop in the

that many agriculture and social fund

The resolution draws attention to

number of fraud cases between 2017

payments are below this threshold.

significant VAT fraud, which

and 2018, but the relatively consistent
amount of total fraud.

accounted for a 10 percent loss of
The resolution also condemns what it

total VAT revenue in 2018

calls the large-scale misuse of EU funds
A lack of legislation that specifically

by high-ranking government officials in

The resolution calls on the

deals with organised crime in EU

Hungary, Romania, the Czech Republic,

European Commission to conduct

member states was noted in the

Greece, Poland, and Italy.

random spot checks on member

resolution, while smuggling and
currency counterfeiting, particularly by

states which report zero instances

Other points

of fraud

organised crime groups that operate
across multiple countries, is on the rise.

The resolution states that the

The resolution calls on the European

European Commission should
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EU Parliament’s ECON Committee debates draft
resolution on cryptoassets
The European Parliament’s Economic

exchange; demand mandatory

investor protection, enhance KYC

and Monetary Affairs (ECON)

registration and licensing requirements

obligations and oversight of the

Committee debated on 8 July its

for Virtual Asset Service Providers

underlying technology

proposals for a resolution on emerging

(VASPs) seeking to operate in the EU;

risks concerning cryptoassets, which

and request that an obligation is placed

A common approach to cyber

requests that the European

on VASPs to have a substantive

resilience in the financial sector

Commission (EC) and the European

management presence in their host

should be developed focusing on

Council define a regulatory framework

jurisdiction. In addition, the Committee

modernisation, alignment of

for cryptoassets and digital

calls on the EC to monitor cryptoasset

reporting rules as regards ICT

onboarding, in line with the EU’s AML

risks related to money laundering,

incidents, a common framework for

provisions.

financing of terrorism, tax fraud and

penetration and operational

evasion and assess their potential to be

resilience and oversight of ICT

traded on the black market.

third-party providers

Key proposals

EC should ensure that digital

According to the document, an EC
proposal on cryptoassets, as well as a
cross-sectoral financial services act on
operational and cyber resilience, are

finance entities can access on an

necessary. The European Parliament

EC should consider proposing

equitable basis relevant and useful

also recalls the importance of finalising

legislation on a harmonised

data so that innovative FinTech

the EC's FinTech action plan planned for

framework for digital onboarding

businesses can grow within and

the third quarter of this year.

and the use of digital financial

beyond the EU

identities
The latest amendments to the draft

ECON Committee amendments

resolution tabled in the ECON

EC should define a framework for

Committee stress the need to establish

cryptoassets which considers the

a strong regime of KYC for

importance of international

cryptocurrencies as a means of

cooperation and global initiatives, to

payment instead of a means of

help increase consumer and

EP draft resolution
EP draft resolution techn...

EU Parliament resolution condemns Maduro
regime and urges sanctions compliance
The EU Parliament (EP) adopted a

requirement to comply with restrictive

illegitimate Nicolás Maduro regime, and

resolution on 9 July calling for action

measures, “notably the prevention of

deplores the use of political funding as

to address the humanitarian crisis in

the entry into, or transit through, their

a tool of foreign interference. A total

Venezuela and reminding all EU

territories of the persons to whom the

ban on the trade in illicit blood gold

member states that they must uphold

restrictive measures apply”.

from Venezuela is also urged.

sanctions against Venezuelan officials.
The resolution condemns the “rampant
The EP’s press release references

corruption” which according to the EP

2017/2074 Council Decision, and the

has become an integral part of the
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EU Commission Security Union Strategy
includes focus on combatting organised crime
The EU Commission published on 24

On future proofing security, the

vulnerabilities in critical physical

July the EU Security Union Strategy for

Commission identified the need for a

and cyber infrastructure,

2020-2025, which includes priorities to

Joint Cyber Unit, stated its intention to

disinformation campaigns, and

future-proof the security environment,

unveil forthcoming legislation to protect

political radicalisation

tackle evolving threats, and protect

physical and digital infrastructure within

Europeans from terrorism and

the bloc, and aims to complete its

Urging coordination in building early

organised crime. The Commission’s

review of the Network and Information

detection, prevention, and rapid

strategy aims to make sure that

Systems Directive by the end of 2020.

response plans, including with the

existing EU rules against cybercrime

The security strategy also aims to

public and private sectors, and

are effective and aims to explore

enhance law enforcement’s scope in

adding that the Commission will

measures against identity theft.

digital investigations, and review

introduce crisis management

existing legislation tackling cybercrime.

proposals in the future

organised crime resistance, the

The Commission also published a

Frameworks must include

Commission notes estimated losses of

strategy to combat child exploitation on

sector-specific initiatives to address

€218 million to €282 million per year

the internet, a new EU action plan

risks in transport, space, energy,

from organised crime activities. Key

against firearms trafficking and a new

finance, and healthcare

measures announced in the strategy

EU agenda on drugs.

Concerning counter terrorism and

include an agenda for tackling
organised crime, human trafficking,

EC press release

Other key areas

counter narcotics, and firearms

EU security strategy

trafficking. The Commission also stated

Recognising the increasing risk of

its intent to review existing frameworks

hybrid attacks by state and

for seizing the assets of criminals.

non-state actors exploiting

Communication on child ab...

UN meeting on Libya highlights arms embargo
violations and foreign interference
During a United Nations Security

the provision of external military

of the EU’s Operation Irini to ensure the

Council (UNSC) meeting on the

support.

effective control of arms flow into Libya

situation in Libya held on 8 July, UN

beyond the maritime domain.

Secretary-General António Guterres

EU High Representative Josep Borrell

warned that foreign interference in the

urged all countries to enforce the UN

Libyan conflict has reached

arms embargo and turn commitments

unprecedented levels, including in the

made at the Berlin conference in

delivery of sophisticated equipment in

January into concrete action. Borrell

violation of the UN arms embargo and

asked the UNSC to expand the mandate
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UK to resume granting licences for export of
military equipment to Saudi Arabia
The UK’s Export Control Joint Unit

seek to assess the likelihood of a

factored into the analysis as historic

(ECJU) published on 7 July a notice to

historical pattern of serious violations

violations of IHL, Saudi Arabia has a

exporters announcing that the

of international humanitarian law (IHL)

genuine intent and the capacity to

government will resume the granting of

having been committed or whether

comply with IHL”.

licences for the sale or transfer of

Saudi Arabia prohibited such breaches.

military equipment to Saudi Arabia

The UK government will now begin the

which could be used in the conflict in

UK Secretary of State for International

process of clearing the backlog of

Yemen, in accordance with a revised

Trade Elizabeth Truss informed the

export licence applications, which will

methodology required by the court.

Parliament on 7 July that the

be assessed against the Consolidated

government has completed a review of

EU and National Arms Export Licensing

The export of arms to Saudi Arabia for

allegations of IHL breaches by Saudi

Criteria.

possible use in the conflict in Yemen,

Arabia, which “has not revealed any

including by Saudi Arabia’s coalition

such patterns, trends or systemic

partners, was suspended last year after

weaknesses” and found that the

the England and Wales Court of Appeal

identified incidents were “isolated”.

ruled on 20 June 2019 that in granting

Truss added that “notwithstanding the

export licences the government did not

isolated incidents which have been

ECJU announcement
ECJU notice to exporters ...
UK Secretary of State for...

UK sanctions guidance for the maritime sector
sanctions, such as ship-to-ship
transfers, falsified documentation,
concealment of sanctioned cargo, and
abuse of the Automatic Identification
System (AIS) transmitters found on
ships, in addition to the abuse of
cryptocurrency and cyberattacks in
conjunction with shipping activity.
In addition, the paper provides guidance
on specific sanctions regimes – the
DPRK, Iran, Libya and Syria – as well as
on how to interpret ownership or
control of a designated entity, licensing,
The UK’s Office of Financial Sanctions

may be subject to UK sanctions

Implementation (OFSI) published on 27

restrictions.

July new guidance for the maritime
sector on financial sanctions for

The guidance, which is supplementary

individuals and entities operating in, or

to the OFSI’s general financial sanctions

with, the maritime shipping sector, and

guidance, highlights common practices

particularly those involved in areas that

used to breach maritime related
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UK government publishes guidance on the new
Somalia sanctions regime
The UK government published on 9

aimed at compliance with UN

Somalia, and other acts that threaten

July guidance on the UK’s sanctions

obligations concerning actions to

Somalia’s peace, security or stability.

regime on Somalia, which comes into

promote the peace, stability or security

Designated persons will be subject to

force on 31 December.

of Somalia, including supporting the

financial sanctions, UK entry bans and

federal government in its efforts to

trade restrictions, in respect of military

The UK Somalia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

reconstruct the country and counter the

goods and military technology,

Regulations 2020, laid before

threats posed by terrorism and from

charcoal, and improvised explosive

Parliament on 29 June, pursuant to the

illegal armed groups and to tackle the

devices components.

Sanctions and Money Laundering Act

flow of illegal arms.

2018, will replace the EU Somalia

UK government sanctions p...

sanctions regime to give effect to the

In line with the new legislation, the UK

UK’s obligations under the UN Security

government will be able to designate

Council resolutions on Somalia.

individuals involved in terrorism,
breaches of international humanitarian

The principal prohibitions and

law or the commission of serious

requirements in the Regulations are

human rights violations or abuses in

Somalia (Sanctions) (EU E...
Exploratory memorandum

UK government responds to questions on
expanding human rights sanctions regime
In response to three parliamentary

and Canada. The minister added that all

on the likelihood of imposing sanctions

questions, UK Foreign and

designations made under the GHR

on those responsible for human rights

Commonwealth Office Minister of

sanctions regime will need to be based

violations in China’s Xinjiang Uyghur

State Nigel Adams stated on 13 July

on robust evidence and will need to

Autonomous Region, Nigel Adams

that the UK government is considering

meet the legal tests as set out in

stated on 14 July that it is not

how a corruption-related regime could

Sanctions Act.

appropriate to make predictions about

be added to the UK's new Global

future designations, as any

Human Rights (GHR) sanctions

In addition, the policy note published by

speculations would reduce the impact

framework, launched on 6 July.

the government on 6 July, sets out

of potential listings.

factors that are likely to be relevant to
According to Adams, widening the

any designation decision. The operation

scope of the sanctions regime to

of the new regime will be scrutinised by

include corruption could be achieved by

Parliament, which holds the

drawing on the UN Convention Against

government accountable.

Corruption or by looking at similar
frameworks already in place in the US
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Eight UK overseas territories commit to public
registers of beneficial ownership
The UK’s Foreign Secretary Dominic

all made pledges to introduce publicly

adding that improved public access to

Raab, in a government announcement

accessible registers, which the UK

such information will maximise national

published on 15 July, applauded the

government expects will be made

security protection.

commitment of eight of the UK’s

available to the public by 2023. Raab

overseas territories to improve

stated that he welcomed the leadership

Sugg added that the government hopes

corporate transparency through the

“to improve corporate transparency, and

that the last of the UK’s permanently

introduction of publicly accessible

the message it sends about the need to

inhabited overseas territory that has not

registers of beneficial ownership

tackle illicit finance globally”.

made such a pledge, the British Virgin

information.

Islands, will do so soon.
Baroness Sugg, Minister for the

Anguilla, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands,

Overseas Territories and Sustainable

the Falkland Islands, Montserrat, the

Development, commented in a

Pitcairn Islands and St Helena,

statement to parliament on 15 July that

Ascension Island and Tristan de Cunha,

the government will submit a draft

and the Turks and Caicos Islands, have

Order in Council by the end of 2020,

UK government announcemen...
Overseas territories mini...

UN Security Council warns of possible sanctions
on those threatening stability of South Sudan
United Nations Security Council

violence, end abuses of human rights,

national unity of South Sudan may be

(UNSC) President Christoph Heusgen

and violations of international

subject to sanctions pursuant to

released a statement on 13 July on

humanitarian law in South Sudan, as

resolutions 2206 (2015), 2290 (2016),

behalf of the members of UNSC

well as to finalise the establishment of

2353 (2017), 2428 (2018), 2471 (2019),

warning of potential sanctions against

all transitional institutions, and security

and 2521 (2020).

actors which threaten the peace,

arrangements in line with the

security or stability of South Sudan.

Revitalised Agreement.

Concerns were expressed in response

Recalling the decision to review

arms embargo imposed through

to the recent violence between armed

sanctions measures in light of progress

resolution 2428 (2018) and to extend

groups in South Sudan in recent

achieved in implementing all provisions

the mandate of the South Sudan Panel

months, including in Jonglei. UNSC

of the Revitalised Agreement, the UNSC

of Experts until 1 July 2021.

members called on South Sudan’s

members stressed that actions

Revitalised Transitional Government of

threatening the sovereignty,

National Unity to act swiftly to halt

independence, territorial integrity and

Under resolution 2521 (2020), the UNSC
decided to renew until 31 May 2021 the
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US expands CAATSA guidance to include Nord
Stream 2 and TurkStream

The US Department of State published
on 15 July updated guidance on the
Countering America’s Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA),
which makes investment and other
activities related to Russian energy
export pipelines launched before 2
August 2017, namely Nord Stream 2
and TurkStream, subject to US
sanctions.

The US will not impose sanctions on

In a press conference on 15 July,

any activity undertaken prior to 15 July,

Assistant Secretary of State Francis R.

but persons making investments, loan

Fannon stated that any parties involved

agreements or engaging in other

in Russian pipeline business, including

activities related to the maintenance or

German companies, face sanctions

operation of two pipelines on or after

risks. German Foreign Secretary Heiko

15 July, including financing partners,

Maas responded on 16 July stating that

pipe-laying vessels and related

he rejects “extraterritorial” sanctions

engineering service providers, are at

and that it is “wrong to impose

risk of being sanctioned pursuant to

sanctions among partners. What we

CAATSA Section 232.

need is a common transatlantic stance
on sanctions against Russia.

The State Department encourages

Yesterday's US decision will make this

companies to reassess their

effort even more difficult”.

participation in Russian energy export
pipelines and take steps to mitigate

US State Department press...

their exposure to sanctions. According
to US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,

Updated CAATSA guidance

the update guidance is “a clear warning
to companies aiding and abetting

US State Department media...

Russia’s malign influence projects will
not be tolerated”.

US Department of State adds 22 materials to
Iran metals-related sanctions
The US State Department announced

In addition, Secretary of State Mike

Aluminium 7075, Aluminium Bronze

on 30 July that it has expanded the

Pompeo reaffirmed his determination

Alloy Uns C63600 (Cda Alloy 636),

scope of the Iran metal-related

that Iran’s elite security force, the

Aluminium Oxide (Al2o3), Steel 302,

sanctions to add 22 materials

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps

Steel 4130, Stainless Steel 321,

identified as being used in connection

(IRGC), controls Iran’s construction

Stainless Steel 316, A877 Steel, A228

with Iran’s nuclear, military, or ballistic

sector, and underlined that any person

Steel, 100cr6-52100 Steel, 350

missile programmes.

knowingly transferring certain materials

Maraging Steel (Maraging Steel 350),

to be used in the construction sector of

300 Maraging Steel (Maraging Steel

Iran risks sanctions.

300), Uns Cl7200-Tdo1 (Beryllium

As a result, sanctions may be imposed
on actors who knowingly transfer the

Copper), Uns C37000 – Cuzn38pb1,

said materials to Iran pursuant to

The sanctioned materials are:

Tungsten Copper, and Aluminium

Section 1245 of the Iranian Freedom

Aluminium 319, Aluminium 1100,

Powder with purity above 98 percent.

and Counter-Proliferation Act.

Aluminium 225, Aluminium 6061,
Aluminium 6063, Aluminium 6082,
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China designates Lockheed Martin over Taiwan
air defence upgrades
China will impose sanctions on

one-China principle and the three

press release states that the upgrades

Lockheed Martin Corporation for its

China-US joint communiques”.

would “not alter the basic military

planned role in recertifying Taiwan’s air

balance in the region”.

defence systems, Foreign Minister

The US State Department approved on

spokesperson Zhao Lijian told

9 July a request from Taiwan to

The PAC-3 system is a defensive

reporters on 14 July.

recertify its Patriot Advanced Capability

surface-to-air missile system, for

3 (PAC-3) missile arsenal and replace

intercepting aircraft and incoming

Lijian stated that the move is intended

certain components for approximately

missiles.

to safeguard Chinese national interests,

$620 million, with Lockheed Martin

adding that “China firmly opposes US

serving as the main contractor,

arms sales to Taiwan and urges the US

according to a Defense Security

to honor its commitment to the

Cooperation Agency (DSCA). The DSCA

Chinese government press ...
US DSCA press release

OFAC issues Venezuela-related General License
delaying PDVSA bond authorisations
The US Treasury Department’s Office

related to the sale or transfer of Citgo

October, there is no authorisation in

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

shares serving as collateral for PDVSA

effect applicable to the holders of the

issued on 15 July amended

2020 8.5 percent bond until on or after

PDVSA 2020 8.5 percent bond and

Venezuela-related General License

20 October. Additionally, OFAC

transactions in Citgo shares in

(GL) 5D, which authorises certain

amended frequently asked question

connection with the PDVSA 2020 8.5

transactions in connection with the

(FAQ) 595 to cover the new effective

percent bond remain prohibited, unless

Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA)

date in GL 5D.

specifically authorised by OFAC.

According to FAQ 595, GL 5D delays

GL 5D replaces and supersedes GL 5C,

until 20 October the effectiveness of

dated 10 April.

2020 8.5 percent bond on or after 20
October.
GL 5D was issued pursuant to Executive

authorisations included in GL 5 of 19

Order (EO) 13835 of 21 May 2018, as

July 2018, which removed EO 13835 as

amended by EO 13857 of 25 January

an obstacle to holders of the PDVSA

2019. Through the issuance of GL 5D,

2020 8.5 percent bond from gaining

OFAC continues to prohibit US persons

access to their collateral. As a result,

from engaging in any transactions

between 24 October 2019 and 20
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OFAC issues two Ukraine-related general
licences involving GAZ Group
The US Treasury Department’s Office

percent or higher interest that were

The two GLs replace and supersede GL

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

issued by GAZ Auto Plant, are

13N and GL 15H, issued on 20 March.

issued on 16 July two Ukraine-related

authorised until 22 January 2021.

GAZ Group was designated by OFAC on

general licences (GLs), which extend

6 April 2018, together with other

the expiration date of certain activities

Ukraine-related GL 15I authorises until

Russian companies, under Executive

or transactions related to Russian

22 January 2021 certain activities

Order (EO) 13661 and EO 13662,

automotive manufacturer GAZ Group

necessary to the manufacture and sale

codified by the Countering America’s

until 22 January 2021.

of existing and new models of vehicles,

Adversaries Through Sanctions Act

components, and spare parts, produced

(CAATSA), as well as EO 13582, for

Through the issuance of Ukraine-related

by GAZ Group, or any entity in which it

being owned or controlled by Oleg

GL 13O, certain transactions necessary

owns a 50 percent or greater interest.

Deripaska and Russian Machines.

to divest or transfer debt, equity or

Authorised activities include research,

other holdings in GAZ Group to a

design, development and marketing

non-US person otherwise prohibited by

aspects, the provision or receipt of

the Ukraine-Related Sanctions

services, entry into joint ventures or

Regulations (URSR), as well as activities

supplier contracts, the payment and

necessary to divest or transfer to a

receipt of dividends, and the conduct of

non-US person debt or equity in GAZ

financial and auditing services.

OFAC notice
Ukraine-related GL 13O
Ukraine-related GL 15I

Group or entities in which it owns a 50

European Council restricts exports of sensitive
equipment to Hong Kong
The Council of the European Union

The EU conclusions impose restrictions

implications of the national security

adopted conclusions on 28 July

on the export of “specific sensitive

legislation on asylum, migration, visa

expressing grave concern over the

equipment and technologies for

and residence policy; and further

“extensive erosion of rights and

end-use in Hong Kong, in particular

supporting civil society in Hong Kong,

freedoms” promoted by China’s

where there are grounds to suspect

including through coordinating

national security legislation for Hong

undesirable use relating to internal

scholarships and academic exchanges

Kong. The Council's conclusions

repression, the interception of internal

involving Hong Kong students and

endorse a package of measures,

communications or cyber-surveillance”.

universities.

including the imposition of export
restrictions on China, for undermining

Other measures included in the EU’s

Hong Kong’s autonomy.

coordinated response package include
discussing relevant aspects of the
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Council of Europe publishes manual on liability
of legal entities for corruption offences
The Council of Europe’s Economic

The paper presents arguments for

companies, such as cases involving the

Crime and Cooperation Division (ECCD)

introducing this type of liability, such as

US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

published a manual on 8 July on the

the notions that corporate profit is a

(FCPA). Furthermore, the manual

liability of legal persons for corruption

source of state corruption and that

includes approaches to civil, criminal

offences, which includes model legal

corporate liability provides an incentive

and administrative liability of legal

provisions that could be used by

for legal persons to install

persons from several jurisdictions,

policymakers in countries that have yet

anti-corruption measures.

emphasising the need for practitioners

to introduce the relevant provisions.

to understand how other countries

The manual highlights that legal

The manual also includes opposing

persons are often the drivers and

arguments and several success stories

beneficiaries of corrupt activities,

in which significant amounts were

sometimes laundering criminal funds.

confiscated by law enforcement
following corruption investigations into

address the issue.
ECCD press release
ECCD guide

US money mule and imposter scheme advisory
The US Department of the Treasury’s

When taking part in a fraudulent

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

transaction, an individual is considered

unusual phrasing

(FinCEN) published an advisory on 7

a money mule, which the FinCEN

The customer begins receiving large

July warning financial institutions

advisory breaks down into three

and unusual transactions or

about money mule and imposter

categories of unwitting, witting, and

purchases significant amounts of

schemes that have been on the rise

complicit money mules. Witting money

virtual currency and declines KYC

during the Covid-19 pandemic. The

mules, while not benefitting from

information requests

advisory details the red flags that

fraudulent schemes as complicit

financial institutions should be on the

money mules do, are those who willfully

The customer receives

lookout for, noting that other factors

ignore red flags and proceed with

unemployment payments from

should also be considered when

transactions.

multiple states

The red flags include

The customer opens accounts at

assessing risk and possible fraud, such
as historical financial activity,
consistent or unusual transactions, and
the presence of additional red flags.

multiple banks and moves incoming
Fraudsters impersonating

money between the accounts

government officials
Imposter schemes generally involve an

FinCEN press release

institution being contacted by an

Requests to verify personal

individual impersonating a business

information using fake government

contact or government official, and then

receipts or invoices

attempting to coerce the institution or

FinCEN advisory

its employees into transferring money

Email correspondence with slightly

under the pretext of a necessary or

altered sender information or

usual transaction.
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US FinCEN issues alert on convertible virtual
currency scam involving Twitter
The US Treasury Department's

Obliged entities are instructed to

Messages or posts soliciting

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

include any relevant technical cyber

payments with misspellings or

(FinCEN) issued on 16 July an alert

indicators related to cyber events and

suspicious solicitations requesting

urging convertible virtual currency

associated transactions when filing a

donations

(CVC) exchanges and other financial

suspicious activity report (SAR),

institutions to identify and report

including any data or information that

Multiple social media accounts

suspicious transactions associated

helps identify the activity as suspicious

communicating the same message

with a scam exploiting Twitter

such as chat logs, IP addresses, email

soliciting funds for an unknown

accounts to solicit fraudulent

addresses, filenames, malware hashes

purpose or to an unknown account

payments to CVC accounts.

or CVC addresses.
Communications that provide the

FinCEN’s alert follows a Twitter hack

Red flags include

that occurred on 15 July, in which

same CVC address across multiple
celebrity or prominent financial

numerous Twitter accounts of

Promises of high or guaranteed

politicians and celebrities were

investment or donation returns for

compromised and fraudulent tweets

payments made to accounts with

were posted from the VIP accounts as

which no prior business relationship

part of a cryptocurrency scam.

was established

institution social media accounts
FinCEN press release
FinCEN alert

US FINRA encourages members to report
activities involving digital assets
The US Financial Industry Regulatory

or intend to engage in any activities

assets that are ‘tokenized’, ‘virtualized’

Authority (FINRA) published on 19 July

related to digital assets. FINRA

or otherwise represented by records in

Regulatory Notice 20-23, which

considers a “digital asset” to be

a blockchain or distributed ledger)”.

encourages member firms to continue

“cryptocurrencies and other virtual

notifying their Risk Monitoring

coins and tokens (including virtual

Covered activities include, but are not

Analysts about firm activities involving

coins and tokens offered in an ICO or

limited to purchases, sales and

digital assets. The request is now in

pre-ICO), and any other asset that

executions of digital asset transactions,

effect until 31 July 2021.

consists of, or is represented by,

participation in an initial or secondary

records in a blockchain or distributed

offering of digital assets, and the

Member firms are encouraged to

ledger (including any securities,

acceptance of cryptocurrencies from

promptly notify their Risk Monitoring

commodities, software, contracts,

customers.

Analyst if them or their associated

accounts, rights, intangible property,

persons or affiliates currently engage in

personal property, real estate or other
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US OCC letter clarifies that national banks and
thrifts can provide crypto custody services
The US Office of the Comptroller of the

manage the risks and comply with

laundering (AML) regulations.

Currency (OCC) published an

applicable law”.

Additionally, national banks should put

interpretative letter on 22 July which

in place effective information security

states that national and state banks

According to the regulator, providing

infrastructure and controls to mitigate

and federal savings associations

cryptocurrency custody services

hacking, theft, and fraud.

(FSAs) can provide cryptocurrency

constitutes a modern form of traditional

custody services on behalf of

banking activities related to custody

National banks should also consult with

customers, which includes holding the

services, and crypto custody services

OCC supervisors prior to engaging in

unique cryptographic keys associated

may extend beyond passively holding

cryptocurrency custody activities, as

with cryptocurrency.

“keys”. Adding to this, the OCC letter

cryptocurrencies may be subject to

underlines that banks may also provide

several OCC regulations and guidance

The OCC states “this letter also

services to any lawful cryptocurrency

outside of the custody context, as well

reaffirms the OCC’s position that

business they choose, so long as they

as to non-OCC regulations.

national banks may provide permissible

effectively manage the risks prior to

banking services to any lawful business

their acceptance and conduct due

they chose, including cryptocurrency

diligence procedures to ensure

business, so long as they effectively

compliance with the anti-money

OCC press release
OCC interpretative letter

UNESCO warns art collectors over illicit trade in
African cultural property
trafficking of cultural property using

of organised crime, including the

false UN certifications, which has

financing of terrorism”. He also warned

resulted in over €1 million in damage.

that although illicit trafficking in cultural
property often takes place in Africa,

According to the UN body, fraudsters

illicit behaviour is also on the rise in the

have been using false documents

Middle East in connection with the

bearing UNESCO’s name and logo to

conflicts in Iraq and Syria.

sell cultural items to victims, many of

The UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) urged
art collectors on 1 July to be vigilant
and report any suspicions of illicit
trade in African cultural artefacts, after
numerous reports of fraud and illicit

63

which are based in France and have

UNESCO also reminds art collectors

links with French-speaking African

that it does not issue certificates or

countries.

authorisations for the sale of cultural
property.

According to UNESCO's Assistant
Director General for Culture, Ernesto

UN press release

Ottone Ramirez, “illicit trafficking in
cultural property is a worldwide,
lucrative scourge linked to other forms

UNESCO briefing
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US FinCEN advisory on cybercrime and cyberenabled crime exploiting the pandemic
The US Department of the Treasury’s

but also to perform additional inquiries

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

and investigations where appropriate.

(FinCEN) published an advisory on 30
July warning financial institutions to be

sending company
Emails from untrusted sources or

Red flags include

aware of potential indicators of

addresses similar to legitimate
telework vendor accounts offer

cybercrime and cyber-enabled crime

The spelling of names in account

remote application software at

observed during the Covid-19

information does not match the ID

reduced costs

pandemic. The advisory contains red

provided for online onboarding, and

flag indicators and information on

the associated pictures are blurry,

A customer’s transaction

suspicious activity reports (SARs).

or with low resolution or visual

instructions contain a different

irregularities, or they do not match

language, timing and amounts in

the physical description of the client

comparison with prior instructions,

The main crimes include the targeting
and exploitation of remote platforms

redirects payment to a different

and processes, phishing, malware,

Customer logins occur from a

account, comes from an email

extortion, and business email

single device or Internet Protocol

address which is not identical with

compromise (BEC) schemes.

(IP) address across multiple

the known address or requests to

unrelated accounts or within a

move payment methods from

Besides identifying red flags, FinCEN

pattern of high network traffic with

cheques to automated clearing

also encourages financial institutions to

decreased login success rates and

house (ACH) transfers

consider additional contextual

increased password reset rates

information, including a customer’s

FinCEN press release

historical financial activity, whether the

Email addresses purportedly do not

transactions are in line with prevailing

match the name of the sender or

business practices, and whether the

the corresponding domain of the

FinCEN advisory

customer exhibits multiple indicators,

Two Energias de Portugal executives suspended
over corruption probe
Portugal’s securities market regulator

2012 in relation to the early termination

indicted in the same case.

(CMVM) announced on 6 July that

of long-term power purchase

EDP-Energias de Portugal CEO António

agreements (CAE) in the transition to a

The company has denied any

Mexia and the head of the group’s

different power arrangement in which

irregularities in connection with the

renewable arm João Manso Neto have

EDP is thought to have obtained illicit

transition between the two power

been suspended over allegations of

benefits of €1.2 million in state

regimes.

corruption involving the process of

compensation. Former economy and

liberalising the power sector.

innovation minister Manuel Pinho, who

CMVM press release

oversaw Portugal’s energy sector
The corruption probe was launched in
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between 2005 and 2009, has been

CMVM press release (7 Jul...
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UK’s JMLSG publishes new guidance on
cryptoassets and pooled client accounts
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

provide, upon request, information on

out with a view to restricting the rapid

Steering Group (JMLSG) published two

the identity of the owners of the funds

movement of funds, and the prohibition

new pieces of guidance on 27 July

held in the PCAs within a reasonable

of transfers to third parties.

regarding pooled client accounts

time. If the identified ML/TF risk is high,

(PCAs) and cryptoasset exchange

firms have to identify and verify the

The JMLSG guidance also anticipates

providers and custodian wallet

owners or take measures to decrease

that simplified due diligence (SDD) will

providers. The JMLSG’s guidance aims

ML/TF risks, while in low risk cases, the

apply only in limited circumstances, and

to assist financial institutions on

firm does not have to apply the

recommends specific enhanced due

complying with their anti-money

identification process.

diligence (EDD) measures such as

laundering (AML) and counter terrorist
financing (CTF) obligations.

corroborating data received from
The guidance on cryptoasset exchange

customers with information in

and custodian wallet providers defines

third-party databases, searching online

According to the new guidance, firms

the scope of the two categories and

for customer activity information that

are advised to establish and document

regulation, provides a risk assessment

corroborates their transaction profile,

the purpose of the PCAs, mainly by

of this sector, and offers practical risk

tracing the customer’s IP addresses,

gathering data on the types of clients

management steps focusing on

and requesting data relating to

whose funds are held in such accounts,

customer due diligence (DD), record

transaction and trading history.

the level of assets deposited and the

keeping, dealing with suspicious

size of the transactions undertaken,

transactions and sanctions screening.

and their exposure to industries and

As a key takeaway, it notes risk

geographies recognised as vulnerable

mitigation measures which may be

to ML, TF and corruption. Firms are also

employed, namely transaction limits,

asked to enter into a written agreement

time delays before certain automated

with the customer, in order to be able to

and manual transactions can be carried

JMLSG press release
JMLSG guidance on pooled ...
JMLSG guidance on cryptoa...

UK NCA assessing modern slavery allegations
The UK National Crime Agency (NCA)

July concerning visits to Leicester

Boohoo has denied all the allegations,

announced on 8 July that it is

factories to discuss how to protect

announcing in a statement on 8 July

assessing the allegations of modern

workers during the Covid-19 pandemic.

that it was shocked and appalled by the

slavery and exploitation in relation to

allegations and that it was launching an

several Leicester textile industry

The Times reported on 5 July that

businesses, whose premises have

fashion giant Boohoo Group plc was

recently been visited as part of a

allegedly exploiting workers in Leicester

multi-agency initiative.

by paying them £3.50 an hour and not
providing then with any protection

The announcement follows a statement

against Covid-19 in a factory named

issued by the UK’s Gangmasters and

Jaswal Fashions Limited.

Labour Abuse Authority (GLAA) on 7
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independent review of its supply chain.
NCA press release
GLAA press release (7 Jul...
The Times article (5 July...
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UK’s HMRC expands probe into GVC Holdings
over former Turkish gambling subsidiary
UK sports betting and gambling

claims that HMRC has not provided

HMRC’s “lack of clarity” regarding the

company GVC Holdings plc (GVC)

details of the nature of the conduct it is

extent of the investigation, explaining

released a statement on 21 July

investigating, with the exception of a

that it is cooperating fully with HMRC

confirming that the UK’s HM Revenue

reference to Section 7 of the UK Bribery

and that it terminated its Turkish office

and Customs (HMRC) is expanding its

Act 2010.

in December 2017.

by third parties relating to online

The statement claims that prior to

According to a 21 July article by

gambling in Turkey concerning

HMRC’s 20 July notification, GVC was

Reuters, GVC’s CEO Kenny Alexander

subsidiary GVC Holdings (UK) Limited.

not aware that it was the subject of

has resigned, but it is not immediately

investigation into payment processing

investigation, having purportedly

apparent whether his resignation is

The statement notes that HMRC

received a 28 November 2019 order to

linked to the HMRC probe.

“informed the Company that it was

produce information pertaining to its

widening the scope of its investigation

Turkish online gambling business and

and is now examining ‘potential

related third parties.

corporate offending’ by an entity (or

GVC statement
Reuters article

entities) within the GVC group which

In its statement, GVC expressed

HMRC has not yet identified”. GVC

disappointment with what it called

UK's Confirmation of Payee used by members of
six largest bank groups
The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator

Pursuant to Specific Direction 10, the

Bank. The PSR has also seen the first

(PSR) announced on 1 July widespread

PSR issued an August 2019

non-directed banks introduce CoP,

coverage of the Confirmation of Payee

requirement that all members of the six

including Monzo and Starling.

(CoP) anti-fraud tool, which has been

largest banking groups put CoP into

adopted by the country’s six leading

effect by the end of March, extending

The PSR stated that it is now focusing

bank groups and their members, as

the deadline to 30 June in light of the

on the impact of CoP on fraud

well as several other banks on a

Covid-19 pandemic.

prevention before assessing what

voluntary basis.

further action may be required.
The financial groups utilising the CoP

The CoP system aims to prevent

system as of 1 July are the Bank of

authorised push payment (APP) scams

Scotland, Barclays Bank, HSBC, Lloyds

and mistaken payments by

Bank, National Westminster Bank,

cross-referencing the name of the

Nationwide Building Society, Royal Bank

payee with the account number.

of Scotland, Santander UK, and Ulster
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Malta’s FIAU publishes guidance on terrorist
financing trends, typologies and red flags
Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis

Key points include

Unit (FIAU) published on 17 July a

Subject persons should be
particularly vigilant of persons who

guidance document on the emerging

Red flags include customers

purchase real estate in locations in

trends, typologies and red flags related

cashing cheques issued in the

proximity to or in the midst of

to terrorism financing.

name of third parties only,

armed conflict where terrorist

especially cheques relating to salary

groups are known to operate or

The guidance document combines

payments or social security

other jurisdictions that are subject

insights and findings from the 2019

benefits, as well as a large volume

to weaker ML/FT controls, as well

Terrorism Financing Risk Assessment

of cash deposits or transaction

as customers transacting with

(TFRA) and builds on the FIAU’s 2018

activities that are not in line with the

individuals or entities that have

guidance note on funding of terrorism.

customer’s known profile. With

been identified as being linked to

The TFRA indicated that, given Malta’s

regard to these indicators, subject

terrorist organisations or activities

proximity to areas of conflict, the

persons are instructed to develop

country is vulnerable to being misused

an understanding of the expected

Subject persons providing payment

for the movement of funds destined for

transactional activity and patterns

services are expected to adhere to

terror activity or organisations.

of individuals of different

the Funds Transfer Regulation and

nationalities

the FIAU’s guidance document on

Accordingly, the guidance document

transfers of funds having missing or

urges subject persons who know,

Vigilance should be exercised when

suspect or have reasonable grounds to

the customer remits, withdraws or

suspect that a transaction may be

receives funds from locations that

associated with terrorism financing, to

are in, or adjacent to, conflict zones

submit a report to the FIAU pursuant to

or areas where terrorism activity is

Regulation 15(3) of the Prevention of

known to be present, without

Money Laundering and Funding of

apparent family or business

Terrorism Regulations.

connections to those places

incomplete information
FIAU press release
Guidance document

Johnson & Johnson discloses ongoing FCPA
probe regarding allegations in Brazil
Johnson & Johnson disclosed in a 24

The company disclosed in its 31

anti-competitive behaviour and bribery

July regulatory filing with the US

October 2018 Form 10-Q filing with the

in the medical device industry.

Securities and Exchange Commission

SEC that in July 2018 the Public

According to the same filing, the DOJ

(SEC) that it continues to respond to

Prosecution Service in Rio de Janeiro

and SEC made preliminary inquiries

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)

and representatives from the Brazilian

about the Brazilian investigations, and

related inquiries from the US

antitrust authority CADE inspected the

the company’s subsidiary cooperated

Department of Justice (DOJ) and the

offices of more than 30 companies

with those requests.

SEC with regards to an investigation

including Johnson & Johnson’s

into alleged bribery and

Brazilian subsidiary, as part of an

anti-competitive practices in Brazil.

investigation into suspected
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SEC filing
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German Finance Ministry provides update on
Wirecard scandal and reform plan
Germany’s Federal Ministry of Finance

what happened and how to prevent

in balance sheet control are eliminated,

issued a statement on 29 July on the

future fraud. The Ministry cited a 16

protective measures are improved and

ongoing Wirecard scandal, which

July report submitted to parliament that

loopholes are closed”. Scholz also cited

explains that the Ministry is moving

lays out a detailed chronology of events

the regulatory powers of the US

forward with a full and transparent

involving Wirecard from 1 January 2014

Securities and Exchange Commission

clarification of the alleged fraud by the

to 25 June 2020, as well as answers

(SEC) as a model for how he would like

payments company, and supporting

provided to parliament, as recent

the Finance Ministry to operate, as an

audit reform measures to ensure the

examples of its assistance in

organisation that has “broader powers

closing of loopholes and improvements

establishing the events that transpired

and acts with a high degree of

in protective measures.

amidst the scandal.

self-confidence towards financial

Finance Minister Olaf Scholz said that

Additionally, in light of the balance

the Ministry will proceed without “hiding

sheet control allegations surrounding

anything, being actively at the forefront

Wirecard, Scholz has launched a

of enlightenment and ensuring that

16-point plan currently under

everything is clarified” and work with

discussion by the federal government

the German parliament to establish

which aims to “ensure that weaknesses

companies”.
German Finance Ministry s...
Ministry report to parlia...
Parliamentary Q&A on Wire...

Sculptor Capital Management agrees to pay
$136m to compensate bribery scheme victims
Sculptor Capital Management Inc,

resolve the restitution dispute in US v.

and permitted illicit transactions to

formerly known as Och-Ziff Capital

Oz Africa Management GP LLC, remains

proceed” involving bribes paid to

Management, announced in its most

subject to final negotiations and court

high-level officials in Libya, Chad, Niger,

recent filing with the US Securities and

approval. The settlement if approved

and Guinea in addition to the DRC, in

Exchange Commission (SEC) on 24

would see the company compensate

violation of the United States Securities

July that it has agreed in principle to a

the victims of bribery under the US

Exchange Act.

$136 million settlement with investors

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).

in a Democratic Republic of the Congo

SEC filing

(DRC) copper mine who fell victim to a

In September 2016, Och-Ziff was

bribery scheme involving the New

ordered to pay $413 million in civil and

York-based hedge fund.

criminal penalties to the SEC after
finding that the company’s executives

The proposed settlement, which would

68

“ignored red flags and corruption risks

SEC press release (29 Sep...
SEC order (29 September 2...
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Transaction monitoring unit to be set up by five
Dutch banks to help combat ML/TF
The Dutch Banking Association

yield new insights that can be used to

chain from detection to prosecution

(Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken,

combat financial crime. The new

and conviction.

NVB) announced on 8 July that five

mechanism will be developed in phases

Dutch banks, ABN Amro, ING,

and will be implemented in accordance

On 2 December 2019, the Dutch

Rabobank, Triodos Bank and

with the proposed amendments on the

government launched a consultation on

Volksbank, will set up Transaction

ML/TF (Prevention) Act proposed in the

its Money Laundering Action Plan and

Monitoring Netherlands (TMNL) in

Money Laundering Action Plan.

in its response, NVB recommended

their joint fight against money

extending client information sharing to

laundering (ML) and terrorist financing

The NVB also emphasised that the

all suspicious customers’ files and

(TF). The press release notes that an

mechanism must be accompanied by a

suggested that TMNL be allowed to

estimated €16 billion is laundered each

“national chain” approach to better fight

meet the reporting obligation

year in the Netherlands.

these crimes, and stated that it is

requirements on behalf of banks.

currently working with the Ministries of
According to the announcement,

Finance and Justice and Security, and

transaction monitoring will help

the Dutch Fiscal Intelligence and

streamline the mapping of criminal

Investigation Service (FIOD) and the

money flows and networks, and the

Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) to

combination of transaction data will

increase efficiency in the investigation

NVB press release
NVB response to consultat...
ML Action Plan (2 Decembe...

FSB feedback to stablecoin consultation
The Financial Stability Board (FSB)

GSCs; a summary of existing regulatory

European Central Securities

published on 24 July the responses to

and supervisory approaches to GSCs; a

Depositories Association, Deutsche

its consultation on addressing the

list of identified vulnerabilities and

Börse, the Chamber of Digital

regulatory, supervisory and oversight

challenges faced by authorities in the

Commerce, and the Blockchain

challenges raised by global stablecoin

cross-border context; and 10 high-level

Association.

arrangements (GSCs).

recommendations for regulatory,

The G20 mandated the FSB in June

supervisory and oversight responses,

The FSB expects to release a summary

including multilateral actions.

of its findings and final

2019 to examine the regulatory issues

recommendations in October 2020.

raised by GSCs and to advise on

The agency received nearly 50

multilateral responses. Consequently,

responses from financial institutions,

the FSB launched on 14 April a

national authorities, law firms, stock

consultative document providing: a

exchanges, trade associations,

description of GSCs compared to other

non-profit organisations, professional

cryptoassets and other stablecoins; an

associations, including the Austrian

analysis of the risks associated with

Financial Market Authority, the

69
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Danske Bank strengthens anti-money laundering
measures in Norway
The Norwegian subsidiary of Danske

relationship between the head office

enhance the current local risk

Bank announced on 22 July that it has

and the various functions of the

assessment scoring model and

implemented several measures to

subsidiary was unclear. The FSA

transaction monitoring frameworks,

strengthen its anti-money laundering

recommended training focused on the

which were initially managed by Danske

(AML) framework, following an

subsidiary’s regulations, stating that it

Bank’s global organisation.

inspection by the Norwegian financial

is unacceptable to consider risk

regulator last year which identified

assessment compliance within the

The FSA’s latest inspection follows a

several shortcomings.

group’s framework as more important

previous report on the subsidiary’s

than compliance with Norwegian law.

Danske Bank Markets Norge (DMN) unit

Norway’s Financial Supervisory

from February 2015, which identified

Authority (FSA) published a report on

According to Danske Bank, it has

several deficiencies in its customer

its inspection of Danske Bank targeting

implemented 35 specific measures,

controls documentation process and

the subsidiary’s management and

including enhanced efforts to gather

delays in reporting suspicious

control of money laundering and

valid identity and updated

transactions.

terrorist financing risk, including

know-your-customer (KYC) information

compliance with the Money Laundering

for all customers, and new AML

Act. Among its findings, the FSA

management with improved

reported a lack of management of the

governance and compliance with local

subsidiary’s application of the AML

legislation. Additionally, large

regulations, while the liability

investments have been made to

Danske Bank press release
FSA report (13 July, in N...
FSA report (27 November 2...

UK Finance publishes top ten Covid-19 scams
UK Finance published a list of the ten

The most common financial scams in

most common scams prevalent during

the UK involve fake government emails

the Covid-19 pandemic on 28 July,

offering grants with email links that

Finally, a host of lockdown scams have

which includes financial scams, health

seize personal and financial

emerged during the pandemic,

scams, and lockdown scams.

information from users, fake emails

including fake emails and texts

relating to Covid-19 relief funds which

advertising fake television licensing

seek personal information, fraudulent

offers that seek to steal financial

offers of “council tax reduction”

information, fake online video

containing fake government web links

subscription services seeking payment

used to access personal data, and

information, dating websites filled with

fraudulent universal credit offers.

fake profiles that can lead to romance

Phishing emails
with malware links,
claiming to be part
of NHS test and
trace services, have
become prevalent

scams, and offers of fake investments
Within the field of healthcare-related

designed to trick victims into paying

scams, phishing emails with malware

through Bitcoin.

links, claiming to be of part NHS test
and trace services, have become
prevalent, along with fake adverts for

70

non-existent PPE or sanitiser products.

UK Finance statement
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Westpac launches new programme following
culture and governance review
Australia’s Westpac Banking Corp

insufficient non-financial risk

Westpac Banking Corporation for

published on 17 July a reassessment

management capability, and a tendency

allegedly breaching the AML/CFT Act

of its previous 2018 culture,

to focus on conceptualisation over

on 23 million occasions, which included

governance, and accountability

embedding.

payments from Australians to sources

remediation plan, following the

of child pornography in the Philippines.

Australian Transaction Reports and

In response to this, Westpac Group CEO

The case is still ongoing. Westpac

Analysis Centre’s (AUSTRAC)

Peter King announced the launch of a

published a response plan in November

statement of claim in 2019 and the

programme called Customer Outcomes

2019 to address the accusations. On 17

current review of its risk governance by

and Risk Excellence (CORE). As part of

December 2019, the APRA opened an

the Australian Prudential Regulation

the new programme, the Group plans to

investigation into possible breaches of

Authority (APRA).

review changes to the operation and

the Banking Act 1959 by Westpac and

structure of the Legal, Regulatory and

initiated an extensive review

The main conclusions of its

Compliance Committee, a new Group

programme focused on the company’s

reassessment are that “important

Executive role for financial crime,

risk governance.

aspects of Westpac’s nonfinancial risk

compliance and conduct, to implement

culture are immature and reactive”, and

a new line of business operating

that aspects of Westpac’s

structure, and to appoint an additional

organisational design, including unclear

240 experts in risk and compliance

end-to-end accountability, create

functions.

complexity. Other shortcomings include

Westpac press release
AUSTRAC statement of clai...
Westpac response plan (24...

a lack of understanding or embedding

AUSTRAC applied on 20 November for

of its three lines of defence model,

a court-ordered civil penalty against

Westpac finds further possible AML breaches
Australia’s Westpac Banking

Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) and

In a May disclosure, Westpac previously

Corporation published a statement on

another 365,000 TTRs that were

estimated that 60,000-90,000 TTRs

28 July explaining that further internal

reported but may have included

went unreported to AUSTRAC, up from

investigations have revealed an

incomplete or inaccurate information.

the original 17,870 in the initial

additional 450,000 potential breaches

AUSTRAC claim.

of the Anti-Money Laundering and

Westpac stated that a “significant

Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006

proportion of the potential reporting

According to a 28 July article by the

as part of the ongoing money

issues relate to a range of complex

Australian Financial Review, AUSTRAC is

laundering and child exploitation

scenarios where the legislation requires

due to file an amended statement of

scandal involving the bank.

Westpac to exercise judgement on how

claim by 14 August, with a subsequent

multiple transactions may be

case management meeting to be held

According to the statement, Westpac

aggregated and whether a threshold

on 18 September.

has updated its reporting on Threshold

transaction has actually occurred”,

Transaction Reports (TTRs) from its

adding that not all of the 450,000 newly

2020 Interim Financial Results to

disclosed transactions may constitute

include 175,000 that went unreported to

legal breaches.

the Australian Transaction Reports and
71

Westpac press release
AFR article
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French shipping company moratorium on
transporting wood from the Gambia
Marseille-based shipping line

participation of other major global

smuggling, which largely ends up in

Compagnie Maritime

shipping companies. According to

China for furniture production, has

d'Affrètement-Compagnie Générale

Georges, CMA-CGM is also revising its

continued despite the fact that

Maritime (CMA-CGM) announced on 8

trade policy to shift the burden of legal

rosewood exports from the Gambia

July that it is halting all wood trade

responsibility of any illegally sourced

have been banned since 2017.

from the Gambia, according to

wildlife onto the shippers themselves.

reporting by the French financial paper

The EIA has called on the other four

Les Echos, which quoted CMA-CGM

According to an EIA report published on

shipping lines that constitute the top

Sustainability Director Guilhem Isaac

3 June, the equivalent of 1.7 million

five global ocean-based transportation

Georges as crediting revelations by the

trees, mostly rosewood, have been

companies, AP Moller-Maersk, MSC,

Environment Investigation Agency

illegally moved out of the Gambia and

COTSCO, and Hapag-Lloyd, to join the

(EIA) NGO as influencing the

Senegal via shipping lines, mainly by

CMA-CGM in adopting the moratorium.

company’s decision.

Senegalese rebel forces that rely on the
illegal forestry trade for their income,

In an 8 July statement, the EIA heralded

with rosewood representing the largest

the moratorium, which also involves

category of illegal wildlife trade in the

CMA-CGM establishing a wood red-list

world. Illicit logging also contributes to

and blacklist of entities involved in the

over 17 percent of global carbon

illegal timber trade, as a major step

emissions, according to a fact sheet

forward that could influence the

published by Interpol. The rosewood

EIA statement
Les Echos article (in Fre...
EIA report

Insurance Europe states that the EU must not
extend AML rules to insurers
The EU’s insurance and reinsurance

supervisor, as proposed in the action

federation, Insurance Europe,

plan, will enforce a banking-related

published its response on 29 July to

approach to all financial sectors under

Furthermore, it noted that the current

the European Commission’s

its surveillance without taking into

ultimate beneficial ownership (UBO)

consultation on its action plan for a

consideration their intrinsic differences

registries represent an administrative

comprehensive EU policy on preventing

or the different levels of exposure to

burden and additional cost for insurers,

money laundering (ML) and terrorism

ML/TF risks.

since checking such registers is not

financing (TF). Insurance Europe states

regulate and have better local expertise.

considered enough to carry out the

that the EU’s AML rules –which are

Insurance Europe also suggests that

relevant anti-money

designed for banks – must not be

non-life insurance should remain

laundering/countering the financing of

extended to insurers by default.

outside the scope of EU regulation

terrorism (AML/CFT) obligations.

because of its low risk of ML/FT,
According to the federation, there is a

questioning the effectiveness of an

real risk that the European Banking

EU-level supervisor, given that national

Authority (EBA) or a new EU-level

supervisors are usually better placed to

72

Insurance Europe press re...
Insurance Europe feedback
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Singapore regulator issues guidance on AML/
CFT outsourcing arrangements
The Monetary Authority of Singapore

management must be aware of the

phases by the application service

(MAS) published new guidance on 15

company’s risks and prevention efforts,

provider (ASP). MAS notes that many

July on its expectations when

even in situations in which a CMI

instances of regulatory breaches by

anti-money laundering and counter the

outsources AML/CFT procedures to a

CMIs occurred as a result of companies

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

third party. Additionally, CMIs should

not understanding their ASP’s practices

control functions are outsourced. The

consider outsourcing of AML/CFT

and failing to properly monitor their ASP

guidance is informed by recent

control functions to fall into the

in a timely manner. Common ASP

inspections of capital market

category of material outsourcing, with

failures include delayed reviews of CMI

intermediaries (CMIs).

CMIs needing to conduct appropriate

customers, the mislabeling of high-risk

assessments of their third-party

customers as medium-risk, and a

The MAS states that all financial

providers and have control and

failure to screen existing customers.

institutions should apply the new

monitoring mechanisms in place.

guidelines, with appropriate calibrations
for non-CMI organisations.

The guidelines also urge CMIs and
In regard to the inspections, MAS noted

financial institutions to formalise their

that many CMIs outsource their

approach to assessing ASPs

Regarding CMI board and senior

customer due diligence checks as well

performance of AML/CFT controls.

management, MAS states that the

as risk profiling, with common

ultimate responsibility remains at the

deficiencies taking place in the due

top of a company and that company

diligence and regular monitoring

MAS press release

HKMA issues update on AML/CFT measures
during Covid-19 pandemic
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority

Regarding ongoing customer due

institutions have turned to video

(HKMA) issued a letter dated 30 July

diligence, the annex notes that

conferencing in order to carry out

addressed to authorised financial

authorised institutions have prioritised

know-your-customer (KYC) procedures

institutions, containing updated

high-risk customers, clearing backlogs

and due diligence reviews, with some

guidance on Covid-19 and anti-money

in order to ease the process for low risk

financial institutions utilising regulatory

laundering and counter financing of

clients. The annex also notes that

technology to reduce false positives in

terrorism (AML/CFT) measures.

splitting teams and staggering office

AML/CFT assessments.

work has allowed companies to stay
The letter and an associated annex

abreast of monitoring and risk

provide examples of how authorised

management.

financial institutions have managed risk
successfully during the pandemic.

HKMA annex
HKMA Enforcement Director Carmen
Chu states that many authorised

73

HKMA letter
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Luckin Coffee’s internal investigation confirms
existence of fabricated transactions
exposed in an anonymous report published by short-seller
Muddy Waters. Luckin has since announced the dismissal of
CEO Jenny Zhiya Qian and COO Jian Liu, following separate
investigations by China’s State Administration for Market
Regulation and the Securities Regulatory Commission.
In its latest statement, Luckin Coffee has also announced the
dismissal of 12 other employees and disciplinary action
against 15 others, including previously suspended
employees, for their involvement in or knowledge of the
fabricated transactions.
China's Luckin Coffee announced on 1 July the substantial
completion of its internal investigation, the findings of which
confirm the existence of fabricated transactions. The
investigation demonstrated that the company’s former CEO
and COO along with several employees fabricated multiple
transactions, funneling the funds to the company through
third parties associated with them.
The investigation has revealed that the fraudulent activity
began in April 2019 and involved the inflation of the
company’s net revenue by approximately RMB 2.12 billion
(£241.47 million) and of the company’s expenses by RMB
1.34 billion (£152.63 million).

During a 12 July board meeting
it was decided that Lu and three
others would “cease to be
directors to the Board”
The announcement comes after a 2 April decision by the
company to form a special committee to carry out an internal
investigation into the fraud accusations that were first

74

The company also proposed the removal of Charles
Zhengyao Lu from the position of Director and Chairman of
the Board of Directors for his involvement in the scheme,
however during the 2 July meeting of the Board the proposal
was “not approved by the affirmative vote of no less than
two-thirds” of the directors. However, in a 13 July SEC filing,
Luckin announced that during a 12 July board meeting it was
decided that Lu and three others would “cease to be directors
to the Board”, while Yang Cha, Feng Liu, Jie Yang and Ying
Zeng have been appointed as independent directors, and
Jinyi Guo has been appointed as Chairman and CEO.
The company has committed to strengthening ongoing
compliance training for its employees, stating that it is
currently chartering an internal audit function to test and
evaluate its control functions.
Luckin Coffee press release
Luckin Coffee SEC filing – meeting result on ...
Luckin Coffee press release (2 April 2020)
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Barclays reports surge in impersonation scams
The multinational investment bank and

increased by 86 percent over the same

making any payment and to always

financial services company Barclays

period.

avoid giving out personal information.

the company has experienced a 33

Jim Winters, fraud chief at Barclays,

The press release also notes that

percent increase in the total value of

said that scammers are using more

investment scams made up the highest

scams from May to June, with a major

sophisticated and persuasive tactics,

per value claims, warning that “out of

surge in impersonation scams from

adding that scammers “have taken

the blue” investment offers pose a

January to June 2020.

advantage of the lockdown situation

high-risk of being fraudulent, and urging

and targeted individuals at a time when

customers to consult the Financial

According to the press release,

they may be feeling more vulnerable

Conduct Authority’s (FCA) register

“catfishing” romance scams in which a

and have more time on their hands to

before making investments.

scammer targets a victim by posing as

entertain such exchanges”. Winters

a fake romantic interest online and

urged customers to make proper

coercing them into making payments,

inquiries and carry out research before

reported in a 16 July press release that

Barclays press release

Bulgarian president calls for government’s
resignation over endemic corruption
critic of Prime Minister Boyko Borisov,

On 21 July the government survived a

targeting two members of his staff over

vote of non-confidence in Parliament,

charges of conspiracy to commit

which was followed by a statement

official crimes and trade in influence.

issued by the opposing socialist party
calling the legislature ‘delegitimised’.

Radev reportedly criticised Borisov’s

On 23 July, Borisov announced the

cabinet, stating that the National

replacement of three ministers, namely

Protection Service should not be used

of finance, economy and interior.

to protect figures without a public post,

Bulgarian President Rumen Radev
issued a statement on 11 July
condemning what he called the
corruption, fear, prosecutorial
racketeering, and lack of justice in the
country, calling for the resignation of
the government and the country’s chief
prosecutor amid widespread protests
against high-level corruption.
Deutsche Welle reported on 14 July that
the protests began after prosecutors
raided the offices of President Radev, a

75

after a member of the opposition

Prime Minister Borisov is currently

revealed that Ahmed Dogan, a former

being investigated on charges of money

leader of the Movement for Rights and

laundering following an investigative

Freedoms party, had allegedly taken

report published by a Spanish

over a secluded public beach and used

newspaper in February, according to a

the services of National Protection

press release issued on 24 February by

Service. At the time Dogan did not hold

the Bulgarian Prosecutor’s Office.

a position in the public office.
Rumen Radev statement
In response to the protests, a
spokesperson for the Office of the

Bulgarian Prosecutor’s Of...

Prosecutor General issued a statement
on 14 July condemning the pressure
against justice, while Borisov declared
that the government will not resign.

Deutsche Welle article (1...
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LEGISLATION

UK introduces human rights sanctions regime
amounting to serious violations of the

increase coordinated collective action

right to life; the right not to be subjected

on sanctions, and will support the EU’s

to torture or cruel, inhuman or

efforts to bring into force an EU-wide

degrading treatment or punishment;

human rights sanctions regime.

and the right to be free from slavery, not
to be held in servitude or required to

The UK government imposed on 6 July

perform forced or compulsory labour.

the first designations against 47
individuals and two entities pursuant to

According to the guidance, the

the new GHR sanctions regime.

Regulations allow the government to
designate an ‘involved person’, in
The UK Foreign and Commonwealth
Office (FCO) published on 6 July the
Global Human Rights (GHR) Sanctions
Regulations 2020, made under the
Sanctions and Money Laundering Act
2018, which enables the government to
impose travel bans and asset freezes
on the perpetrators of serious human
rights abuses around the world, both
state officials and non-state actors.

Dominic Raab told
Parliament that the
government will
“explore expanding
this regime to
include other
human rights” and
violations by
“corruption regimes”

The offences

relation to which there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that the

Contravening the principal

individual/entity has been involved in

prohibitions, namely the financial

human rights abuses, or is owned or

sanctions imposed through a

controlled by, or acting on behalf of or

targeted asset freeze on designated

at the direction of, an involved person.

persons and immigration sanctions,

The prohibitions and requirements

or trying to circumvent the principal

apply in relation to the conduct of all UK

prohibitions

persons anywhere in the world, to
branches of UK companies operating

Knowingly or recklessly providing

overseas and to all companies

false information for the purpose of

established in the UK. In considering

obtaining a licence

whether a person may be designated
under the new regime, the government

Breaching the terms of a licence

will consider a series of factors, such
as the seriousness of the conduct, the

Failing to comply with requirements

nature of the victim, the status and

relating to the provision and

connections of the involved person, all

recording of information

of which are included in a policy paper
accompanying the Regulations.

Disclosing confidential information
in certain cases where the

UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab told

designation power has been used

Parliament on 6 July that the
government will “explore expanding this

UK government press relea...

regime to include other human rights”
and violations by “corruption regimes”.

UK Parliament press relea...

Raab added that the UK will be working
The Regulations establish the UK’s first

in particular with the US and Canada,

autonomous human rights sanctions

which already have Magnitsky-style

regime, which aims to deter and provide

sanctions legislation, and Australia,

accountability for unlawful activities

which is considering similar rules, to
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UK government on UK globa...
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UK extends human rights sanctions regime to
Isle of Man and Overseas Territories
The UK made two statutory

Tristan da Cunha, South Georgia and

UK has issued its own designations for

instruments on 21 July extending the

the South Sandwich Islands, the

human rights violations.

Global Human Rights (GHR) Sanctions

Sovereign Base Areas of Akrotiri and

Regulations to its Overseas Territories

Dhekelia in the Island of Cyprus, the

Both statutory instruments came into

and the Isle of Man.

Turks and Caicos Islands, and the Virgin

force on 22 July.

Islands.
The Overseas Territories to which the

Order SI 2020/774 on Isle...

order applies: Anguilla, the British

The UK announced the new sanctions

Antarctic Territory, the British Indian

regime on 6 July with designations

Ocean Territory, the Cayman Islands,

against 49 people and entities for their

the Falkland Islands, Montserrat,

involvement in “some of the most

Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and Oeno

notorious human rights violations in

Islands, St Helena, Ascension and

recent years”, marking the first time the

Isle of Man government pr...
Order 2020/773 on Oversea...

House of Representatives passes amendment
requiring US companies to disclose UBO
The US House of Representatives

the previous year, to the Financial

serious about uprooting existing

voted on 20 July to include the

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN).

criminal organizations and aggressively

Corporate Transparency Act of 2019

The information would be held by

turning up the fight against human

(HR 2513) as an amendment to the

FinCEN for a five-year period after the

traffickers, terrorists and other illicit

William M. Thornberry National

company’s termination and would only

global actors”.

Defence Authorization Act for Fiscal

be available to financial institutions and

Year 2021 (HR 6395), namely on

law enforcement for

In a letter addressed to Congress,

tackling the illicit use of shell

know-your-customers (KYC) purposes.

stakeholders in the US banking industry

companies. The inclusion of the

The Coordinating Oversight, Upgrading

urged the need to adopt the Maloney

amendment was proposed by

and Innovating Technology and

amendment “given the signs of

Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney of

Examiner Reform Act of 2019

increased illicit financial activity around

New York, who was among the

(COUNTER Act) was also added to the

Covid-19”. Gary Kalman, Director of the

initiators of the bill, presenting it as

bill, which includes measures to

US office of Transparency International

“the single most important

improve and modernise AML oversight

(TI), provided examples in a 20 July

anticorruption reform in decades”.

and increase protection for

letter to Congress where US shell

whistleblowers.

companies have been used by corrupt

The bill seeks to amend the Bank

leaders and terrorists to launder

Secrecy Act and provides that entities

The bill will have to pass the Senate

applying to form a corporation or

before signed into law by the president.

limited liability company would be

BPI press release

required to disclose their ultimate

Greg Baer, CEO of the Bank Policy

beneficial ownership (UBO) at the time

Institute (BPI), welcomed the

they are formed, as well as to submit an

amendment and declared that it

annual filling and any changes during

“signals to the world that the U.S. is
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criminal proceeds.

Bill amendments (20 July)
Stakeholders letter to Co...
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US issues EO eliminating differential treatment
and signs Hong Kong Autonomy Act into law
the Treasury. Under the new law, the US Secretary of State, in
consultation with the US Secretary of the Treasury, is required
to identify “foreign persons” in a report to Congress that are
“materially contributing to, has materially contributed to, or
attempts to materially contribute to the failure of the
Government of China to meet its obligations under the Joint
Declaration or the Basic Law”. The US Secretary of the
Treasury must then submit a further report that identifies
“any foreign financial institution that knowingly conducts a
significant transaction” with a foreign person identified in the
preceding report.
US President Donald Trump issued Executive Order (EO)
13936 on 14 July, which implements a range of changes to
US policy on Hong Kong in response to China’s new national
security law, including an end to the preferential treatment
under the United States-Hong Kong Policy Act. The EO
follows the Secretary of State’s certification to Congress on
27 May pursuant to the Hong Kong Policy Act that Hong
Kong no longer maintains a high degree of autonomy from
China. On the same day, President Trump signed into law the
Hong Kong Autonomy Act, which authorises sanctions on
foreign individuals and entities, including foreign financial
institutions, that materially contribute to China's failure to
preserve Hong Kong’s autonomy.

The Hong Kong Policy Act
provides for sanctions against
(1) “foreign persons” and (2)
“foreign financial institutions”

On 29 May, President Trump directed executive branch
members to begin the process of “eliminating policy
exemptions under United States law that give Hong Kong
differential treatment in relation to China”, leading to the
termination of territorial benefits concerning export controls
with the US, the end of beneficial treatment for the island, and
suspension of the current US-Hong Kong extradition
agreement.
In a 15 July press statement, US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo said over the two weeks leading up to the signing of
EO 13936, “the world has watched as the Chinese
Communist Party smothers Hong Kong’s freedom” with
“draconian national security legislation that Beijing imposed
on Hong Kong”. Pompeo said that, in addition to several
international treaties, the national security law broke China’s
1984 promise to keep Hong Kong free and open and maintain
its high degree of autonomy until the 2047.
On 22 July, the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) published a guidance page specific to the new Hong

The White House announcement concerning the new

Kong sanctions.

“Executive Order on Hong Kong Normalization” declares a
national emergency with respect to the threat posed by the

White House notice

situation in Hong Kong, including the recent actions by the
People’s Republic of China.

Federal Register notice

The Hong Kong Policy Act provides for sanctions against (1)

Hong Kong Autonomy Act

“foreign persons” and (2) “foreign financial institutions”
identified by the US Secretary of State and US Secretary of
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UK publishes draft Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing (Amendment) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020
The UK’s HM Treasury (HMT) laid

with a UK obliged entity. All such

confidential information by UK

before Parliament the draft Money

entities must collect relevant

government agencies, registration

Laundering and Terrorist Financing

information on beneficial ownership

deadlines for some firms and directions

(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations

and register by 10 March 2022. A list of

for cryptoasset businesses.

2020 on 15 July, which will implement

trusts excluded from the duty to

certain measures required by the EU’s

register is included.

Fifth Money Laundering Directive

In addition to the draft statutory
instrument, HMT and HM Revenue and

(5MLD), in particular concerning the

In addition, at the end of the transition

Customs (HMRC) published on 15 July

registration of trusts.

period, based on the Regulations, the

a summary of responses to their 24

concepts of “European Economic Area

January technical consultation on

The Regulations amend the Money

(EEA) registered trust” and “third

extending the scope of the Trust

Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

country entity” will be redefined so that

Registration Service (TRS) to all express

Transfer of Funds (Information on the

all foreign trusts and entities are treated

trusts, as required by 5MLD.

Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs), by

only in line with relevant national

expanding the scope of the UK’s

legislation and not by reason of EEA

register of express trusts to cover all UK

membership. The Regulations introduce

express trusts, including those with no

additional amendments to the MLRs on

tax consequences, as well as non-UK

correspondent banking, reporting of

express trusts which acquire UK land,

discrepancies in beneficial ownership

or which have at least one UK trustee

information, customer due diligence on

and enter into a business relationship

publicly listed companies, the use of

Money Laundering and Terr...
Explanatory memorandum
Technical consultation ou...

OFAC amends Nicaragua Sanctions Regulations
The Department of the Treasury’s

section to add the delegation of certain

transactions that are for the conduct of

Office of Foreign Assets Control

functions with respect to the NHRAA. In

US government official business by its

(OFAC) announced on 16 July that it

relation to the prohibited transactions

employees, grantees or contractors.

has amended the Nicaragua Sanctions

chapter, OFAC clarifies that the

Regulations (NSR) to incorporate the

restrictions include all transactions

The regulatory amendments took effect

Nicaragua Human Rights and

prohibited pursuant to the national

on 17 July upon publication in the

Anticorruption Act (NHRAA) of 2018,

emergency declared by Executive Order

Federal Register.

which requires the US President to

(EO) 13851 of 27 November 2018 or

impose targeted sanctions on certain

any further EOs, and any transactions

persons involved in serious human

prohibited pursuant to the NHRAA.

rights abuses, and significant acts of
corruption or violence.

Amended Nicaragua Sanctio...
In addition, the revised NSR text
incorporates OFAC’s General License

The amended NSR updates the

(GL) 1A, issued on 25 March,

authority citation and the delegation

authorising all Nicaragua-related
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UK publishes Yemen (Sanctions) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020
The UK government published on 17

The Regulations will come into effect

July the Yemen (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

when the UK exits the EU, which is set

Regulations 2020 implementing the

for 31 December, and will replace, with

Failing to comply with the

UK’s obligations under the UN

substantially the same effect, the

requirements relating to the

sanctions regime on Yemen,

relevant EU legislation and related UK

provision and record of information

introduced in 2014 to promote peace,

regulations currently in place.

security and stability in Yemen.
The restrictive measures include asset
freezes on individuals complicit in or
responsible for undermining the peace,
stability and security of Yemen, and
export restrictions on the trade in
military goods and technology, as well
as additional measures on individuals
acting on behalf of a designated
person.

Breaching the terms of a licence

Disclosing confidential information

The offences created by the
Regulations
Breaching an asset freeze or
breaching a trade restriction, or
trying to circumvent these
prohibitions

in certain cases where designation
powers have been used
UK government guidance pa...
UK Yemen (Sanctions) (EU ...
Explanatory memorandum

Knowingly or recklessly providing
false information for the purpose of
obtaining a licence

UK publishes Sudan (Sanctions) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020
The UK government laid the Sudan

peace-support missions and

are implemented outside the UN

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020

mechanisms; respect for humanitarian

sanctions regime, such as financial

before parliament on 20 July, putting in

activity in Sudan; compliance with the

sanctions, including asset freezes, and

place measures to ensure the UK

rules of international humanitarian law

travel bans on persons designated by a

continues to meet its obligations under

applicable to armed conflicts in Sudan;

minister under this legislation, and

the UN sanctions regime relating to

and accountability in relation to

trade sanctions that apply the arms

Sudan after the transition period ends

violations or abuses of human rights in

embargo to the territory of Sudan

on 31 December.

Sudan.

outside the territory of Darfur.

The Regulations will give effect to the

Measures include restrictions on trade

The Regulations are intended to deliver

UK’s UN obligations to encourage the

as required by the UN arms embargo,

policy effects that are similar to the

resolution of armed conflicts in Sudan

and financial sanctions and travel bans

existing EU sanctions regime on Sudan.

and to promote: peace, security and

imposed on persons designated by the

stability of Sudan; respect for

UN Security Council (UNSC) or the

democracy, the rule of law and good

Sanctions Committee established

governance in Sudan; the effective

under UNSC resolution 1591 of 29

delivery of the mandates of the regional

March 2005. In addition, the

or international monitoring and

Regulations include measures which
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UK publishes Mali (Sanctions) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020
The UK government published on 17

Reconciliation in Mali. Sanctions

substantially the same effect, the

July the Mali (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

include travel bans and asset freezes,

relevant EU legislation and related UK

Regulations 2020, which puts in place

imposed on individuals designated as

regulations that are currently in place.

measures to ensure the UK implements

responsible for or complicit in, or

its obligations under the UN sanctions

having engaged, directly or indirectly, in

regime on Mali.

actions or policies that threaten the

UK government sanctions g...

peace, security or stability of Mali.

Mali (Sanctions) (EU Exit...

introduced in 2017 by UN resolution

The Regulations will come into effect

Explanatory memorandum

2374 to advance the implementation of

when the UK exits the EU, which is set

the 2015 Agreement on Peace and

for 31 December, and will replace, with

The Mali sanctions regime was

US renews Mali sanctions for another year
US President Donald Trump sent a

expansion of terrorist activities into

entities found to be responsible for

notice to Congress on 23 July

southern and central Mali, and

actions against the peace, security,

concerning the decision to continue

intensified drug trafficking, human

stability or democratic processes in

the national emergency with respect to

trafficking, and other human rights

Mali, persons threatening the

Mali for another. The national

abuses, including hostage-taking. The

implementation of the 2015 Agreement

emergency was declared pursuant to

renewal of the sanctions also responds

on Peace and Reconciliation, or those

Executive Order (EO) 13882, “Blocking

to the reported intensification of

involved in drug production and

property and suspending entry of

attacks against civilians, Malian

trafficking, the recruitment of children

certain persons contributing to the

defence and security forces, and the UN

by armed groups, or trafficking in

situation in Mali”.

Multidimensional Integrated

persons, arms and cultural property.

Stabilization Mission in Mali
According to the White House notice,

(MINUSMA).

White House notice

regime comes in response to repeated

Pursuant to EO 13882, the US can

White House message to Co...

violations of ceasefire agreements, an

impose sanctions on individuals and

the continuation of the Mali sanctions
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US renews sanctions on transnational criminal
organisations for another year
The US administration announced on

continuing to pose an unusual and

significant transnational criminal

22 July its decision to renew the

extraordinary threat to the US national

organisations involving the jurisdictions

sanctions on transnational organised

security, foreign policy, and economy.

of at least two foreign states, or one

criminal organisations for another year,
pursuant to Executive Order 13581.

foreign state and the US.
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) sanctions

According to the White House press

programme, dedicated to transnational

release, the decision to extend the

organised crime, was created pursuant

national emergency was made in light

to EO 13581 in 2011 and was further

of transnational criminal organisations

amended by EO 13863 pertaining to

White House notice
White House message to Co...

UN extends Central African Republic sanctions
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

situation by “undermining the ability of

of neighboring countries to clamp down

adopted resolution 2536 (2020) on 28

the country’s security forces to protect

on illegal gold smuggling has provided

July, which extends the existing

their own people”.

funding for a number of armed factions

sanctions regime on the Central

to continue financial military operations

African Republic (CAR) for one year,

In addition to the continuation of

in the region. The report also identified

including embargos on weapons and

sanctions, the UNSC amended its list of

continued travel ban violations by

ammunition. The UNSC’s decision also

sanctioned individuals on 28 July,

sanctioned individuals, and delays in

renews the mandate of the UN panel of

which includes the former head of state

the submission of arms embargo

experts on CAR for another 13 months.

of the CAR, Francois Yangouvonda

notifications. The panel of experts also

Bozize and the leaders of multiple

puts forward a set of

armed factions within the country.

recommendations, which includes

Resolution 2536 (2020) calls on all
member nations to prevent the supply

possible sanctions against individuals

of weapons to CAR until 31 July 2021,

The adoption of the resolution followed

who commit acts of incitement to

continuing an exemption for small

the submission of the final report by the

violence and engage in or provide

calibre ammunition of 14.5mm or less,

UN panel of experts on the CAR

support for acts that undermine the

including rocket-propelled grenades

sanctions on 8 July, which found that

peace, stability or security of the CAR.

(RPGs). Representatives from the US

the prospect of elections in the CAR

and UK welcomed the extension as an

“represented an additional incentive for

Resolution 2536 (2020) calls on the

opportunity for progress to be made

armed groups to maintain and extend

panel of experts to update the Security

over the next 12 months but expressed

their control over territory”, yielding

Council with a midterm report on the

concerns over RPGs falling into rebel

multiple violations of the 6 February

effectiveness of the sanctions regime

possession.

2019 peace agreement. Fighting in the

no later than 31 January 2021.

northeastern region of the country
The Russian delegate to the UNSC

involving three major rebel groups has

UN Security Council press...

expressed hope that the embargo will

also led to major human rights

be lifted in 2021, stating that that

violations, according to the report.

UN Security Council resol...

The report further notes that the failure

Amended entries to UN san...

continuation of the embargo, which
began in 2013, has complicated the
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Italy transposes EU PIF Directive on fraud
following EU Commission’s reasoned opinion
The Italian Council of Ministers

expand the list of tax offences

The European Commission sent a

announced on 7 July that it has

committed by a company to include

reasoned opinion to Italy on 2 July

approved new legislation to implement

unfaithful or incomplete tax statements

following the country’s failure to

EU Directive 2017/1371 on the fight

and undue VAT refund requests. In

transpose the PIF Directive and respond

against fraud affecting the financial

addition, the liability of companies will

to the letter of formal notice.

interests of the Union by means of

extend to smuggling and new crimes

criminal law (PIF Directive).

related to public procurement and

Italy Council of Minister...

agriculture fraud provided that the
The new decree will incriminate

damage exceeds €100,000. The decree

cross-border tax crimes in connection

also increases the punishments

with amounts over €10 million,

available for acts of corruption in

including attempted tax fraud, and will

relation to EU funds.

Directive (EU) 2017/1371
EC infringement decision ...

EU renews sanctions on North Korea
The EU Council announced on 30 July

weapons of mass destruction-related

development activities. The EU has also

that is has renewed its autonomous

programmes or for sanctions evasion”.

transposed the relevant UN Security

sanctions against the Democratic

Council resolutions that designate a

People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) for

The EU’s restrictive measures against

further 80 people and 75 entities. Those

another year, prolonging the imposition

North Korea were first introduced in

designated are subject to EU-wide asset

of sanctions on the 57 individuals and

2006 and are the toughest imposed

freezing measures and travel bans.

9 entities designated for “contributing

anywhere by the bloc, particularly in

to the DPRK’s nuclear-related,

response to the country’s nuclear

ballistic-missile-related or other

weapons and ballistic missiles

EU Council press release

EU renews terrorist list and adds one person
The EU Council renewed on 30 July the

Under the autonomous sanctions

The EU terrorist list is reviewed at least

EU terrorist list for another six months,

regime, the Council also decided to

once every six months.

which includes individuals, groups and

impose a travel ban and an asset freeze

entities involved in terrorist acts and

on French national Bryan D’Ancona for

subject to restrictive measures, such

being associated with ISIL (Da’esh) and

as asset freezing, pursuant to Council

Al-Qaida. The current list includes 15

common position 2001/931/CFSP.

individuals and 21 groups and entities
active both within and outside the EU.
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EU Council press release
Council decision 2020/113...
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US extends sanctions on Lebanon
The White House announced on 29 July the extension of the

Pursuant to EO 13441, all US property and interests of

national emergency with respect to Lebanon by one year,

persons undermining Lebanon’s legitimate government and

until 1 August 2021. The national emergency was declared

rule of law, including through politically motivated violence

pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13441, “Blocking property

and intimidation, will be blocked.

of persons undermining the sovereignty of Lebanon or its
democratic processes and institutions”, on 1 August 2007.

White House notice

According to the statement, the political and economic

White House message to Congress

instability in the region and ongoing illicit activities, including
Iran’s arms transfers to Hezbollah which undermine

Federal Register entry

Lebanese sovereignty, continue to pose an unusual and
extraordinary threat to US national security and foreign policy.

Vietnam bans wildlife trade and closes illegal
wildlife markets
Although Prime Minister Phuc purportedly called for
legislation to ban the wildlife trade outright, according to a 27
July statement from the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS),
the Directive falls short of a total ban, but does pave “the way
for future legal reform on wildlife consumption”. The WCS
calls on the Vietnamese government to implement a
timeframe and specific government guidance to effectively
crack down on corruption and evasions of the current
restrictions. “Whilst this Directive No. 29 is a positive
development, it is not the game-changer that is being
reported by some in the global media,” the WCS statement
The Vietnamese government announced on 23 July that
Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phub has signed a Directive
ordering a complete ban on the country’s wildlife trade to
reduce the threat of a future pandemic and to combat the
illegal wildlife trade. The new law includes measures to ban
wildlife imports and close markets and locations where
illegal wildlife is on sale.
According to a 24 July article by Reuters, the measures were
put in place to prevent another major viral outbreak, given the
connection of the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as the SARs
and H1N1 outbreaks, to wildlife markets. The move also
follows a joint communication by 14 Vietnamese
conservation organisations to the government urging the
closure of wildlife markets and other forms of wildlife trade.

84

reads, adding that the government should clarify the exact
scope of trading exceptions.
The Vietnamese authorities uncovered 1,777 wildlife
violations in 2019, including 146 trafficking cases and 979
cases involving illegal trade. According to a Vietnamese
government infographic, the most trafficked and illegally
traded types of wildlife involve parts from elephants, rhinos,
tigers, and pangolins.
Vietnamese government statement
Vietnamese government infographic on wildlife...
Reuters article
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CONSULTATIONS

UK government launches consultation on the
economic crime levy
The levy was first proposed in the UK’s

consultation also includes a call for

2020 budget in March.

evidence on current levels of private
sector investment in counter fraud

Specifically, the consultation calls on

measures. The UK government aims to

relevant entities to share their views on

generate roughly £100 million per year

how to calculate and distribute the

through the levy from entities regulated

levy’s generated funds across the

for AML purposes in order to support

anti-money laundering (AML) sector, as

the reforms detailed in the UK’s

well as the practical implications of the

Economic Crime Plan.

levy and the collection method.
The consultation runs until 13 October.
The UK government launched a
consultation on 21 July on the
proposed economic crime levy, which
invites feedback on the design
principles of the levy and its operation.

Under the current proposal, the
contributions would be sourced from

UK announcement

the public and private sector, the former
of which will be determined in an

Consultation paper

upcoming spending review. The

UK issues two consultations on tax avoidance
The UK government launched on 21

promote or enable tax avoidance

The consultation on tackling promoters

July a consultation on tackling

schemes and proposes changes to

of tax avoidance runs until 15

promoters of tax avoidance and a call

several anti-avoidance regimes.

September. The call for evidence on

for evidence on tackling disguised

tackling disguised remuneration tax

remuneration tax avoidance. On the

The call for evidence seeks feedback

same day, the UK’s HM Treasury and

on, amongst other things, how to

HMRC published anti-avoidance draft

disrupt and deter promoters of

legislation as part of the collection of

disguised remuneration schemes,

documents supporting the draft

particularly those who are offshore; and

Finance Bill 2020-21.

whether there should be an obligation
on intermediaries in the supply chain to

The consultation paper details the

stop people being drawn into using

government’s proposals to strengthen

such schemes.

the sanctions against those who
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avoidance closes on 30 September.
UK announcement
Draft Finance Bill 2020-2...
Policy paper
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UK consults on promotion of cryptoassets and
approval of financial promotions
The UK’s HM Treasury launched on 20

which should then apply to the FCA

Specifically, the paper asks questions

July two consultations on its proposed

individually to remove the requirement,

about whether unregulated

changes to the financial promotions

or by making approval of financial

cryptoassets that are both fungible and

regime, in relation to limiting the scope

promotions a regulated activity under

transferable should be added to the list

of firms that can approve financial

the FSMA for which a specific

of controlled investments and on

promotions of unauthorised persons

permission is needed. The paper

updating the list of controlled activities

and extending the regime to include

expresses concern about the risks

in the Financial Promotion Order 2005

certain types of unregulated

arising from false, misleading, or

(FPO) and their treatment.

cryptoassets.

inaccurate information presented in
financial promotions issued by

The government’s commitment to

In order to address the risks posed of

unauthorised firms, which increases

consult on a measure to bring certain

financial promotions by unauthorised

exposure to potential scams.

cryptoassets into the scope of financial

firms, the Treasury proposes to amend

promotions regulation and on the

the Financial Services and Markets Act

Secondly, the government is seeking

broader regulatory approach to

2000 (FSMA) to impose an obligation

views on its proposal to bring the

cryptoassets and stablecoins were both

for authorised firms to obtain specific

promotion of certain types of

established in its March budget

consent from the Financial Conduct

unregulated cryptoassets, including

discussion. The consultations are open

Authority (FCA) before approving such

‘utility tokens’ and ‘exchange tokens’,

until 26 October.

promotions.

within the scope of financial
promotions regulation to strengthen

According to the consultation paper,

protections against the use of

this arrangement could be delivered

cryptoassets in facilitating money

either by restricting the ability of all

laundering, terrorist financing, fraud,

authorised firms to approve promotions

market abuse and manipulation.

Consultation page on fina...
Regulatory framework for ...
Consultation page on cryp...

UK consults on payments landscape review
The UK’s HM Treasury launched on 28

concerning the opportunities and risks

seek evidence on these areas as part of

July a call for evidence as part of its

posed by Faster Payments and Open

this call for evidence.

review into the UK’s payments

Banking. The Treasury suggests that a

landscape, setting out the

set of rules within Faster Payments

The consultation is open until 20

government’s aims for payment

could potentially tackle authorised push

October.

networks in the UK, assessing how well

payment (APP) scams.

the system is delivering against these

HM Treasury press release

aims and examining the opportunities,

The consultation paper identifies

gaps and risks that need to be

among the opportunities and risks

addressed in the future.

associated with the payments
landscape the use of cryptoassets and

The consultation includes questions
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stablecoins, but notes that it does not

HM Treasury consultation ...
HM Treasury Budget (11 Ma...
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UK consults on 2025 Border Strategy
The UK government launched on 22

immigration system, Future Borders

border including, among others, the

July a consultation on the 2025 Border

programme, as well as the results from

border industry and its representative

Strategy, which aims to bring together

the recent consultation on Freeports.

bodies, UK or international trading

stakeholders’ views and expertise to

businesses who trade across the UK

help develop a plan for the design and

The UK’s strategic objectives for a

border, logistics firms and those who

operation of the border and the

transformed border by 2025 include: (1)

support the movement of goods

relevant supply chains, following the

facilitating international trade from

through cross-border supply chains,

conclusion of the UK’s transition period

businesses of all sizes to improve the

and groups representing commercial

from the European Union on 31

collection of revenue owed at the

and leisure travelers.

December 2020.

border and to close the tax gap; and (2)
detecting serious and organised crime,

The 2025 UK Border Strategy is being

terrorism, and threats to biosecurity

developed as a cross-departmental

before they reach the border in order to

project involving all government bodies

ensure effective interventions.

designing and delivering the border,

The consultation runs until 28 August.
UK government press relea...
Consultation paper

building on existing departmental

The consultation is addressed to

initiatives, such as the points-based

stakeholders with an interest in the

UK government consultatio...

Northern Ireland consults on organised crime
the proposed new policy provisions, the

the ongoing efforts to tackle organised

government is seeking feedback on a

crime in Northern Ireland, which is said

statutory definition for serious and

to be made up of 82 organised crime

organised crime, the offences that fall

groups, 32 percent of which have direct

within its scope, a proposal to

paramilitary links and are engaged in

incriminate the direction of and

drug trafficking, smuggling, extortion,

participation in serious organised

illegal lending, and money laundering.

crime, and provisions for offences
aggravated by a connection with

The proposed strategy for organised

serious organised crime.

crime suggests that criminals could try
to exploit vulnerabilities resulting from

Northern Ireland’s Department of
Justice announced on 10 July the
launch of two consultations on
organised crime. The government is
seeking feedback on (1) proposed new
policy provisions for new offences to
combat organised crime and (2) a
multi-agency draft organised crime
strategy for 2020-2023.
According to the consultation paper on

87

The second consultation on the draft

changes to the terms of trade between

organised crime strategy seeks

Northern Ireland and Ireland, the UK, or

comments on the strategic outcomes

the EU. Both consultations are open

and objectives, namely on reducing the

until 2 October.

levels of organised crime, reduction of
harm, improving the life and business

Northern Ireland executiv...

environment of Northern Ireland, and
obtaining a more effective system for

Consultation on new provi...

tackling organised crime.
Action Plan on Tackling P...
The two consultations intend to shape
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US BIS requests comments on surveillance
systems export controls
The US Commerce Department’s

as on related issues of concern to the

may distinguish their use for

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

public and potential revisions to CC

commercial purposes from their use by

published a notice of inquiry on 17 July

controls that are based on end-uses

law enforcement or in violation of

seeking comments on items currently

and/or end-users.

human rights, the impact of adding to,

subject to export controls for crime

modifying, or removing items from the

control and detection (CC) reasons,

According to the BIS notice, the

CCL and the impact that changes of

contained in the Export Administration

regulator also seeks comments on

controls would have on the

Regulations’ (EAR) Commerce Control

current and proposed changes to items

competitiveness of US business and

List (CCL).

controlled on the CCL for CC reasons

industry.

as well as items not listed on the CCL,
The items include, related technology

including facial recognition software

BIS regularly reviews items controlled

and software, with the regulator seeking

and other biometric systems, non-lethal

for CC reasons, pursuant to the Export

comments on new licence

visual disruption lasers, long-range

Control Reform Act of 2018, and the

requirements regarding facial

acoustic devices, police helmets,

last comprehensive modification

recognition software and other

fingerprint readers, fingerprint powders,

occurred in 2008.

biometric systems for surveillance,

dyes, and inks, voice print identification

non-lethal visual disruption lasers, and

systems, polygraphs and psychological

The consultation is open until 15

long-range acoustic devices, as well as

stress analysis equipment, and

September.

their components, software, and

non-military mobile crime science

technologies. In addition, BIS welcomes

laboratories.

BIS press release

other items that may be used for

In this regard, the input should be

BIS notice

surveillance and crowd control as well

concentrated on the information that

feedback on the update of controls on

US FEMA seeks comments on process for PPE
export restrictions
The US Federal Emergency

equipment, pursuant to the Defense

In determining the allowance of PPE

Management Agency (FEMA) issued a

Production Act of 1950 and a 3 April

exports, FEMA will consider scarcity

request for comments on 17 July

presidential memorandum to allocate

and whether items are allocated for

regarding the letter of attestation

such equipment to domestic use,

domestic use, minimise national and

process related to export restrictions

unless explicitly approved by FEMA.

international supply chain disruption,

on scarce or threatened medical

evaluate potential price-gouging issues,

resources, particularly personal

Based on the TFR requirements, US

and consider quantity and quality,

protection equipment (PPE).

Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

humanitarian considerations, and

must notify FEMA of any intended PPE

international and diplomatic matters.

According to the notice in the Federal

export, with FEMA requiring a letter of

Register, the FEMA administrator issued

attestation for any intended exports to

a Temporary Final Rule (TFR) to prevent

be submitted via the CPB document

the export of certain critical medical

imaging system and placed on file.
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EBA consults on guidelines for assessing
suitability of management body members
The European Banking Authority (EBA)

performing their functions, the draft

management body collectively should

and the European Supervisory Market

guidelines set out a framework for

have sufficient knowledge, skills and

Authority (ESMA) launched on 31 July

assessing the time commitment

experience to ascertain the negative

a public consultation to revise joint

expected of these persons and

impact of a key function holder’s

guidelines on the assessment of the

specifies how the number of

involvement in ML/TF on the

suitability of members of the

directorships will be counted.

institution’s safety and soundness.

holders, including for tackling money

In line with the EU’s Fourth Money

The EBA/ESMA guidelines are intended

laundering and financing of terrorism

Laundering Directive (4MLD) and CRD

to apply to all existing board structures

(ML/TF) risks.

IV and V directives, the draft guidelines

across EU member states. A public

stress the importance of senior

hearing will take place on 1 October and

The review aims to further improve and

management taking responsibility for

the consultation runs until 31 October.

harmonise the assessment of

the identification, assessment and

suitability within the EU financial sector

management of ML/TF risks and

by reflecting the relevant amendments

require institutions to identify the

in the fifth EU Capital Requirements

member of the management board who

Directive (CRD V) and the EU

is responsible for the implementation of

Investment Firms Directive (IFD). To

the laws, regulations and administrative

ensure that management body

provisions necessary to comply with

members devote enough time to

4MLD. This member and the

management body and key function

EBA press release
ESMA press release
Public hearing announceme...

UK consults on extending deadlines for SMCR
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

senior management functions

training staff in the conduct rules and

(FCA) published a consultation paper

designated by the FCA; the certification

reporting directory person data to the

(CP) on 17 July proposing extending

regime applies to staff who are not

same date. The certification regime and

the deadline to 31 March 2021 for

senior managers but whose role means

reporting of directory persons do not

training staff on the conduct rules and

it is possible for them to cause

apply to benchmark administrators,

reporting directory person data as part

significant harm to the firm or its

who have until December 2021 to train

of the Senior Managers and

customers. Under the regime, regulated

non-senior manager staff in the

Certification Regime (SMCR). The

firms are required to certify the fitness

conduct rules.

deadline extension aims to reduce the

and propriety of their staff, through

burden for firms affected by the

adequate checks on their employees

Comments to CP 20/10 on the

Covid-19 crisis.

before they join the company and at

proposed deadline extension must be

regular intervals afterwards.

received by 14 August.

The SMCR replaced the Approved
Persons Regime in March 2016 to cover

The consultation provides additional

all firms authorised by the FCA to

guidance on how the Certification

provide regulated services. Under the

Regime applies during the transitional

SMCR, "senior managers" are

period and proposes a corresponding

individuals who perform one of the

postponement of the deadline for

89
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

Mexican corruption trial of former Pemex CEO
begins over Odebrecht bribery allegations
Nieto. Then, as Pemex’s CEO, he
allegedly handed contracts to
companies including Odebrecht after
receiving bribes. Odebrecht has
previously admitted paying bribes in
Mexico. Lozoya’s attorneys have
claimed that he had acted on Peña
Nieto's orders, though the latter has not
been charged and has rejected any
suggestion of wrongdoing.
During the investigation, Lozoya
revealed that Peña Nieto’s government
had allegedly paid bribes of Mex$52
The corruption trial of former CEO of

bribes to money laundering. While

Mexican state-owned oil firm Petróleos

Lozoya has denied any wrongdoing, his

Mexicanos S.A. (Pemex), Emilio

trial could expose years of alleged

Lozoya Austin, began on 28 July,

malpractice at Pemex.

following his extradition from Spain to
Mexico on 17 July.

According to the allegations, before
becoming Pemex’s CEO, Lozoya

Lozoya, who was Pemex’s CEO from

solicited and obtained funds from

2012 to 2016 under Mexico’s former

Brazilian company Odebrecht, and

president, Enrique Peña Nieto, faces

funnelled cash into the 2012

accusations ranging from accepting

presidential election campaign of Peña

million (£1.8 million) to legislators from
the centre-right wing party PAN,
including the party’s leader and
presidential candidate Ricardo Anaya.
In exchange, they agreed to approve
Peña Nieto’s 2014 reforms of the Pact
for Mexico, which benefitted Pemex.
Mexican government press ...
Mexican government press ...

Aperio Analysis by Mario Levin
Lozoya’s trial in Mexico is considered ground-breaking in terms of its potential impact on the political landscape in the country.
At the beginning of his trial, Lozoya’s defence attorneys claimed that any money laundering offences committed during his
tenure as Pemex’s CEO were approved by all members of Pemex’s board, including former secretary of energy Pedro Joaquín
Coldwell. On 27 July, Lozoya applied for “opportunity criterion,” which according to Mexican law could grant him immunity if he
succeeds in providing evidence of the accountability of his superiors and individuals of higher rank. According to Lozoya’s
attorneys, other individuals who could be implicated include former Mexican president Enrique Peña Nieto (EPN) and former
leader of the centre-right National Action Party Ricardo Anaya. In the 2018 presidential elections the latter was the main
opponent of current president Andrés Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO), who won a landslide victory. If Lozoya succeeds in
implicating EPN and Anaya in the money laundering allegations, the political power of AMLO, who declared the fight against
corruption as a key priority, may grow even further.
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UK High Court rejects Central Bank of Venezuela
claim on gold reserves
The High Court of England and Wales

have claimed access to the gold

Guaidó welcomed the High Court’s

dismissed on 2 July the action filed by

reserves held in the UK. As a result, the

decision, highlighting that “it is a victory

the Central Bank of Venezuela (BCV)

Court merged the two cases and

for the defence of the rule of law and

against the Bank of England (BOE)

concentrated on who the High Court

demonstrates the value of a truly

concerning the release of $1 billion

believed was legally recognised by the

independent judiciary”. The BCV

worth of Venezuelan gold currently

UK as Venezuela’s head of state.

defence team announced that it will

stored in the British central bank,

appeal the judgment as it ignores the

purportedly needed to help Venezuela

Justice Nigel Teare rejected the BCV’s

reality from the ground namely that

fight the Covid-19 pandemic.

request, given the UK government’s

Maduro’s government “is in complete

statement on 4 February 2019

control of Venezuela and its

Separately, Deutsche Bank AG London

recognising Guaidó as constitutional

administrative institutions, and only it

filed for arbitration to clarify who can

interim president of Venezuela, and

can ensure the distribution of the

give instructions on behalf of the BCV

concluded that it does not have

humanitarian relief and medical

in relation to paying the proceeds of a

material competence to assess the

supplies needed to combat the

gold swap contract to the BCV, which

lawfulness of the naming of the

coronavirus pandemic”.

amounts to about $120 million,

members of the BCV board by Guaidó.

terminated early because of US

The judge added that there was “no

sanctions on Venezuela. As presented

room for recognition of Mr Guaidó as

in court, both Nicolás Maduro and

de jure president and of Mr Maduro as

opposition leader Juan Guaidó claim to

de facto president”.

be BCV board members and as such

High Court ruling
Zaiwalla & Co solicitors ...
Venezuelan presidency pre...

Malaysia blocks $340m worth of property held
by UK law firm allegedly linked to 1MDB
The High Court of Kuala Lumpur

The court ruling concerns Section 53 of

According to the MACC statement, the

approved on 16 July an application

the Anti-Money Laundering,

investigation was assisted by the UK’s

from the Malaysian Anti-Corruption

Anti-Terrorism Financing and Proceeds

National Crime Agency (NCA) and

Commission (MACC) to block over

of Unlawful Activities Act of 2001. The

International Anti-Corruption

$340 million worth of property

MACC claims that the funds are tied to

Coordination Center (IACCC), the Swiss

dealings held in escrow by

the 1Malaysia Development Berhad

Law Enforcement Agency, and the US

London-based law firm Clyde & Co LLP.

(1MDB) conspiracy involving former

Department of Justice (DOJ) and

Malaysian prime minister Najib Razak,

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

The interim order is effective from 16

businessman Jho Low, and the CEO of

July until 28 August.

PetroSaudi, Tarek Obaid.
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Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands referred to
ECJ over 4MLD implementation failings
The European Commission announced

put in place a system for exchanging

According to Reuters, the Dutch Finance

on 2 July that it has referred the

documents with financial intelligence

Ministry has announced that all

Netherlands, Belgium and Austria to

units in other countries; (2) Austria has

legislation required by the European

the European Court of Justice for

not properly applied the rules to its

Commission will be applied soon, as

failing to transpose into national law

gambling sector; and (3) the

the relevant legislation was accepted by

“fundamental aspects” of the Fourth

Netherlands has not ensured the

the country’s Senate on 23 June.

Money Laundering Directive (4MLD)

transparency on beneficial ownership of

regarding due diligence checks by

corporates and other legal entities.

EC infringement decisions

All EU member states were expected to

EC press release

banks, transparency of corporate
ownership and information sharing.

transpose 4MLD into national law by 26
The Commission states that the failings

June 2017.

Reuters article

include that: (1) Belgium has omitted to

EU Court dismisses action over Council’s refusal
to exclude Czech PM
The EU General Court dismissed on 17

to a letter from Wagenknecht, the

avoidance of any conflict of interest in

July action that sought a declaration

European Council explained that the

the management of EU funds.

that the European Council unlawfully

composition of the meetings could not

refused to exclude Czech Prime

be altered as EU treaty provisions do

The General Court’s ruling clarifies that

Minister Andrej Babiš from meetings

not provide for the possibility of such

the European Council cannot be

on the Multiannual Financial

an alteration, further adding that the

accused of failing to act because it

Framework of the European Union

option of whether a prime minister or

defined its position regarding the

2021/2027, over the conflict of interest

president of a specific state should

applicant’s demand before such action

allegations against him.

participate in Council meetings

was brought before the court, and had

represents a matter of national

confirmed its position regarding its

constitutional law.

inability to choose the participants of

The case was instigated by a member
of the Czech Republic Senate, Lukáš

its meetings.

Wagenknecht, who requested that the

Wagenknecht then brought an action

European Council exclude Babiš from

before the General Court against the

meetings relating to the EU financial

European Council seeking a declaration

framework, due to conflict of interest

that that institution had failed to act in

allegations involving Babiš and his

response to a possible breach of the

connections to Agrofert Group which

rules of EU law on the protection of the

has received EU subsidies. In response

financial interests of the EU and on the
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ECJ annuls Iran-related restrictive measures
against Neda Industrial Group
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

sufficient to support the entity’s

would in the future provide, support for

issued a ruling on 8 July to annul the

re-listing in 2018, not least because

nuclear proliferation in Iran”.

EU Council’s decision of 4 June 2018 to

Neda’s activities were lawful under the

keep in place Iran-related restrictive

2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of

In view of the Council’s failure to

measures on Iranian electrical utility

Action (JCPOA) with Iran.

properly assess existing evidence in

supplier Neda Industrial Group, due to

relation to Neda Industrial Group’s

the Council’s failure to verify the need

According to the ECJ, to justify the

support for nuclear proliferation in Iran,

to maintain the applicant’s listing.

continuation of the restrictive

the Court decided that the Council’s

measures, the Council was obliged to

2018 decision must be annulled to the

Neda Industrial Group was designated

examine “whether the grounds that had

extent to which it concerned the

on 23 May 2011 for having provided

justified the entry of the applicant’s

applicant.

services for UN-sanctioned Kalaye

name on the lists at issue remained

Electric Company (KEC) at a uranium

valid and justified maintaining that

fuel enrichment plant Natanz in 2006, a

listing, having regard to the risk that the

ground the Court considers not

applicant was then providing, and

ECJ ruling
Neda Industrial Group v. ...

ECJ upholds EU Iran sanctions listing of Ocean
Capital Administration GmbH
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

listing of the 32 IRISL subsidiaries,

legitimate, as it was intended to prevent

issued a ruling on 8 July to uphold the

including Ocean Capital Administration,

nuclear proliferation, and was

listing of Ocean Capital Administration

in light of “the fact that, at the time of

proportionate and necessary, and did

GmbH, a German-based holding

that inclusion, IRISL had not been

not constitute an abuse of power.

company owned by the Islamic

validly recognised as providing support

According to settled case law, the

Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL),

for nuclear proliferation”. In March

applicants’ right to property, the

and 31 other subsidiaries, which

2015, the Council wrote letters to Open

freedom to conduct a business and the

sought to annul sanctions re-imposed

Capital Administration and the other

right to respect for reputation do not

on the company in 2015 due to their

subsidiaries about re-including them on

enjoy absolute protection under EU law,

links to IRISL.

the Iran funds freezing lists on the

and the grounds for re-inclusion on the

grounds that they were owned and

Iran-related sanctions lists does “not

On 26 July 2010, IRISL was included in

controlled by IRISL, which had been

constitute a disproportionate attack on

the list of EU nuclear proliferation

listed again in line with a set of revised

their reputation”.

restrictive measures against Iran, due to

sanctions listing criteria.

its involvement in the shipment of

ECJ ruling

military-related cargo, including

In its most recent decision, the ECJ

proscribed cargo from Iran. On 22

held that the Council’s decision to

January 2015, the ECJ annulled the

change the criteria for inclusion was
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UK HMRC allowed to take forward tax fraud
case against General Electric
The UK High Court ruled on 31 July

funds between the US, the UK and

Australian deal. GE denies it deceived

that HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)

Australia without being subject to the

HMRC about the transaction and claims

can pursue a tax fraud case against

UK’s Anti-Arbitrage Rules.

that the information which was not

General Electric (GE), in relation to its

included in the 2005 documentation

allegations that the group made

In its court documents, HMRC alleged

was not relevant for the tax arbitrage

“fraudulent misrepresentations” in

that funds transferred to Australia were

negotiation.

order to gain a British tax advantage by

not used for investment in any

failing to disclose full details about its

company, but were part of a tax

The High Court ruling does not

financing arrangements for an

avoidance scheme to take advantage of

comment on the merits of HMRC’s

Australian subsidiary in 2005.

the new legislative opportunity on tax

claims of deliberate non-disclosure or

arbitrage in the UK, according to

fraud but allows the case to go to trial

The ‘Australian transaction’ of A$5

evidence which emerged from 2011

as “there is a sufficient pleading for this

billion (£2.74 billion) was routed via the

onwards. In October 2018, HMRC asked

purpose”. The case is scheduled to go

UK in line with a settlement agreement

the court to rescind the settlement

to trial in July 2021.

between HMRC and GE, signed in 2005,

agreement, in an effort to force GE to

which allowed the company to circulate

pay taxes, interest and penalties on the

High Court ruling

US appeals court upholds conviction against
former Halkbank deputy general manager
The US Court of Appeals for the

According to Atilla, the District Court

which the evidence was overwhelming,

Second Circuit upheld on 20 July the

wrongly instructed the jury in 2018 that

namely that the defendant exported

sentence of Mehmet Hakan Atilla,

it could convict him of conspiring to

services from the US to Iran.

former deputy general manager of

violate the IEEPA merely if he agreed to

Turkish lender Türkiye Halk Bankasi

evade or avoid the imposition of future

In September 2017, US prosecutors

AS (Halkbank) on charges of bank

secondary sanctions, as the relevant

charged nine individuals, including

fraud, conspiracy to violate the

provisions only forbid transactions that

Halkbank employees and the former

International Emergency Economic

evade or avoid existing prohibitions

Turkish economic minister, with alleged

Powers Act (IEEPA) and defraud the

already imposed on a foreign financial

participation in the scheme to evade US

US, conspiracy to commit bank fraud,

institution’s ability to open or maintain

sanctions on Iran. Halkbank was also

and money laundering. The charges

US accounts. Consequently, he

charged by US prosecutors in October

related to a scheme to evade US

requested a retrial of the charges

2019 with bank fraud, money laundering

economic sanctions against Iran by

relating to money laundering conspiracy

and conspiring to violate US sanctions.

funnelling $20 billion-worth of oil

and conspiracy to violate the IEEPA.

revenue through fraudulent

Court ruling (20 July)

transactions, money service

The Court of Appeals agreed with Atilla

businesses and front companies in

over the partially erroneous jury

Turkey, Iran and the United Arab

instruction, but considered the error to

Emirates from 2012 to 2016.

be harmless, as the jury was instructed
on an alternative theory of liability for
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US DOJ files seven suits to recover $104m in
Kuwaiti embezzled assets
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

According to the DOJ’s press release,

entities owned by fraud and tax evasion

announced in a 17 July statement that

MOD officials allegedly opened six or

convict Victorino Noval. Noval

it has filed seven lawsuits in the US

more unofficial bank accounts via their

previously served 57 months in prison

District Court in Los Angeles seeking

attaché office in London, transferring

and was ordered to pay back $25

to recover $104,380,000 worth of

over $100 million in Kuwaiti public

million following a 2003 conviction for

assets, including properties, a private

funds from the National Bank of Kuwait

loan fraud against the US Department

jet, and a yacht, among other valuable

and disguising some of them as

of Housing and Urban Development.

items allegedly purchased with

military-purposed funds. From the

embezzled funds by members of the

British accounts, the money is alleged

Kuwaiti Ministry of Defense (MOD)

to have been transferred into several

between 2009 and 2016.

accounts belonging to California

DOJ statement

Wirecard AG investors file lawsuit against BaFin
Law firm Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft

to investors that it had notified the

deficiencies in its compliance system

mbH (TILP) announced on 24 July that

Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) on

and estimating the damage caused to

it has filed a civil liability lawsuit on

14 February 2019 about possible

investors to amount to at least 32

behalf of Wirecard AG investors

Wirecard market manipulation. He also

percent of the respective buying price

against the German Federal Financial

added that BaFin ignored its duties to

of shares. On 30 June, the model

Supervisory Authority (BaFin) seeking

conduct investigations into Wirecard for

proceedings were extended to the

damages for its failure to prevent and

market manipulation. BaFin is allegedly

company’s auditor Ernst & Young GmbH

report market manipulation by

liable for damages for at least all

(EY), and to former Wirecard board

Wirecard AG and to provide the public

purchases of Wirecard shares, bonds,

members Markus Braun, Jan Marsalek

and the capital market with correct,

and derivatives from 18 February 2019,

and Alexander von Knoop for damages

complete and non-misleading

when it ordered a short selling ban on

caused by falsifying accounting books.

information. According to the law firm,

the company’s shares.

BaFin is not entitled to liability
privilege due to its abuse of office.

TILP press release
The same legal team assisted the filing
of the first investor lawsuit against

Andreas W. Tilp, a member of firm,

Wirecard AG on 12 May, citing the

underlined that BaFin did not disclose

company’s concealment of serious

TILP press release (13 Ma...

Aperio Analysis by Alex Kottke
The Wirecard scandal has sent shockwaves through the German financial system. Various streams of litigation are expected to
be forthcoming as a result. This class action investor lawsuit is seeking to hold the German financial regulator BaFin
accountable for its failure to detect such a massive hole in the finances of a major, publicly-listed company. The lawsuit will
represent a long, uncomfortable ride for BaFin, although ultimately the scandal itself appears likely to strengthen its hand as an
organisation. New measures being drafted by Chancellor Angela Merkel’s finance ministry in response to the events are designed
to empower the regulator to take more direct action against listed companies, with a focus on the auditing process.
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Former Malaysian prime minister Najib Razak
convicted over 1MDB scandal
Najib Razak, who served as Malaysia’s

prison for abuse of power, and 10 years

prime minister for nearly a decade

in jail for each of six counts of money

between 2009 and 2018, was found

laundering and breach of trust, the

According to the New York Times, over

guilty of corruption on 28 July and

sentences of which will run

the 14 months of the trial, Najib’s

sentenced to 12 years in prison in the

concurrently.

defence claimed that he had fallen

first of several graft trials concerning

government for its role in the scandal.

victim to a scam, did not check his

Malaysian state-owned sovereign

Najib announced before the verdict that

account balances, and received some

wealth fund 1Malaysia Development

he would appeal the conviction,

of the funds as gifts from the royal

Berhad (1MDB).

claiming that the illicit transfers were

family in Saudi Arabi. Najib faces two or

carried out by financier Jho Low, who

more trials, with dozens more charges

Najib was convicted on seven counts,

remains at large and is wanted in both

still pending, though the presiding judge

including money laundering, corruption,

Malaysia and the US. Authorities in both

did allow for a stay of execution

criminal breach of trust, and abuse of

nations claim that $4.5 billion was

pending the appeal.

power related to $9.8 million which was

illegally moved out of 1MDB into private

transferred out of SRC International, a

accounts over several years.

New York Times article

bank accounts while holding the office

Just four days before Najib’s conviction,

BBC article

of prime minister. According to the BBC,

Goldman Sachs reached a $3.9 billion

Najib was sentenced to 12 years in

settlement with the Malaysia

former unit of 1MDB, into his private

Monaco court dismisses case against Swiss art
dealer accused of defrauding Russian oligarch
The Monaco Court of Revision upheld

investigation into Bouvier following a

of fraud, money laundering, and abuse

on 8 July a lower court’s decision to

criminal complaint against the art

of trust in a Geneva court. Bouvier is

dismiss a fraud and money laundering

dealer brought by Russian billionaire

accused of selling Rybolovlev $2 billion

case brought against Swiss art dealer

and Monaco football club owner Dmitry

worth of works of art from which he

Yvres Bouvier, according to reporting

Rybolovlev in 2015.

allegedly took secret commission of $1

by Reuters.

billion over 12 years.
Lawyers for the Russian oligarch told

The authorities in Monaco opened an
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Reuters that Bouvier still faces charges

Reuters article
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International investors purchased bonds
involving mafia funds, reports the FT
International investors, including the

Accountancy firm EY provided

funds were scattered throughout the

Italian Banca Generali, purchased over

consultancy services to the transaction

bonds, such as assets sold off by a EU

$1 billion in bonds that were partially

and Switzerland-based investment bank

refugee camp in Sicily that had been

backed by illegal proceeds from the

CFE constructed the vehicle that sold

taken over by mafia members later

international mafia ring the

the bonds. CFE, according to the

convicted of perpetrating EU funding

‘Ndrangheta, according to a 7 July

Financial Times, conducted due

fraud that numbered in the tens of

Financial Times article.

diligence on the assets it handled and

millions.

relied on the checks carried out by
The bonds, purchased between 2015

other professionals who handled the

Overdue invoices from public

and 2019, were allegedly bundled with

invoices. The Italian authorities were

institutions in the EU carry legally

assets that may have been created by

reportedly informed of the legal issues

mandated interest rates that make

shell companies laundering organised

that arose after the acquisition of the

them a popular option for purchase by

crime money stolen from EU funds.

invoices, which were created in

investors as well as a candidate for

Banca Generali reportedly stated that it

Calabria.

special purpose vehicles, when it runs a

was not aware of mafia involvement in

risk of being bundled with assets that

the bonds as it relied on other

The bulk of the bonds were reportedly

intermediaries to conduct anti-money

made up of owed payments by the

laundering (AML) checks on the

Italian public health sector. However, a

underlying portfolios.

“very small proportion” of ill-gotten

may have avoided AML checks.
Financial Times report

Germany opposes US Nord Stream 2 sanctions
German Chancellor Angela Merkel

Stream AG, told the Committee that €12

European companies and interests”.

stated on 1 July that proposed US

billion of investments will be written off

Borrell further noted that EU policy

sanctions targeting European

if the pipeline is blocked, warning of

ought to be dictated by European

companies involved in Nord Stream 2

retaliatory counter-sanctions if the US

countries without foreign interference,

pipe-laying activities do not comply

sanctions do go into effect. By contrast,

and that the EU opposes “the use of

with the German government’s legal

Dr Volker Treier of the German Chamber

sanctions by third countries on

understanding of extraterritorial

of Commerce and Industry (DIHK) said

European companies carrying out

sanctions, according to a Financial

that an escalation of trade conflict with

legitimate business”, adding that while

Times article. Merkel’s remarks came

the US would disadvantage German

the EU is open to continued dialogue, it

on the same day as a public hearing

industry, as the EU lacks the legislative

cannot take place under threat of

held by the German Economic and

ability to protect German corporations

sanctions.

Energy Committee revealed that

from outside sanctions.

approximately 120 companies in 12 EU

Financial Times article

member states could be affected if the

In a separate statement on 17 July, EU

US sanctions are implemented.

High Representative Josep Borrell

German Economic and Energ...

expressed deep concern with “the
Former Chancellor Gerard Schröder,

growing use of sanctions, or threat of

currently chairman of the board at Nord

sanctions, by the United States against
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Wirecard under investigation in the US for
involvement in $100m bank fraud
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Marijuana Marketplace Company, which

and its payment processing unit might

and Federal Bureau of Investigation

were charged on 31 March with

have had a role in the alleged scheme

(FBI) are currently examining whether

conspiracy to commit fraud between

by helping to process payments and

Wirecard played a role in an alleged

2017 and 2019. Prosecutors allege that

open offshore merchant bank

$100 million bank fraud conspiracy

the two businessmen conspired to

accounts. In addition, authorities are

already under investigation by serving

deceive banks into processing more

also probing the possible role played by

as a payment processor and an

than $100 million in debit and credit

several former or current Wirecard

offshore merchant bank, according to a

card payments for marijuana products

executives in the fraud scheme.

Wall Street Journal investigation

by routing funds through a network of

published on 9 July.

“over a dozen phony online merchants”

WSJ article

located outside the US and other
The investigation concerns

non-marijuana businesses.

WSJ article (1 July 2020)

Ruben Weigand, owners of on-demand

According to the Wall Street Journal

DOJ indictment (31 March ...

marijuana delivery firm Online

investigation, Wirecard’s banking arm

businessmen Hamid Akhavan and

Chinese companies supplying PPE allegedly
using forced labor, claims New York Times report
A report published by the New York

participate, including indefinite

within factories. The CCP has

Times on 19 July claims to have found

imprisonment and disappearance.

purportedly responded that the labor

evidence that several Chinese

Human Rights Director Amy Lehr of the

transfer programme is in place to

companies contributing to the global

Center for Strategic and International

alleviate poverty.

supply of personal protective

Studies told the New York Times that

equipment (PPE) are using Uighur

the coercive quota system present in

On 23 July, the New York Times

laborers from Xinjiang province as part

the CCP labor transfer programme

reported that over 190 organisations

of a Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

could constitute “forced labor under

from 36 nations have issued a joint call

labor transfer programme believed to

international law”.

urging companies to cease doing

be engaging in substantial human
rights violations.

business with Xingjiang-area factories
The report claims that some companies

and other Chinese companies utilising

outside of Xinjiang are also using the

the labor transfer programme within the

The number of PPE-producing factories

labor transfer programme, with one

next 12 months.

in Xinjiang has increased from four to

company in Hubei province that uses

51 over the course of the Covid-19

forced Uighur labor found to have sent

pandemic, with the New York Times

PPE to the US state of Georgia. The

finding that 17 of those factories are

New York Times report also includes

using the labor transfer programme,

visual material, such as CCP state

which institutes Uighur quotas and

media footage that claims to show

harsh penalties for those who refuse to

indoctrination activities taking place
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Mastercard executive allegedly involved in
money laundering operation linked to Wirecard
An executive-level employee at

The private investigators working on

able to mask illegally laundered funds

Mastercard Incorporated is alleged to

behalf of FBME, both former British

by lowering their fraud ratio.

have played a role in money laundering

police officers, found that the unnamed

connected to the German Wirecard

Mastercard executive allegedly played a

According to The Times, FBME was

scandal, based on an investigation

role in facilitating an operation using

utilised by criminal actors to launder

opened by an implicated bank in

hundreds of thousands of phantom

money and process payments for the

Cyprus, according to a 27 July article

transactions for the purpose of diluting

purpose of sanctions evasion, the

by The Times. The owners of the

the number of returned payments, or

purchase of chemical weapons in Syria,

Cypriot FBME Bank commissioned a

“chargeback” cases, which, in high

internet-based child sexual abuse

report into its involvement in money

volume, often trigger investigations by

financing, and to support organised

laundering and other criminal activity

credit card processors.

transnational crime groups.

following a 2014 action by the US
Treasury Department’s Financial Crime

By flooding the payment processor with

Enforcement Network (FinCEN) to

phantom transactions between shell

block FBME from access to the US

companies in the UK and Cyprus, those

financial network.

engaging in illicit financing were better

The Times article
FinCEN ruling on FBME

Nordea Asset Management drops Brazilian meat
corporation JBS for links to deforestation
Helsinki-based Nordea Asset

JBS of engaging in “cattle laundering”,

managed investments are in the field of

Management AB pulled all of its

the process by which cows are moved

environmental, social and governance.

roughly $47 million investment from

between illegal and legal grazing fields,

the Brazilian meat company JBS SA,

complicating the ability of the

JBS reportedly told the Wall Street

according to a 28 July Wall Street

government to regulate destructive

Journal that they were not provided

Journal article, amid allegations that

ranching practices.

with the opportunity to demonstrate

JBS is contributing to deforestation in

their “total commitment to the

the Amazon through purchasing cattle

Nordea’s head of responsible

transparency of its relationships and

grazing in protected natural areas.

investments, Eric Pedersen, said the

the sustainability of its operations”.

move represents an effort to raise the
Specifically, the environmental

bar on the firm’s remaining $261 billion

organisation Greenpeace has accused

in funds, noting that 30 percent of their
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Bank of China report urges financial institutions
to move away from SWIFT
The Bank of China’s investment

Included in the report were potential

CIPS, which was launched in 2015, is

banking unit released a report,

actions that the US could take, such as

supervised by the Bank of China, and

according to a 29 July article by

blocking Chinese financial institutions

purportedly processed $19.4 billion per

Reuters, urging Chinese financial

from access to SWIFT services. The

day in 2019.

institutions to transition away from the

report also suggested that China could

SWIFT system towards the Chinese

move away from usage of the US dollar

Cross-Border Interbank Payment

as its foreign exchange anchor currency

System (CIPS) in preparation for the

in the event that the US blocked

fallout from possible US sanctions.

Chinese access to US currency.

Reuters article

Former Wirecard staff allegedly involved in
money laundering schemes in UK
An investigation published by The

formerly an executive vice-president for

warned in 2016 about Wirecard’s links

Times on 1 July claims that former

digital sales at Wirecard. Their names

to the transaction laundering network .

Wirecard senior staff were linked to a

appear among BMI’s shareholders in

network of hundreds of shell

2007 and 2008, according to UK

The Wall Street Journal reported on 27

companies set up in Consett, County

Companies House filing history.

July that Visa and Mastercard both

Durham, which were allegedly involved

Another Consett-based company, Wire

fined Wirecard more than $10 million

in money laundering, pornography,

Card UK, was known for its links to a

ten years ago over suspicious

gambling and dating websites.

company that laundered proceeds from

transactions. Since 2015, the

offshore gambling sites serving the US.

executives from the two companies

According to the media outlet, Consett

Its director was Rudiger Trautmann,

were allegedly concerned about

residents were purportedly paid to

Wirecard’s chief operating officer from

Wirecard's involvement in miscoded

appear as directors of hundreds of shell

2005 to 2010.

gambling transactions, high numbers of

companies to make banks and credit

stolen card purchases, and reversed

card companies less likely to block

According to an additional report

transactions. Visa reportedly asked the

payments on suspicious websites

published by The Times on 2 July, the

German payment company to stop

owned by operators based in Africa,

UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

providing services to high-risk

Asia and Central America. Payments to

received evidence in 2019 of a

businesses such as those involved in

residents were reportedly made by

“transaction laundering” network with

pornography, gambling, and

Consett-based intermediary company

alleged connections to Wirecard, that

unregulated healthcare products.

Brinken Merchant Incorporations (BMI),

used bogus e-commerce sites

a company formation agent run by

purportedly owned by UK companies

Simon Dowson, a local entrepreneur.

set up by BMI as a front for channeling
online gambling proceeds through

Among the BMI shareholders were

Mastercard payment systems. In

Patrick Mosbach, a former Wirecard

addition, the media outlet revealed on 7

sales executive, and Brigette Axtner,

July that Mastercard executives were
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